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Abstract

The need for higher bandwidth and smaller antenna size for satellite 

communications led NASA to fund the Advanced Communications Technology Satellite 

(ACTS) and propagation research for K-band and Ka-band frequencies. From December 

1993 to December 1998, seven sites in North America have collected and processed 

power measurements at 20.2 and 27.5 gigahertz from ACTS, a geostationary satellite 

located at 100° West longitude. The thesis compares scintillation measurements to eight 

scintillation prediction models, proposes a cumulative distribution model to help predict 

the percentage o f time scintillation exceeds a given threshold, examines the effects of 

frequency on scintillation magnitudes, and proposes a climate model based on moisture 

content to help predict scintillation magnitudes. The study concludes that the scintillation 

prediction models are dependent on the climate, the frequency dependence is a function 

of climate, and the moisture content in the atmosphere dictates the percentage of time 

large scintillation occurs.
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Scintillation at K-Band and Ka-Band Frequencies

1. Introduction

Wireless telecommunications is an important part of industry today. Cellular 

phones and antenna networking are two examples of the need for faster data rates. In 

order to achieve these rates, higher signal-to-noise (S/N) or higher bandwidths provided 

by K-band (18-26.5 gigahertz) and Ka-band (26.5-40 gigahertz) frequencies are needed. 

Using higher frequencies also allows for smaller antennas. The disadvantages are that the 

systems are more complex and maintenance prone, and that the signals attenuate and 

fluctuate more with atmospheric conditions. This variation in received signal strength 

due to atmospheric conditions is known as propagation effects. These conditions force a 

system designer to increase fade margins and calculate and accept the percentages of time 

the systems are down. The major propagation impairment is attenuation, which produces 

fading, a reduction in signal strength. Water vapor and oxygen in the atmosphere provide 

a small amount of attenuation, a few decibels. Hydrometeors, notably rain, can provide 

up to tens of decibels of attenuation, depending on rain rate and signal frequency.

Another propagation effect is scintillation, which produces both fading and 

enhancements. Scintillation is the rapid fluctuation of the received signal strength, both 

above and below the mean. Although attenuation by hydrometeors is typically the 

dominant propagation impairment, scintillation becomes a significant factor for signals 

transmitted above 10 gigahertz for systems with low fade margins and low elevation 

angles of arrival [30, p. 51].



To aid the system designer and help to understand and characterize propagation 

effects at Ka-band frequencies, NASA funded the launch of the Advanced 

Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS) and provided research grants to six sites 

in the United States and one site in Canada. The data were officially collected from 

December 1, 1993 to December 31, 1998. Two of the major goals of this thesis are to 

find the frequency and elevation angle dependence of amplitude scintillation and to 

compare eight scintillation models and their parameters to the empirical data. Five years 

of data provides an 11 percent uncertainty [6, p. 865] that the distributions of the 

measurements are stable and accurate, but the main goal of ACTS propagation 

experiments is to provide validations and parameter estimations to different models [6, p. 

865],
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2. ACTS Satellite Characteristics

The ACTS satellite was launched on September 12, 1993 in a geostationary orbit 

at 100° West longitude. The propagation package on the satellite consists of several 

constant power, continuous wave (CW) beacon transmitters. The allocated frequencies 

for SATCOM Ka-band are 20-22 gigahertz for the downlink channels from the satellite 

and 27-30 gigahertz uplink channels to the satellite.1 The beacons on ACTS were chosen 

to test both the downlink and uplink frequencies. In normal operation, two beacons are 

operating simultaneously. The first beacon signal is vertically polarized at 20.185 

gigahertz, which has a backup beacon transmitter which is horizontally polarized at 

20.195 gigahertz. The first frequency was used throughout the experiment and is referred 

to in this thesis as the 20.2 gigahertz signal. The second beacon signal is vertically 

polarized at 27.505 gigahertz, which is referred to as the 27.5 gigahertz signal. It has an 

identical backup package. The backup package was used for the second beacon because 

the primary package was originally questioned by Charles E. Mayer to have excessive 

frequency drift. It was later verified by G.E. Astro Space. A diagram of the ACTS 

satellite is given in Figure 1.

The 20.2 gigahertz signal is modulated so control, ranging, and telemetry 

information (CRT), power stabilization, and other information can be transmitted to the 

command center. The information uses side tones of 14.5, 19, 28.5, 32, and 64 

megahertz. The satellite also has a 29 gigahertz antenna that receives uplink signals from 

Clarksburg, Maryland. These signals are used in an open loop power control experiment

22

1 The SATCOM Ka-band frequencies are allocated for 20-30 gigahertz instead of 26.5-40 gigahertz.



for Ka-band transmissions. The 27.5 gigahertz signal is unmodulated. The satellite also 

has a C-band omnidirectional antenna used for the CRT subsystem during launch,

23

Location o f  AC TS  beacon antenna on the spacecraft.

W est/E ast a x is  -

30 GHz (port 3H)

Detailed diagrams o f  the 
feed assembly.

(a) Layout o f  antenna, (b ) Block diagram o f

20.185 GHz 
(port IV )

30-GHz 
feedhorns

Figure 1. ACTS Satellite Diagram.
This is the diagram of the ACTS satellite that was launched in September 1993. The satellite 
contains 2 elliptically shaped hyperbolic antennas for the Ka-band and K-band transmissions and 
one omnidirectional C-band transmission [2, p. 858].



transfer orbit, orbit stabilization, and backup to the Ka-band CRT subsystem during 20.2 

gigahertz signal disruption [2, p. 856].

2.1. Antenna Patterns, Satellite Station Keeping, and Limitations

The ACTS satellite provides 48 high gain hopping spot beams and three fixed 

beams to cover the United States and Canada. It has a station keeping accuracy of 0.05° 

and an antenna pointing accuracy o f 0.025° in the pitch and roll direction [2, p. 855].

Table 1 contains the characteristics o f the beacon signal. Two of the Continental United 

States (CONUS) fixed beams were used for the propagation studies at the seven sites in 

the United States and Canada and are shown in Figure 2. The major concerns for the

24

Table 1. Beacon Characteristics of the ACTS Satellite
Table 1 was created from data in [2, p. 859].

Beacon Signal 27.5 GHz unmodulated signal 20.2 GHz modulated signal
Characteristics Proposed uplink signal Proposed downlink

Carrier Frequency (gigahertz) 
Beginning of Life

Measured Frequency (gigahertz) 
Subsystem Testing

Frequency Stability

Operating Temperature 
(Celsius)

Minimum RF Power (dBm) 
End of Life

Stability of
Maximum Output Power (dB)

Minimum Effective Isotropic 
Radiated Power for fade 
measurements (dBW)

27.505 ± 0.5 Vertical

Transmitter 1 - 27.504973 
Transmitter 2 - 27.505028

±300 KHz (10 ppm) in 2 years 
±120 KHz (4 ppm) in 24 hours

-5 to 36 

19.0

±2 in 2 years 
±1 in 24 hours

15.5

Primary - 20.185 ± 0.3 Vertical 
Backup - 20.195 ± 0.3 Horizontal

Prim ary-20.185013 
B ackup-20.194897

±200 KHz (10 ppm) in 2 years 
±80 KHz (4 ppm) in 24 hours

-5 to 39

22.5

±1.5 in 2 years 
±0.5 in 24 hours

17.5
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Peak = 19.79 dB
Degrees
(a)

Peak = 17.86 dB
Degrees
(b)

ACTS propagation beacon patterns, (t) 20.185 GHz. (b) 27>505 GHz.

Figure 2. EIRP Power Pattern for North America.
This is the power pattern seen at the surface of the earth. + represents the peak EIRP. (0,0) 
represents the location of the beam boresight. From this, the EIRP could be calculated for each 
site.



propagation studies are the frequency drift and the power fluctuations of the transmitters. 

To measure beacon power output at the ACTS propagation terminal or APT sites, the 

terminals record measurements of the received power level. Through a series of stages of 

frequency elimination, their digital receivers locate the frequency with the highest power 

output and calculate the power output. This is explained further on page 34. Their 

radiometers have a 100 megahertz bandwidth that ensures the measurements of the peak 

signal are included.

In order to account for power fluctuations, ranging tones are used to calculate the 

distance from the satellite to the command center. The ranging tones enable operators to 

accurately obtain satellite diurnal drift parameters and to periodically correct drifts with 

station keeping maneuvers. However, the ranging tones produce extra power in the 

measurements. They are produced once every four hours, and after station keeping 

maneuvers, the ranging tones are produced hourly. Preprocessing eliminates the extra 

power given in the ranging tones [2, p. 859].
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3. ACTS Propagation Terminal

Table 2 shows the APT sites and relevant data such as location, elevation angles, 

etc. Ray bending effects were included for the elevation angle calculations. This affects 

the Alaska APT site which has the lowest elevation angle. The geometric elevation angle 

is 7.9°, but 8.1° is the actual antenna pointing elevation angle which accounts for ray 

bending due to refraction through the atmosphere.

Table 2. APT Sites and their Parameters_________________________________

Site Latitude Longitude Elev. Ang. Site CCIR EIRP*
North West Altitude Rain (dBW)

(km) Zone 20.2 27.5

Fairbanks, AK 64.86° 147.82° 8.1° 0.18 C 9.5 10
Vancouver, BC 49.26° 123.25° 29.3° 0.01 D 14 14
Fort Collins, CO 40.40° 104.7° 43.0° 1.90 E 19 17
Tampa, FL 28.0° 82.0° 51.7° 0.05 N 16 15
Clarksburg, MD 39.0° 77.0° 38.9° 0.08 K 17 16
Las Cruces, NM 32.0° 107.0° 52.0° 1.46 M/E 18 17
Norman, OK 35.0° 97.0° 49.2° 0.42 M 19 17

* EIRP is site dependent and is equal to the peak EIRP minus the footprint loss.

The schematic o f the APT is given in Figure 3. In order to reduce expenses, the 

ACTS propagation terminals (APT’s) used common hardware and software. Each of the 

seven sites was equipped with the following major items: a 1.2-meter receiving antenna 

and mount, a radio frequency box, a receiver box, weather and equipment sensors, and a 

collection computer. Even in the receiver box, the 20 gigahertz and 27 gigahertz 

measurement subassemblies are identical to each other. Referenced from the antenna



terminal, the system temperatures are 1645 Kelvin and 1677 Kelvin for the respective

20.2 and 27.5 gigahertz frequencies [21, Chapter 5, pp. 3-4].
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ACTS PROPAGATION TERMINAL

Electrical block diagram  of the ACTS propagation terminal.

Figure 3. ACTS Propagation Terminal Block Diagram.
This is the schematic o f the APT that contains the Radio Frequency box, the Receiver Enclosure, 
and the personal computer and peripherals. From the RF box to the Receiver box, the frequency 
is downconverted to 70 megahertz. The frequency is further downconverted to 455 kilohertz for 
the digital receiver [21, Chap 2, p. 4].



Each site must fulfill the following three requirements: the APT’s must have a 

dynamic range o f 0 to 20 decibels of attenuation, a measurement accuracy of 0.5 decibels 

must be assured, and continuous observation with less than 10% data loss must be 

assured. The radiometers provide a 0.3 decibel rms error in attenuation under clear-sky 

conditions, and the beacons provide 0.1 decibel rms measurement accuracy [6, p. 865], 

However, the Alaska APT site only provides a dynamic range of 14 decibels for the 20.2 

gigahertz signal and 15 decibels for the 27.5 gigahertz signal due to the 7 and 10 decibel 

footprint loss because Alaska is far off the CONUS pattern peak. The APT’s collect data 

at a rate of one sample per second, but for 10 minutes of every hour, data is also collected 

a rate o f 20 samples per second. The higher sample rate is not used in this thesis.

3.1. Receiving Antenna

The receiving antenna reflector is a 1.2-meter offset parabolic dish with gains of 

45 decibels and 48 decibels for the 20 gigahertz and 27 gigahertz signals respectively.

The calculations assume 55% efficiency; however, the efficiency can vary between 55% 

to 65%. Because o f its experience with the European Olympus propagation program, 

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University’s Satellite Communications Group 

manufactured the receivers [2, p. 860], Figure 4 contains a diagram of the antenna.

For antenna pointing, the elevation and azimuth angles were first calculated and 

then later adjusted to give the maximum beacon power for the site. The offset feed to the 

reflector connects to the radio frequency, RF, box that must be positioned directly behind 

the feed at the reflector focal point. A major obstacle for the antenna and the feed system 

is that precipitation can accumulate on the surface of the antenna or the dielectric radome
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covering of the feed. This can cause extra signal loss due to attenuation and reflection. 

The problem can be solved by either protecting the reflector and feed or by accounting 

for its effects. Deepak Ramachandran of the University of Oklahoma and Alte Borsholm 

of the New Mexico State University studied the antenna wetting effects. Alte Borsholm 

wrote a Matlab code to model and account for these effects [4],

Figure 4. ACTS Antenna Dish.
The physical diagram of the antenna dish with the RF box and the Receiver Enclosure [21, Chap. 
9, p. 5].



3.2. Radio Frequency Box

The RF Box contains a diplexer, noise diodes, switches, and RF frequency 

converters. A diagram is shown in Figure 5. A diplexer splits the power so different 

filters can select the frequency of the signal. The RF box contains a diplexer to separate

APT RF UNIT
Backup Diplexer/OMT
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Receiver Receiver

Block diagram of the RF unit.

Figure 5. ACTS Radio Frequency Box.
These are the components in the Radio Frequency Box. The diplexers are 3 decibel power 
splitters with proper bandpass filters [21, Chap. 9, p. 2].

the 27.5 and 20.2 gigahertz beacon signals. Both the noise diode and signal are 

connected to a switch that then feeds the RF block and local oscillator. The signals are 

downconverted to 70 megahertz and are fed into the receiver box. The noise diodes 

calibrate the total power radiometers by providing a known reference power level.



3.3. Receiver Box

The receiver box converts both 70 megahertz signals into the digital information 

that can be stored in the computer. The receiver is connected to the RF box by a 15 feet 

cable. The receiver box also connects to various meteorological gauges. It also checks 

the status of the components in the radiometer and digital receiver. From Figure 3, it is 

noted that the receiver contains two power splitters, two radiometers, two 

downconverters, two digital receivers, a data acquisition and control subassembly, and a 

fiber optic cable for connection to the collection computer. The power splitter sends one 

signal to the radiometer and the other signal to the beacon measurement subassembly 

which consists of a downconverter and a digital receiver. The beacon signal is 

downconverted to 455 kilohertz so the digital receiver can process the signal. The 

radiometer and digital receiver are discussed more fully since they are the measurement 

devices for the emissions and beacon signals.

3.3.1. Total Power Radiometer

A block diagram of the total power radiometer is given in Figure 6. The 

attenuator sets the output range for the radiometer, and the offset subtracts any bias. The 

signal power is amplified by 60 decibels, and the square law detector creates a voltage 

output that is linearly proportional to the signal power input. Unfortunately, the square 

law detector has severe loss so amplifiers were included before and after the integrator 

and the offset adjustment. The amplifiers provide 34.5 decibels of gain.
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The total power radiometer converts the 70 megahertz signal power into a direct 

current voltage. It has a bandwidth of 100 megahertz with imaging, sensitivity of 0.2 

Kelvin, accuracy of one Kelvin, and range of 600 Kelvin [21, Chapter 11, p. 7]. The
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Block diagram of ACTS Total Power Radiometer

Radiometer subassembly block diagram.

Figure 6. Radiometer Subassembly Block Diagram.
This is the schematic of the total power radiometer [21, Chap. 11, p. 2].

major purpose of the radiometer is to calculate the sky temperature. The sky temperature 

is usually derived from the antenna temperature and the assumed ground temperature and 

antenna integration factor. The sky temperature equation is given as
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T,antenna (1 - I ) , T ground

i (i)

Sky temperature,
Antenna temperature (measured), 
Ground temperature «  220 Kelvin, 
Antenna integration factor « .95.I

The values for the ground temperature and the antenna integration factor were given by 

the workbook manual ACTS Propagation Terminal Site Requirements [21, Chapter 6, p.

1 ]. Unfortunately, the sky temperature not only depends on the antenna pattern but also 

on the elevation angle and ground temperature as well. The preprocessing procedure as 

explained in Appendix A is used to retrieve sky temperature and perform an overall 

calibration for the radiometers and digital receivers.

3.3.2. Digital Receivers

Figure 7 contains the diagram o f the APT’s digital receiver. The digital receivers 

produce beacon power measurements at a sample rate of one hertz. In order to measure 

the beacon power, the 70 megahertz IF signal is downconverted to five megahertz and 

then downconverted again to 455 kilohertz. The signal is then processed in the digital 

receiver (DRX). Because of frequency drifts in the signal and modulation tones in the 

20.185 gigahertz signal, the DRX performs the following functions:

1. Signal acquisition using the 180 kilohertz bandwidth centered at 455 kilohertz.

2. Identification of the carrier frequency (peak signal) among the major tones.
This is done with a 32768-point Fast Fourier Transform. The frequency 
bandwidth is reduced to 10 kilohertz.
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3. Tracking the signal by adjusting the digital filtering and decimation. The 
bandwidth is reduced to 1 kilohertz.

4. Measurement is made with a 1024-point Fast Fourier Transform. This 
produces one hertz bin power measurements. 20 of these bins are then 
summed to produce the 20 hertz bandwidth power measurement.

APT DIGITAL RECEIVER BLOCK DIAGRAM

IF DIGITAL RECEIVER DACS

Digital receiver block diagram

Figure 7. Digital Receiver Block Diagram.
The block diagram of the APT’s digital receiver with a flow chart of the algorithm [21, Chap. 12, 
p. 4].

The specifications of the DRX are given in Table 3, and Figure 8 contains the 

power measurement sampling scheme. Figure 9 illustrates the power calculations of the 

peak beacon signal among the modulation tones. It is possible that the digital receiver
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calculates the power o f a modulation tone, but this is extremely rare due to the wide 

separation of the modulation tones.

Table 3. APT Digital Receiver Characteristics

The table was cited in [21, Chap. 12, p. 2],
Acquisition analog input bandwidth 180 kilohertz
Tracking analog input bandwidth 10 kilohertz
Real sampling rate 606.67 kilohertz
Predetection bandwidth 1 kilohertz
Tracking FFT resolution 0.987 hertz binwidths
Detection bandwidth 20 hertz
Power measurement resolution 0.01 decibels
Frequency estimate resolution 0.5 hertz
Minimum required C/N ratio for acquisition 10 decibels for 20 hertz bandwidth
Minimum required C/N ratio for tracking 5 decibels for 20 hertz bandwidth
Power measurement accuracy ±0.1  decibels
Acquisition time from cold start 30 seconds
Acquisition time from loss of signal less than 5 seconds

ty25^7B kHz

APT receiver signal power measurement mode filtering scheme.

Figure 8. Power Measurement Filtering Scheme.
This is a block diagram of the digital receivers filtering and decimation of the 455 kilohertz 
signal [22, p. 80].
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Beacon detection (bin summing) and frequency determination

Figure 9. Illustration of a power measurement.
The illustration is cited in [21, Chap. 12, p. 7].

Because of complex sampling, the sampling frequency was reduced from 1.1 gigahertz to 

607 kilohertz. Two samples, the in-phase component, and the quadrature-phase 

component, Q, constitute one power measurement. The power measurement is equal to I2 

+ Q2. The samples are taken at 270° intervals, three-quarters of the period of the 

wavelength. Samples are taken periodically, but because the sample rate is not an integer 

multiple of the frequency, this leads to gaps in the power measurement and aliasing. 

Figure 10 illustrates the technique.



Complex sampling uses a smaller frequency sample rate because the minimum 

sampling rate must be greater than the bandwidth only. For example, the highest 

sampling rate is 4/3 the center frequency of 455 kilohertz. This rate is 606.7 kilohertz. 

The 4/3 is the sampling rate factor for complex sampling that is 3/4 of a period apart.

Figure 10. Illustration o f Complex Sampling.
The complex sampling technique used in this research is 270° apart. For complex sampling at 
regular intervals, the samples must be an odd multiple o f 270° apart. Complex sampling must 
exceed the bandwidth of the measured sample. The pair o f adjacent out-of-phase, and *, in- 
phase, marks signifies one power measurement.

The major disadvantage is that aliasing occurs, and implementation is more complicated. 

For example, after each decimation of the power measurement, the sampling frequency 

must change to ensure that adjacent readings are truly quadrature phase apart. However, 

complex sampling provides better frequency estimation and spectral resolution. Limiting 

the bandwidth to 10 kilohertz reduces the aliasing effect o f noise and signals outside the 

filter range [22, p. 59]. Figure 11 illustrates this example. The top figure shows the 

spectrum of a signal with bandwidth o f fo  and center frequency of 2.5 The second
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Figure 11. Aliasing Effects of Complex Sampling.
This illustrates the aliasing effects o f complex frequency. The bandwidth is the major criterion 
for the sampling frequency. The magnitudes of the frequencies outside the bandwidth are small 
and are negligible to the overall measurement.



figure shows that sampling at fo  causes aliasing of the signal. The sampling reduces the 

spectrum to f 0. The magnitudes add at an interval of the bandwidth f 0. The original 

signal is preserved if  the magnitudes outside the bandwidth are negligible.

3.4. Calibration Procedures

In order to keep the integrity of the radiometer measurements within one Kelvin, 

the radiometers must be automatically calibrated every 15 minutes. The gain fluctuation 

inherent in a total power radiometer needs to be controlled by automatic and overall 

calibrations. For automatic calibration, the noise diodes in the RF box inject a known 

signal power in the system. The resistor load is held at a constant temperature to avoid 

output fluctuations. The noise diodes inject approximately 600 Kelvins into the system. 

The data acquisition and control subassembly (DACS) reads the output and adjusts the 

step attenuator and the voltage offset to create the desired dynamic range. The 

calibrations take 20 seconds, and show up in the data in Figure 12 as full scale vertical 

lines. The preprocessing programs remove these calibrations from the data. The final 

effect is that the receiver noise temperature is eliminated, and the antenna temperature is 

measured. However, the sky temperature is needed, but cannot be calculated from 

Equation 1 because o f uncertainty in the antenna integration factor and the ground 

temperature.

In order to measure sky brightness temperature, overall systems or absolute 

calibration needs to be performed for the radiometer. For absolute calibration, the 

original method was to use a cold source (liquid nitrogen) and hot source (ambient 

temperature) at the feed. This method must be physically implemented, and experimental
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errors compelled the operators to find another method of calibration. Tilting scan 

calibrations could not be used because o f the high sidelobes o f the antenna pattern. In 

fact, no physical methods could be performed to satisfactorily calibrate the radiometer.
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Figure 12. Real Time Measurement Plots.
This is a graph of the beacon attenuation and the radiometer voltage measurement for the 20.2 
and 27.5 gigahertz signal. The measurements were taken in Fairbanks, Alaska beginning at 0:00 
Greenwich Meridian Time (4:00 pm in Alaska) on June 4, 1999. The event shows evidence of 
rain due to fluctuations in radiometer voltage measurements and high attenuation in the beacon 
signals. Absolute calibration occurs every 15 minutes for the two frequencies. Scintillations of 
the beacon measurements are the fast fluctuations, but there is a slow varying component due to 
the rain.

The overall systems calibration used surface weather measurements to predict the 

effective medium temperature to adjust the beacon measurements to the radiometer 

measurements. This calibration procedure is statistical in nature because it depends on a 

range of surface measurements. However, the APT terminal does not lose any data to



physical calibrations and eliminates implementation errors such as temperature 

fluctuations and high antenna sidelobes. The calibration uses effective medium 

temperatures theoretically predicted from radiosonde balloon profiles of pressure, 

temperature, and relative humidity. A linear regression was performed on the surface 

measurements.

The radiosonde balloons could also indirectly measure sky temperature. In 

Norman, Oklahoma, radiosonde balloons collected 108 vertical profiles o f sky brightness 

temperature, effective medium temperature, and meteorological data. Using the 

attenuation loss due to clear sky conditions, the sky brightness temperatures were 

compared with the vertical profiles of the temperature and relative humidity. Then a 

least-squares linear regression fit was performed on the sky brightness temperatures and 

the surface measurements, temperature and relative humidity. The calculation of the sky 

brightness temperature theoretically accounts for variations due to pressure [6, p. 870].

By using the regression analysis and temperature, relative humidity, and pressure 

measurements at the site, the sky brightness temperature was automatically assigned for 

different radiometer voltages. However, in order to match data between beacon and 

radiometer attenuation, variations in sky temperature are needed to adjust radiometer 

attenuation calculations. Further preprocessing is explained in page 44.

3.4.1. Beacon Calibration Procedure

Figure 13 shows the graph of the output characteristics of the DRX. Each point 

on the curve represents a geometric mean of 100 measurements. The output is extremely 

linear for inputs o f -35 decibel-millwatts to 8 decibel-milliwatts. There are saturation
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effects for inputs greater than 8 decibel-milliwatts [22, p. 132], The digital receiver has a 

highly linear output, but the major error is the bias in the input. In order to calculate and 

remove the bias, radiometer-based attenuation measurements are subtracted from the 

beacon-based attenuation. This bias is then applied to all beacon measurements. The
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Plot of APT receiver's linearity curve. Each point represents the 
geometric mean of 100 signal power measurements.

Figure 13. Receiver’s Output Plot Characteristics.
The plot is cited in [22, p. 132].

radiometer-based attenuation is calculated from sky brightness temperature and the 

effective medium temperature. The formula for attenuation is

A = -  4.34 In
f  J1______ rp \

1 medium 1 sky

T — TV medium A o J
(2)

where A = attenuation in decibels,
Tmedium = medium temperature « 275 Kelvin,
Tsky = sky brightness temperature,
T0 = cosmic background temperature » 2 to 3 Kelvin.



The effective medium temperature measurements are based on the radiosonde vertical 

profiles used to calculate the sky brightness temperature. The values of Tmedium and Tsky 

are approximations given by the workbook manual titled ACTS Propagation Terminal 

Site Requirements [21, Chapter 6, p. 2], In theory, during clear-sky conditions, the 

beacon attenuation should match the attenuation calculated from sky brightness 

temperatures. For clear sky conditions, the attenuation calculated from radiometer 

measurements must be less than a given value, approximately four decibels, and the one- 

minute standard deviation of a beacon signal must be less than a given threshold value.

The higher standard deviations assume degraded-sky conditions, and the value cannot be 

used. The values depend on the elevation angle; for example, the threshold value is 0.12 

decibels for a 49° elevation angle [6, p. 866]. The average bias is calculated from a range 

of radiometer attenuation values from zero to approximately four decibels. To calibrate 

the digital receiver, the bias is subtracted from the beacon measurements. However, this 

range of radiometer attenuation values is used for bias removal only.

3.4.2. Radiometer Calibration

After the beacon receiver is calibrated, the radiometer is recalibrated so its 

attenuation values match the beacon attenuation values for an extended range o f eight to 

nine decibels for clear-sky conditions. Statistical methods were implemented by 

experimenter’s inputting the calibration constants needed. The basic goal was to match 

beacon attenuation measurements and radiometer attenuation calculations for the 

extended range by adjusting the sky temperature. The sky-temperature calibration 

equation is
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T a Tantenna_|_
p  270

Tsky= ^ ^  + —  (3)

where T is the air temperature in Kelvin, and a  and /? are calibration constants [6, p. 870], 

These constants are determined after data collection. P  is called the “antenna efficiency,” 

and a  is the “spillover temperature.” The constants are not the actual antenna efficiency 

and spillover temperature because of losses in the system. They are values used to match 

radiometer attenuation calculations with beacon attenuation calculations. This process is 

iterative, and the bias is recalculated each time. The process ends with a given condition; 

for the site in Fairbanks Alaska, the radiometer-based and beacon-based attenuation 

empirical distribution functions must match as closely as possible. Another way to 

recalibrate the radiometer is to look at rainy days and apply the calibration process for 

those days. The calibration process must be performed monthly. The calibration 

procedure and preprocessing the data are discussed further in Appendix A.

3.5. Meteorological Sensors and Other Equipment

The APT also has the following surface meteorological sensors: wind speed and 

direction gauge, relative humidity gauge, barometer, capacitive rain gauge, optical rain 

gauge, tipping bucket rain gauge, and various temperature sensors. The capacitive rain 

gauge is the official gauge for the APT sites. The sensors are interfaced with the DACS. 

Some of the temperature sensors are used in conjunction with heaters to maintain a 

constant temperature for components in the RF and receiver assembly; the resistive loads 

and noise diodes are examples. However, the APT meteorological sensors only measured 

weather events in a localized area. For more representative measurements, the National



Weather Service (NWS) data were used. The data consist of hourly averages of 

temperature, pressure, and relative humidity for a given month. If  the NWS data were 

not available, the data from the APT meteorological sensors were used.

3.6. Data Acquisition and Control Subassembly

The data acquisition and control subassembly received all measurements: surface 

weather measurements, equipment status such as control voltages, power supply, and 

temperature levels, radiometer noise power, and beacon power measurements. For 

beacon power measurements, the data sampled at one hertz are separated from the data 

sampled at 20 hertz. The DACS also provides special feedback. It downloads software 

for the DRX so that the DRX can implement the proper FFT and filtering. The DACS 

also provides automatic calibrations for the radiometers by firing the noise diode, 

processing the information and then setting the proper offset and, through the step 

attenuator, dynamic range. It provides clock synchronization and implements commands 

from the personal computer.

The DACS also bundles the data into packets and sends the information to the 

personal computer. The packets are produced each second and contain the following 

information: time stamp, 20 gigahertz beacon signal, 20 gigahertz radiometer signal, 27 

gigahertz beacon signal, 27 gigahertz radiometer signal, Status One information, and 

Status Two information. In general, Status One information contains meteorological data 

and equipment status, and Status Two information contains power supplies voltage 

measurements. Appendix B provides the listing o f the Status One information since it is
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important for this research [21, Chapter 13, pp. 9-11]. Status Two information is used for 

troubleshooting.

3.7. Collection Computer and the Preprocessing Algorithms

The DACS sends the packets through a fiber optic cable into the collection 

computer. The computer stores the packets in files with extension rvO or raw data 

version 0. Each complete file contains data for the day. It also stores the beacon signals 

sampled at 20 hertz in files with hdr extensions, which are sampled for 10 minutes each 

hour. These files are preprocessed and sent to Westenhaver Wizard Works, Inc.

After the five-year data were processed, checked and archived, CD’s with five 

years o f data were sent to each site. The CD’s contain pv2 files along with the following 

monthly processing files: empirical distribution function (edf), log, surface 

measurements (srf), ranging tones (rtn), and dfc files. The edf files contain the empirical 

distributions data and charts of attenuation, scintillation, rain events, etc. The log files 

contain bad minutes in data, calibration constants, and other information used in the 

preprocessing computations. The rtn files contain times and power levels of the ranging 

tones so the preprocessing can account for these effects. The dfc files contain 

information on the satellite motion such as the 5th order polynomial fit to the north-south 

drift o f the satellite. The preprocessing eliminates the effects due to this motion.

The ACTS preprocessing program created daily “sum” files from pv2 files. Each sum 

file contains information such as minute samples, averages, or standard deviations of 61 

parameters for each minute o f a given day. The parameters needed for scintillation 

studies of this paper are the time stamp, the beacon attenuation minute averages, beacon
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scintillation (minute standard deviation), and sky temperatures for the 20 and 27 

gigahertz frequencies. If  no srf files are available for a given month, then local APT 

surface pressure, temperature, and relative humidity contained in the sum files are used.

3.8. Data Collection

C program structures are used to extract the information from CD’s that contain 

the sum files and perform the necessary statistical analysis. The description and codes 

are given in Appendix G. For each of the seven sites, five years o f one-minute 

scintillation data are stored in daily sum files. The sum files of each site are stored in two 

CD’s. C object codes were created to read the data from the CD’s and generate the 

monthly statistics. All codes read the 20.2 and 27.5 gigahertz attenuation and 

scintillation minute averages, sky temperatures, and the time stamp. All data collecting 

codes then filter the data by the following conditions:

1. The attenuation must be within the dynamic range of 20 decibels. However, 
Alaska has a dynamic range of 14 decibels for the 20.2 gigahertz signal and 15 
decibels for the 27.5 gigahertz signal.

2. The difference between attenuation and standard deviation must be greater 
than -1 .0  decibel. The negative value accounts for preprocessing calculations. 
This threshold is somewhat arbitrary.

3. The standard deviation, scintillation, must be more than 0 decibels. The sum 
files sometimes contain errors in which the standard deviation is negative.

4. Sudden increases in attenuation are eliminated by a moving average. In this 
case, the “blip” is removed if  its value is greater than the sum of the values of 
the two previous minutes.
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4. Scintillation Theory

In this thesis, scintillation is the rapid log-amplitude variation of the signal. The 

thesis defines scintillation as the standard deviation of the power level for a given time, 

usually one-minute. The units of measure are decibels. However, peak-to-peak is 

another valid way of defining scintillation. Because of the short one-minute duration, the 

standard deviation completely characterizes the scintillation and diminishes the effects of 

slow changes due to attenuation [27, p. 77][25, p. 1145]. Under clear-sky conditions, the 

power level o f the beacon signal is a stationary isotropic random parameter if  the time 

interval is small enough [23, pp. 8-9].

4.1. Ionospheric and Tropospheric Scintillation

Ionospheric scintillation usually occurs through depolarization due to Faraday 

rotation, and magnetic alignment with the earth’s magnetosphere. Ionospheric 

scintillation of gigahertz frequencies of any magnitude occurs only in latitudes within 30° 

of the geomagnetic equator [1, pp. 81-82], and all sites lie at or above this boundary level. 

More importantly, scintillation due to the ionosphere is considered negligible because of 

the higher frequencies involved in the ACTS propagation study. For signals with 

frequencies above 10 gigahertz, practically no ionospheric scintillation occurs, and the 

ionosphere is considered “transparent” [9, p. 1-12]. However, rotation of the polarization 

occurs in small amounts.

Scintillation caused by the lower atmosphere is tropospheric scintillation, and for 

K-band and Ka-band frequencies scintillation is tropospheric. The scintillation occurs

within 10 kilometers above the earth surface. Under clear sky conditions, most of the
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scintillation occurs in the planetary boundary layer which is relatively moist and 

turbulent. This boundary layer could be modeled as a thin slab. Tropospheric 

scintillation occurs mainly because of dynamic small-scale variations of the index of 

refraction o f the propagation medium along the propagation path. Water content and 

changes in water content due to turbulent mixing causes most of the tropospheric 

scintillation, and refraction due to water is the major variable to scintillation prediction.

The scintillation is strongly correlated with meteorological conditions such as 

temperature, humidity, clouds, rain, and wind speeds. Of all the variables, average wind 

speed is the most difficult to measure for a sizable area. Light rain does not increase 

scintillation significantly, but rain that causes five decibels of path attenuation tends to 

increase scintillation [1, p. 135-136]. Scintillation depends on three other factors: spatial 

averaging, elevation angle, and frequency. Spatial averaging over the area o f the antenna 

aperture decreases scintillation, and the antenna averaging factor accounts for these 

effects. Thus larger antennas measure smaller amounts of scintillation. Higher frequency 

signals scatter to a greater degree so one would expect higher scintillation with higher 

frequency. Also, the scintillation tends to increases as the elevation angle decreases, 

because the signals must traverse more of the atmosphere, and multipathing effects tend 

to increase for low elevation angle arrivals. All scintillation models need at least these 

four components to predict scintillation. They are the meteorological, antenna aperture 

averaging factor, frequency, and elevation angle components.
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4.2. Notations and Variables

Table 4 shows a list o f the variables used in this thesis. Statistical means, 

standard deviations, maximums, and minimums were calculated for various parameters,
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Table 4. A List of Variables and Constants

Symbol Variable description Units
/ Frequency gigahertz
X Wavelength meters
<J Scintillation decibels
e Elevation Angle 0 (degrees)
H Turbulent Layer Height — Airmass meters

lo Inner scale length meters
Lo Outer scale length meters
L Atmospheric Propagation Path meters

RFresnel l sl order Fresnel Radius meters

n Total Antenna Efficiency ratio (not %)

RP Physical Radius meters
X Physical / Fresnel area ratio ratio

GHv Haddon and Vilar Antenna Aperture 
Averaging Factor

dimensionless

Gcb Crane and Blood Antenna Aperture 
Averaging Factor

dimensionless

T Air Temperature Kelvin
P Atmospheric Pressure millibars

RH Relative Humidity ratio (not %)
n index of refraction dimensionless
N Refractivity ppm (dimensionless)

Ndry Refractivity due to dry gas ppm (dimensionless)
Nwet Refractivity due to moisture ppm (dimensionless)
Esat Saturated water vapor pressure millibars
Pw Saturated water density kg/mJ
U Wind velocity m/s
V Viscosity o f Air m7s
c2 Atmospheric Profile (gradient factor) m '2/3
k effective earth radius factor meters

such as scintillation of the two frequencies and cr27.5 , air temperature T,

(J 9 A 9
refractivity due to moisture Nwet, and the scintillation ratio —-■ for the given minute.

ct27.5

The maximum and minimum of variable x are max(x) and min(x) respectively. A bar



over the parameter is the mean of the parameter. These means could be monthly, 

seasonal, or yearly means. For example, <r2o 2 is the 20.2 gigahertz scintillation for the 

given minute, but <x2o,2 maY be the monthly mean of the 20.2 gigahertz scintillation. The 

biased standard deviation of a parameter, stdev(x), is
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2with N  sample points of x. <j x is the variance. The only exception to this notation is

020.2 and 027.5 which in fact are standard deviations, but they are treated as variables.

4.3. Atmospheric Profile and Tatarski’s Theory

In this thesis, the stationary random variable, or more properly the wide-sense 

stationary random variable, is defined as a function which has the same mean and 

standard deviation for a given interval of time that is independent of any given time. 

Similarly, an isotropic variable is defined as a function that is translation independent, 

the function depends only on the distance between two given points in space. A 

condition weaker than isotropy is homogeneity which depends on the value o f the points. 

For propagation studies, the atmosphere is homogeneous if  “relevant” conditions at one 

point are the same as those at another point in the atmosphere [20, p. 1302], Location of 

the points effects the value of the homogeneous function.

Under ideal isotropic conditions for a given meteorological parameter, 

scintillation magnitudes depend only on the time interval in which it is calculated, and the 

distance the signal must propagate through a thin slab of atmosphere. In other words,



only the meteorological condition and not the location or time affects scintillation. This 

may or may not be true of clear-sky conditions for local regions in space, but it is 

certainly not true for rainy conditions or other severe changes in meteorological 

conditions. In fact, Strohbehn stated the atmosphere is not homogeneous, hence it is not 

isotropic, but well-developed models exist only for isotropic conditions [20, p. 1302], 

Generally, it is necessary to restrict the size to small regions of the atmosphere to 

approximate isotropic conditions.

Wave Propagation in a Turbulent Medium by V. I. Tatarski was translated by R.

A. Silverman and is available in English in 1961 [23], This is the classic work in wave 

propagation studies and is a reference to most o f the literature cited in this thesis.

Tatarski assumes that the atmosphere is a stationary, locally isotropic, turbulent medium. 

Tatarski developed a variable called the atmospheric profile which is formulated as

C l(r )= a L4n3 (gradv(r)f  m"2/3 [31, p. 294] (5)

where v(r) is a parameter that is stationary and isotropic in the atmosphere, L0 is the outer

scale length, v(r) is the mean of the parameter at a given location over a given period of 

time, a is a dimensionless constant equal to 2.8, and r is the distance from an observation 

point to the point in space. o(r) may be temperature T, pressure P, or wind velocity u, 

but is usually the index of refraction n for propagation studies. La is the length of the 

outer limit in which v(r) is stationary and isotropic. The outer scale length refers to the 

propagation path through the atmospheric slab in which most of the turbulence occurs.

L0 range from tens to hundreds of meters [23, p. 50],
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Because of the viscosity of the atmosphere, the airflow and properties of u behave 

differently for different turbulent velocities. For small velocities, the airflow is smooth, 

stable and laminar. However, as velocity increases, instability increases and the flow 

becomes more turbulent. The stability is limited by a critical value of the Reynolds 

number. The Reynolds number is defined as

R ^
(6)

where v  is the viscosity o f air at a given pressure and temperature. An inner scale length 

l0 is defined as the smallest length in which wind velocity inhomogeneities occur. The 

formula for la is given as

/ . ~ A ?  [23, p. 29]. (7)
K e

Given the Fresnel radius of L0 , Tatarski’s scintillation variance proportions [23, p. 

169] are

—  y o _ \ 7 / 6  L0- 1 2n \ ? „ 2 ( \ 5/6
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j  Cn{r) r dr L0 » JXT0 » lQ (8)

  Lo
00 lo 1 3 • J c l  (j r )r2dr » .  (9)

0

In general, Equation 9, the geometric optics condition, is rarely used because the Fresnel 

radius is usually much greater than the inner scale length, but it explains some anomalies 

in the frequency dependence studies. In Equation 9, the scintillation is independent of
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frequency. However, larger wavelengths that are comparable to the inner scale limit 

imply that there is a frequency dependence to the scintillation scattering [23, p. 132], 

Macroscopically, the atmosphere can be viewed as horizontally stratified layers. If z is 

the direction vertical to the earth’s surface, then Equation 5 can be rewritten as

C ‘ (z)=aL*4/ 3 do
dz

m ■2/3 (10)

If the slab thickness is uniform, then z = rsin 6  and dz = dr sin 0 and sin 6.

Equation 7 and 8 become

/o _ \7 /62n
\  X j

1
• 11/6

<*l *  lo1'2

Vsin

1

e
\C 2n(z) . 5 / 6 dz l 0 » j x t 0 » i0 ( i i )

• jC 2(z )z 2dz iQ » (12)
.sin 0 )  o

with the proper substitutions. This is the origin of the angle dependence with the 

exponent o f -11/6. All models assume an exponent between -11/6 and -3.

In practice, the atmospheric profile for n is measured using radiosonde balloons 

that record temperature, pressure, relative humidity, wind speed and wind direction. 

Tatarski proposed calculating the atmospheric profile of with the atmospheric profile of 

T with the formula

_ 79-10 P  ^  r_
Cn -  y C j  [23, p. 79] (13)

if  changes in the index of refraction are due solely to changes in temperature. This may 

be a useful first approximation, but it does not include changes in relative humidity and



moisture content. Vasseur proposed a formula that takes into account moisture and wind 

shear that are given in [31, p. 295]. The formula is probabilistic in nature and is given as

  oo , oo .25 s2
C,2(z )= 2 .8 M 02( z ) ^ ) ( l J 3FI0 rfL0 JP,rfS J J 2P jdJ  (14)

0  0  -o o

where

m 0 J - Z j 4 r ,
oz

R is the humidity contribution to Mo ,

L0 is the outer scale length,

J  is the buoyancy force,

Sis the wind shear,

P x  is the probability density function o f X.

Radiosonde balloons cannot be launched for each observation site, so regressive 

techniques are used to correlate atmospheric profiles with surface parameters. This is the 

basis for the Direct Physical Statistical Prediction and Modeled Physical Statistical 

Prediction scintillation models.

4.4. Index of Refraction and Refractivity

Air movement and changes in humidity cause subtle changes in the index of 

refraction n. Because the index of refraction values ranges from 1.00005 to 1.0004, 

refractivity N  is used to measure refraction. Refractivity is defined as

W = ( n - l ) - 1 0 6 . ( 1 5 )
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Even though N  is dimensionless, some of the references use parts per million (ppm) for 

refractivity. Reffactivity is the sum of dry and wet refractivity. Dry refractivity is the 

refractivity of the atmosphere without the contribution of moisture. It is a function of 

temperature and pressure and is given as

J V = 77-6 v
T • (16)

Ndry does not greatly affect scintillation because of the nonpolar nature o f oxygen and

nitrogen molecules so it is not used as a scintillation parameter.

Refractivity due to moisture, wet reffactivity, was calculated with the formula

375 000 • RH• Esat 5.6 • RH • Esat
N Wet =  y  r   (17>T a t

where RH is the relative humidity that is given as a ratio and not a percentage, Esat is the

saturated vapor pressure with units in millibars, and T the temperature has units in

Kelvin. For frequencies below 100 gigahertz, Equation 17 can be formulated as
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373 000j_RH ■ Er 

T:N wet = -----— ^ 2 ------- ~  t 1’ P-10°]- <18)

The saturated vapor pressure is a function of temperature, but there are four different

equations to calculate Esat. The formula generally quoted in literature is the exponential

model [11, p. 1611][24, p. 1372],

T -2 7 3  15 
Esat =6.11 exp(19.7-- ^ )

T • (19)

The second formula for Esah a sixth degree polynomial developed by Robert K. Crane2, is

2 The sixth order polynomial was developed by Robert K. Crane. The validity o f the formula is under



Esat = b6 C6 +b5 C 5 +b4 C 4 +b3 C 3 +b2 C 2 C + b0 

b6 = 6.13682 10-11 

b5 = 2 .03408-10"8 

b4 = 3 .03124-10-6 

b3 = 2 .65065-10“4 

b2 = 1.42895 -10~2 
bx = 0.443652 

b0 = 6.10780.

The third formula is quoted by Yusoff et al. [33, p. 78] and is given as 

i q(20-2950/7’)
Esat =5854     . (21)

rj-ij

The last equation for calculating saturated vapor pressure is the Goff-Gratch formula.

Esat = 1013.246-10/1+/2+/3

71 = -  7.90298- ( G - l ) + 5.02808 log10(G)

72 = -1 .3 8 6 6 -lO- 7 -10n '313(l_1/G)- l  (22)

73 = 8.1328 -10"3 (lO_3 49149(G_l) - 1)
_ 373.15C/ = ---------

T

with C as the temperature in Celsius. This formula was used for calculating the saturated 

vapor pressure for this thesis. Figure 14 shows the plot o f the temperature verses the 

saturated vapor pressure for all four equations. The exponential model generates larger 

values, but all calculations are extremely close to each other. The monthly Nwet means 

were calculated with Esat given in Equation 20. The monthly temperature and Nwe, means 

are shown in Figures 15 and 16 for all seven sites. Appendix C contains figures of other 

meteorological variables such as average temperature.
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— Exponential Six-order polynomial - a— Goff-Gratch Formula ->*•- Yusoff-model

Temperature (Kelvin)

Figure 14. Comparison o f the Saturated Vapor Pressure Models.
The four different formulas are practically identical. Only the exponential model diverges from 
the other formulas.

4.5. The Turbulent Layer Height Parameter

Another possible parameter for scintillation models is turbulent layer height H. It 

is commonly defined as the height o f the planetary boundary layer or the median height 

of the turbulent layer, the height above which the atmosphere provides no viscous force. 

For clear sky conditions, most of the scintillation occurs in this layer. The parameter H  

can also be defined as the effective height o f water vapor in the atmosphere [11, p. 1610],
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or the base height of heavy clouds [31, p. 295]. The Direct Physical Statistical 

Prediction, DPSP, and the Modeled Physical Statistical Prediction, MPSP, assume a 

turbulence height that varies linearly with surface air temperature. The formula for the 

turbulence layer height is given as

Turbulence height can vary from 500 meters to 5000 meters, but most models assume a 

constant height because, as explained on page 65, its effect on the antenna averaging 

factor is considered negligible [27, p. 78], The ITU-R, Ortgies-N, and Ortgies-T models 

assume a constant height of 1000 kilometers, but the Karasawa, TVS, and VTBS models 

assume a constant height of 2000 kilometers.

The following formula was created by Rucker and Dintelmann, and was based on 

the best-fit line of monthly water vapor density and turbulent layer height:

where p w is the monthly water vapor density. Rucker and Dintelman used a formula for 

water vapor density that was linearly dependent on air temperature T. This leads to an 

increase in the turbulent layer height for temperatures below freezing so another formula 

was used for water vapor density. The formula for water vapor density is given as

77= 2058 + 94.5 (T -273.15) meters [16, p. 77], (23)

77 = 506 + 16.3-/^ (m) [17, p. 1033] (24)

p w = 2.167 RH - (kg/m3). (25)

Substituting equation 24 into 23, the final equation is given as

77 = 506 + 76.5 --̂ ( m ) .
E 2^  c/i (26)
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For a given relative humidity, the turbulence layer height consistently increases with 

temperature.

4.6. Antenna Aperture Averaging Factor

Larger antenna aperture sizes effectively reduce scintillation by spatially 

averaging out the phase and amplitude variance of a signal. Figure 17 shows a diagram 

of the scintillation effects due to scattering and multipathing within the first Fresnel zone. 

For a point source, multipathing causes fluctuations in the received signal magnitude with 

time. However, as the aperture o f the antenna increases, the fluctuations are integrated 

over an area, and smoothing effects reduces overall scintillation. The antenna aperture

Figure 17. Turbulent Layer Scattering Illustration.
This figure shows the scattering, multipath, and spatial averaging of the signal in the First 
Fresnel Zone. Most o f the scattering occurs in the turbulent layer of the troposphere.
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averaging factor not only depends on the effective size of the antenna, but also on the 

radius of the first Fresnel zone [7, p. 646], The assumption is that most of the 

multipathing is within the first Fresnel zone. Since the path length L below the turbulent 

layer is much less than the distance from the turbulent layer to the satellite, the size of the 

first Fresnel zone is approximated as

Rfresnel = ^  (27)

where X is the wavelength of the carrier frequency. The basic parameter is the aperture 

ratio

where 77 is the antenna aperture efficiency, and Rp is the physical radius of the dish. 

Normally, r] is taken as 0.75, but the ITU-R assumes 0.50 as a value. For calculations of 

Z, the curved earth model was used in the thesis. The formulas are given as

where Re is the effective earth radius o f 8,500 kilometers. It is not 6370 kilometers as it 

is explained on page 70. The flat-earth approximation has an error of less than 1.5 

percent for elevation angles greater than 5°, and is used for quick calculations and 

illustrative purposes. For low elevation angles, L can also be expressed in terms of

x = 1.464- (28)

Flat Earth (29)
sin 0

Curved Earth L = 2 H
(30)



airmass. An airmass is equal to the median height of the turbulent layer H. If  the flat 

earth approximation is used, L is equal to 1/sin<9 or esc/Zairmasses. For Alaska, this is 

seven airmasses at the 8.1° elevation angle to the ACTS Satellite.

Two well-known antenna aperture averaging formulas are used for the various 

models: the Haddon and Vilar formula (Ghv)
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Ghv{x) = 3.86-(x2 + l ) ' '12 -sin f11 ^
11
—  arctan 
6 \ X ; j

-7 .0 8 -x 5/6, (31)

and the Crane and Blood formula ( G c b )  

= 1-0 —1.4 •

0.5 -0 .4 -

0 < ~t^= < 0.5
xJAL

j j f  1 0-5 -  j j f  -  1 (32)y  V  A iL i J  V  A J U

=  a l  I S - i . .
J al

The Haddon and Vilar formula uses the aperture ratio x, but the Crane and Blood formula 

uses the ratio of the radii. For ratios of zero, the antenna is a point source and the antenna 

aperture averaging factor is one since no spatial averaging occurs. However, as the ratio 

increases, the averaging factor decreases to account for a decrease in overall scintillation. 

Figure 18 shows the plot of the averaging factor for Ghv and The averaging factor 

was plotted against the ratios of the effective antenna radius and the radius of the Fresnel 

zone. Both formulas agree with each other for radii ratios less than one. Ghv is a 

smooth function, but Ghv not only goes to zero but also assumes negative values. Gcb is 

a piecewise linear function that assumes a constant value of 0.1 for ratios greater than 

one. This assumption is reasonable since a minimum amount of scintillation occurs



regardless of the size of the antenna. Even though the turbulence layer height fluctuates 

greatly, this does not necessarily affect the antenna aperture averaging function greatly. 

If the radius of the Fresnel zone is much greater than the effective radius of the antenna,

—  H a d d o n  a nd  V i la r B l oo d and  C r a n e

Ratio of Antenna Radius to Fresnel  Zone Radius

Figure 18. Comparison of the Antenna Aperture Averaging Factors.

then the antenna aperture averaging function is assumed to be close to unity and 

relatively constant. This is the reason why most models assume a constant turbulent 

layer height.

4.7. Fresnel Zones and Fresnel Zone Radii

Scintillation occurs because of multipathing of the transmitted signal through the 

turbulent boundary layer. By using Figure 17 as a guide, the transmitted signal can be 

modeled as a plane wave that is incident on the turbulent layer because Lsat, the distance



from the satellite to the turbulent boundary layer, is much greater than L. If there are no 

changes in the index o f refraction n, then the direct ray along L + feeds into the 

antenna. However, changes in n occur so cases in which the mulitpath rays add 

constructively (in-phase) or destructively (out-of-phase) are considered. For rays outside 

the direct path that forward scatter into the antenna, the path distance determines the 

phase that is incident on the antenna. Obviously, along a given ring, any energy that is 

forward scattered into the antenna has the same phase.

Fresnel zones are geometric constructs that explains the phase o f the energy that 

is forward scattered into the antenna. The zth Fresnel zone radius is defined as the radius 

at the turbulent layer height in which the propagation path increases by The /th

Fresnel zone is defined as the annulus o f the zth and (z - l) th Fresnel zone radii. Figure 17 

shows R Fresnel which is the 1st Fresnel zone radius given in Equation 27. The z'th Fresnel

zone radius is given as Ji RFresnel [1, p. 73], It is important to note that the turbulent 

boundary layer does not determine the Fresnel zones, but it does determine the amount of 

energy that is forward scattered in the antenna in a given zone. The overall effect is 

scintillation.

4.8. Dry and Wet Scintillation Conditions

It is important in propagation studies to predict conditions for rain. Sky 

temperatures are commonly used to predict rainfall, although they are not necessarily 

accurate indicators. The threshold temperature is the sky temperature in which rain 

begins to occur. If  linear regression is performed on rain rates and sky temperature, the 

bias would be the threshold sky temperature. Dry scintillation is scintillation that occurs
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below the threshold sky temperature. Dry scintillation does not imply that the 

atmosphere is relatively dry nor is it the same as clear-sky effects; it implies that rain is 

not likely to occur. Clear-sky effects are propagation effects due the troposphere with 

little moisture and cloud effects. Wet scintillation is scintillation that occurs above the 

threshold temperature. The value of the threshold is not agreed upon, and may depend on 

the elevation arrival angle and frequency of the signals. For example, scintillation studies 

at 11.2 gigahertz used a threshold value of 80 Kelvin at 3.3° elevation angle [33, p. 80].

At a 10° elevation angle, a 50 Kelvin threshold for rising sky temperature and 40 Kelvin 

threshold for a falling sky temperature is used [8, p. 86]. Other researchers scale the 

threshold by the cosecant of the elevation angle, esc 6, to account for the propagation 

path length.

Six o f the sites use a threshold sky temperature of 110 Kelvin to separate times of 

dry scintillation and wet scintillation [18, p. 23][24, p. 1375]. This threshold value was 

not used for the Fairbanks, Alaska APT site because the signal must propagate through 

the long path length of seven airmasses. Higher sky temperature may still indicate dry 

scintillation conditions. Alaska’s threshold temperature was determined independently 

for each month of the five years. A plot of the rain rate verses the sky temperature was 

made for each month. A linear regression was performed, and the bias value of the sky 

temperature was taken as the sky temperature. Figure 19 shows an example. If  no rain 

ever occurred, the weather condition is considered dry, and an arbitrarily high threshold 

temperature is given. Figure 19 also shows the problems with this method. Obviously,



the correlation factor is extremely low at 0.1. The rain gauges are located at the antenna 

and cannot measure rainrates in much of the path length. This low angle limitation
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Figure 19. Dry-Wet Threshold Illustration.
This graph illustrates the calculation of the 20.2 gigahertz dry scintillation temperature threshold 
for Alaska in August 1997. Using the best-fit line, the threshold temperature is the bias at 170 
Kelvin. It is important to note that the correlation factor is extremely small, and it is evident in 
the plot that a rain rate can exhibit a wide range of sky temperatures.

contributes to questionable results; however, it is currently the best method to determine 

the sky temperature threshold. Table 5 shows the threshold temperatures that are 

calculated for each month of five years of data from the Alaska APT site.

4.9. Low Angle Limitations.

In general, system designers do not guarantee satellite communication links for 

elevation angles below 5° or even 10°. For elevations angles less than 5°, modeling the 

scintillation and attenuation is extremely difficult. The major limitation of the 

scintillation models is the assumption that frequency dependence and elevation angle
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dependence are separable. Because of multipathing effects and nonuniformity of weather 

conditions on the path length, the parameters are interrelated with each other [1, p. 137]. 

Three other low angle limitations exist. The parameter //becom es more relevant; 

weather conditions vary more on the longer path, several tens of kilometers; and the ray 

bending assumptions may no longer apply.

Table 5. Alaska Sky Temperature Thresholds*

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998
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20G 27G 20G 27G 20G 27G 20G 27G 20G 27G
January - - - - - - - - - -

February - - - - - - - - - _
March - - - - - - - _ - _
April - - - - 99 91 59 63 89 99
May 120 106 113 103 118 112 128 128 149 156
June 148 150 158 156 153 155 162 186 143 147
July 175 168 177 157 169 169 180 182 189 194
August 178 179 156 153 158 164 172 171 165 166
September 130 142 156 14 112 109 143 147 157 147
October - - - - 152 130 81 84 69 72
November - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _
December -

- Indicates that no rainfall exists. This is due to the cold conditions. 
* All sky temperatures are in Kelvin.

Obviously, for low elevation angles, a change in parameter H greatly effects the 

path length. In fact, the definition, variability or value of the parameter height is not 

generally agreed upon. A small change in the elevation angle or H  induces a large 

change in the path length L. Not only may the signal strength fluctuate more often, but 

also the weather conditions may vary greatly along the path. For example, it may rain the 

first three kilometers of its path length and may be sunny the rest of the path length. 

Clear-sky conditions are nearly impossible to determine.



For elevation angles above 10°, the earth radius factor is k=A/3, and a median rate 

o f refractivity with respect to height dN/dh is -40  N/km, where dN/dh is the derivative of 

total refractivity with respect to height. Since the physical radius of the earth is 6340 

kilometers, the effective radius o f the earth is 8500 kilometers. However, for elevation 

angles less than 10°, the values of k and dN/dh change because more ray bending occurs. 

This affects not only the apparent elevation angle but also the effective earth radius and 

the curved earth formula. This and several other minor factors complicate propagation 

studies with elevation angles less than 5°.
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Due to the complexity of propagation effects, monthly averages are used to study 

certain trends o f the propagation effects. The research also needs the variance of the 

parameter of the propagation effect in order to study stability of values. Monthly 

statistics are always calculated for the parameters, and they form the basis for seasonal, 

yearly, and five-year statistics. The seasons are categorized by the standard three months 

for all the sites:
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5. Computational Formulas

Winter December, January, February
Spring March, April, May
Summer June, July, August
Autumn September, October, November.

There are two ways to calculate the means and standard deviations for longer periods of 

time from the monthly means. The monthly mean could be given equal weight, and the 

mean and standard deviation o f the longer time period could be calculated from those 

values. In the second way, grand means account for different number of data points in 

each month, and are more accurate. The formulas for grand means and variances are

I  m,t,
grand mean: M  = — ^—  (33)

For a given sample and S number of subsamples, /«,, A, and ?, are the mean, standard 

deviation and number of data points of the ith subsample, and M, A, and Tare the mean,

0 A? + 'i
T M A



standard deviation and total number of data points for the entire sample. Using grand 

means is equivalent to taking the means and standard deviations of the entire sample.

Statistics could be computed from one of three parameters in the scintillation 

studies: the one-minute scintillation cr, the one-minute scintillation variance o2, and the 

logarithm o f the one-minute scintillation variance In a2. This thesis uses crand to a lesser 

extent In a2 for comparisons of the empirical data to the various scintillation models. This 

corresponds loosely to the geometric mean of a2. It should be noted that most models are 

based on a2, and many researchers use a2, but using eras a parameter does not change the 

major conclusions or significantly alter the results. Publications from several researchers 

suggest that cr is used as the parameter: Mayer [12, p. 939], Jones [8, p. 76], 

and Van de Kamp et al. [28].
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There are currently eight models that predict the average magnitude of 

scintillation on a monthly or longer basis although Van de Kamp et al. has shown that 

time basis of three days provides accurate results for the Karasawa and ITU-R 

scinitillation model [29], In this chapter we will examine the details of all eight models. 

Table 6 lists the scintillation models and the formulas. Table 7 lists some more 

information about each of the scintillation models. Each scintillation model has at least 

four components to its model. The basic scintillation model is formulated as

= g (r p , f ,0,H )p{weather)fasin6 0  (dB2) (35)

where G(Rp, f  6, H) is the antenna aperture averaging factor,/is  the frequency given in 

GHz, 0 is the elevation angle, H  is the turbulence layer height, and P(weather) is the 

Table 6. List of the Eight Model Formulas for Scintillation.

Model Formula

Karasawa <j\ = (3.4210-3 + 1.18610-4 -A ^ ,)2 •GC5(JDe) / ° - 9-sin“2-6 9dB2

ITU-R a \  =(3.6-10_3+1.03-10“4 -Âwe,)2 -G//F(De) - / 7/6-sin_2-4 (9 dB2

TVS a 2 = (7.74 ■ 10-5 + 1 .34 -10 -4  ' N wet + 9 .1 3 T 0 -5 -G C 5( £ )g ) - /0'9-s in _2'6 dB2

VTSB <j2x =(3.84 -to-4 +0.98 ■nr4 -Vlve, + 5.49 -Whc)2 ■GCB(De )dB2

Ort-N n  = ln(cr2 ) = In [GHV(Re) • sin-2'4 / U1 ] -13.45 + 0.0462 • N wet

Ort-T ju = In (cr2 ) = In [GHV(Re) ■ sin-2 4 6 ' - / 121]-1 2 .5  + 0.0865 • T

DPSP m = H o 1 x) = H G h v sin“24 0• £ 1166]-15 .84  + 0.1235• T

MPSP ^ = \n(al) = ln[GHV(Re,H)-42 .25-k7̂  ■(-¥—)% 31.87+ 0.0684
sin 0  2000 sin 6

^ |  = e^0/2)V dB2 

s =  1.01
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6. Models of Scintillation
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Table 7. Scintillation Model Information and Restrictions.

Scintillation
Model

Year Par. n H
meters

Data source Regression Model
Restrictions

Karasawa,
Yamada,
Allnutt

1988 Nwet 0.75 2000 Yamaguchi,
Japan (11.45 GHz, 
4,6.5,9°)

m vs. Nwet 7- 14 GHz
4 < 0 < 30°

ITU - R 1990 Nwet 0.50 1000 7 - 14 GHz 
4 < 0 < 30°

TVS 1998 Nwet5
P(Cu)

0.75 2000 Kirkkonummi, 
Finland (19.8, 29.7)

gx vs. Nwet & P(Cu)

VTSB 1999 Nwet)
w hc

0.75 2000 14 sites — 
Darmstadt, 
Kirkkonummi, 
etc.

CTX VS. Nwet
Whc acts as a 
location dependent 
parameter.

Ortgies-N 1993 Nwet 0.75 1000 Darmstadt, Ger. 
(Olympus)

ln(ax2) vs. Nwet

Ortgies-T 1993 T 0.75 1000 Darmstadt, Ger. 
(Olympus)

ln(ox2) vs. T

DPSP 1997 T 0.75 2058 + 
94.5 Cel

Louvain-la-Neuve, 
Bel. (12.5,29.7) and 
Milan, Italy (19.8)

Ver. Refrac. grad, 
(radiosonde) 
ln(ax2) vs. T

Cel >  -5° C 
Cel <  35° C

MPSP 1997 T 0.75 2058 + 
94.5 Cel

Louvain-la-Neuve, 
Bel. (12.5, 29.7) and 
Milan, Italy (19.8)

Ver. Refrac. grad, 
(radiosonde) 
ln(cxx2) vs. T

Cel > -5° C 
Cel < 35° C

meteorological factor. The meteorological dependent conditions are usually surface air 

temperature or surface index of refractivity due to water (Nwet). No model has yet 

compensated for wind velocity. Two new models, Tervonen, Van de Kamp, and Salonen 

(TVS) model and the Van de Kamp, Tervonen, Salonen, and Baptista (VTSB) model use 

percentage cloud cover and water content due to heavy clouds respectively. Scintillation 

also depends on carrier frequency and elevation angle, but these are usually considered 

fixed parameters for the propagation experiment. Comparison studies were performed 

for different elevation angles and different frequencies.



In November 1988, Yoshio Karasawa, Matsuichi Yamada, and Jeremy E. Allnutt 

[11, pp. 1608-1614] published a paper on what is now known as the Karasawa 

scintillation prediction model. It is based on scintillation measurements from a low- 

elevation Ku-band propagation experiment at Yamaguchi, Japan. Three other sites 

collected data to help formulate the Karasawa model. Measurements were taken from the 

geostationary satellite INTELSAT_V. The frequencies of the beacon signals were 

14.226, 11.176 and 11.452 GHz. The data rate was one sample per second, and the data 

were collected for the entire year o f 1983. The scintillation value was calculated over 

one hour instead of one minute. Karasawa et have shown that the fluctuations within 

the hour have a Gaussian distribution, but the scintillation values collected over longer 

periods have a gamma distribution.

The model was also tested with data from different satellites. This tested for 

different meteorological conditions, elevation angles, and frequencies. The model 

predicts well for frequencies between 7.3 to 14.2 gigahertz, and elevation angles from 4° 

to 30° [11, p. 1612]. Karasawa et al. found a high correlation of Nwet and scintillation so 

Nwet was used to predict scintillation. Crane and Blood’s antenna averaging factor was 

used with an antenna aperture efficiency of 7 = 75 % and H  = 2000 meters. They also 

2 0 9* —2 6found that cr oc f  ' sin ' 0 which differs significantly from Tatarski’s atmospheric

turbulence theory that predicts cr2 oc/ 7/6 sin~11/6 6? [11, p. 1610]. The Karasawa 

scintillation model is
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6.1. Karasawa Scintillation Prediction Model



cr2 = (3 .42-1  c r3 +1 .186-10-4 • Nwe, f  ■GCB(De\ f \ m u 0 dB2. (36)

6.2. ITU-R Model

The ITU-R model is another classic model that was developed in 1990. It was a 

compromise between the Karasawa model and Tatarski’s theory of radiowave 

propagation in a turbulent medium, c? is proportional to sin'2 4# for the ITU-R model. 

The frequency dependence is the same as Tatarski’s prediction, but the elevation angle 

dependence differs from the Karasawa model and Tatarski’s theory. The model uses the 

Haddon and Vilar antenna averaging factor with 77 = 0.50 and 1000 meters. The 

ITU-R model is

= (3 .6 ■ 1CT3 +1.03-1CT4 -Nwe{)2 GHV(De) - f 76-sin 240 dB2. (37)

6.3. TVS Model and the VTSB Model

In September o f 1998, Tervonen, Van de Kamp, and Salonen published an article 

[24, pp. 1372-1378] that expanded on the Karasawa scintillation model. The TVS model 

has the same terms as the Karasawa model but the meteorological term includes the 

percentage o f average cumulus cloud cover, P(Cu) in predicting scintillation. They 

believed that most of the turbulence occurs inside heavy clouds, and that this could lead 

to diurnal and seasonal predictions. The data that they used for the cumulus cloud cover 

are three or six hour averages of areas within 2.5° x 2.5° of the observation site. To 

calculate the probability of cumulus cloud cover for a given month, all observations of 

that given month of a decade were averaged. This is viewed as a probabilistic model 

because no information is given on whether the cloud cover may or may not interfere
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with the satellite link at a given time [24, pp. 1376-1377], For this thesis, the worldwide 

contour graph o f the percentage frequency occurrence o f cumulus cloud cover was used. 

Unfortunately, the percentages are seasonal averages. The latitude and longitudes of the 

sites were located to find the percentage cloud cover [32], Table 8 has the percentage 

cloud cover for the given season and site, and the water content of heavy clouds for each 

site. The seasonal averages were used as monthly averages for the given season. The 

Tervonen, Van de Kamp, and Salonen Scintillation Model is

cr2x =(7.74-10“5 +1.34-10-4 ■ Nwet+9A3-10~5 -P{Cu))2 -GCB{De)- f  09-sin 266  dB2. (38)
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Table 8. Seasonal Percentage Cloud Cover and Water Content forHeavv Clouds

Table 8 shows the heavy seasonal percentage cloud cover and water content for the cumulus clouds for 
each o f the seven sites. The respective units are percent and kg/m2.

Site Whc (kg/rrf) Seasonal Cloud Cover Percentage (%)
Winter Spring Summer Autumn

Fairbanks, AK 0.853 0 9 18 3
Vancouver, BC 0.870 11 21 21 15
Fort Collins, CO 0.814 2 14 24 5
Tampa, FL 1.290 21 34 35 33
Clarksburg, MD 1.160 4 8 21 8
Las Cruces, NM 0.900 3 13 22 12
Norman, OK 1.090 1 9 21 5

In February, 1999, Van de Kamp, Tervonen, Salonen, and Baptista published a 

paper [28, p. 249] that claims to predict annual scintillation more accurately than the 

Karasawa or ITU-R model. The prediction model is based on the water content of heavy 

clouds, ■ The new model is called the VTSB model and is similar to both the 

Karasawa model and the TVS model. At present, the water content in heavy clouds is



used not as another variable, but as the fixed parameter dependent on the location. is 

the two year average of the water content of heavy clouds for areas within 1.5° x 1.5° of 

the observation site. The data was collected in 1994 and 1995 [19]. The studies 

performed for the TVS and VTSB provide compelling reasons and evidence that clouds 

are a major factor in scintillation; however, P(Cu) and Whc are sky-based parameters that 

are not readily available whereas T and Nwet are parameters that are readily available 

because they are ground-based measurements. P(Cu) data were collected from 1981 to 

1991. Only two years o f water content data is available, and monthly scintillation 

predictions are impractical. The Van de Kamp, Tervonen, Salonen and Baptista 

scintillation model is

^  = (3.84-1CT4+0.98-1 CT4 • Nwet + 5.49-1 CT3 • fr^c)2 • Gcs(Z)e) -f0'9-sin-26 0dB2. (39)

6.4. Ortgies-N and Ortgies-T Models

Scintillation prediction models proposed by G. Ortgies are based on a log-normal

cumulative distribution function of the scintillation variance cr2 for a given signal X. The 

distribution and the regression-based models were empirically derived from 

measurements of the Olympus beacon signals at Darmstadt, Germany. Elevation angles 

ranged from 6.5° to 30° [16, p. 75], The frequencies were 12.5, 20, and 30 gigahertz with

the respective antenna diameters of 3.7, 1.8, and 0.6 meters. If the variables are In

instead of crx , then the log-normal distribution function can be treated as a Gaussian 

distribution function. The probability density function becomes
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Distributions are compared further in Appendix F. In several experiments, Ortgies 

concluded that 5 is equal to 1.01 and is independent of system parameters and 

meteorological effects [16, p. 75]. The complete formulas for the Ortgies-N and Ortgies- 

T scintillation model are given as

Ortgies-N ju= \n[GHV(Re)• s i n ~2A 6 • -13.45 + 0.0462 • (41)

Ortgies-T n  = \n[GHV{Re) - s m 2A 9 ■ f X2X]~12.5 + 0.0865 (42)

s = 1.01

Unlike the previous models, the Ortgies models predict In instead of cr2 , and the 

predicted scintillation value exponentially increases as the meteorological parameter 

increases. It should be noted that the arithmetic mean of the scintillation variance is 

predicted as opposed to the geometric mean. However, the mean is referred to as the 

“geometric mean” in order to indicate that the log-values were averaged.

6.5. DPSP and MPSP Models

The Direct Physical Statistical Prediction (DPSP) model and Modeled Physical 

Statistical Prediction (MPSP) model are two new statistical models that predict



scintillation. Like the Ortgies models, the DPSP and MPSP models predict lncrj and 

assume a log-normal distribution. They are based on numerical simulations of 

scintillation computed from atmospheric profiles gathered by radiosonde balloons 

whereas the Ortgies models are based on empirical data. The simulations are based on 

Tatarski’s theory of scintillation in a turbulent medium. The radiosonde balloons record 

meteorological profiles such as pressure, temperature, relative humidity, and wind vector. 

From these data, regression-based models correlate the refractive index structure, 

turbulence layer height, refractivity due to moisture, and other parameters to the ground 

temperature. Thus, the DPSP and MPSP models are based solely on temperature 

averages. The temperature averages must be between -5° C and 35° C because no 

radiosonde data outside the temperature ranges are available [16, pp. 76-78]. As shown 

in Equation 22, the turbulence height also varies with temperature. The antenna

efficiency r/ is 0.75 for both models. The DPSP directly correlates // = lncr^ calculated

from the radiosonde data with the monthly average of temperature. The Direct Physical 

Statistcal Prediction Model is given as

A = ta(7T) = In [G„r ( R„H) • sin-24 6  ■ 7/6 ] + In

In = -15.84 + 0.1235-2= <43)
s = 1.01

^ 2 = e MHV2)^

= 2058 + 94 .5 -7 ,

with the antenna aperture averaging formula written explicitly as a function of the 

average turbulence height.
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The term “modeled” in the Modeled Physical Statistical Prediction refers to a 

physical model of the regression formula instead of the direct correlation of temperature.

The MPSP uses InC 2, the logarithm of the refractive index structure, to predict 

scintillation. The refractive index structure was correlated with the ground temperature 

with measurements from the radiosonde balloons. The model also assumes a thin layer 

slab of turbulent atmosphere with a slab thickness of 400 meters. The base o f the slab is 

2000 meters above ground [16, p. 77]. The formula becomes

H  = 2058 + 94.5 T .

The MPSP is the only formula in which the elevation angle exponent is -11/6. The value 

agrees with Tatarski’s theoretical value of elevation angle dependence. The formula 

directly uses the turbulence layer height as a parameter to calculate scintillation.

] -  31.87 + 0.0684-T

ln(C„2) = -31.87 +0.0684-T 
s — 1.01

Li+{M2)-s2

(43)



C programs were developed on the Linux operating system to read in the data of 

the sum files, compute the monthly arithmetic and geometric means, standard deviations, 

maximums, and minimums, and create a file to store the results. Appendix G contains 

the different source codes and a makefile to calculate the results of this research. Studies 

were also performed for wet and dry scintillation conditions. Each of the models are 

compared to the empirical data for the cr and logo2 averages. The MPSP model gives the 

most consistent results, especially with low elevation angle sites, but it should be noted 

that temperature limitations prevent comparisons for some o f the winter months in Alaska 

and British Columbia. Then the empirical distribution of scintillation magnitudes and 

best distribution fit tests are also computed for the five-year period. This is the most 

important study for the systems engineer. It enables the engineer to predict the 

percentage of time that scintillation exceeds a certain magnitude. The engineer can 

perform a feasibility study and predict the percentage of time scintillation exceeds a 

given fade margin. Finally, the frequency comparison studies are performed in order to 

predict scintillation in the K-band and Ka-band more accurately.

7.1. Site Comparisons

The site dependence of scintillation is usually the elevation angle dependence and 

the meteorological dependence. To study the two factors, site comparison studies are 

performed throughout the thesis. Figures 20 and 21 shows the arithmetic mean of the

20.2 and 27.5 scintillation magnitudes respectively. Alaska has the highest scintillation 

o f all sites due to the low elevation angle. The other sites have averages less than 0.15
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7. Results of the Scintillation Studies



decibels, and Alaska has scintillation averages between 0.3 decibels and 0.4 decibels for 

the summer months. All sites except for British Columbia exhibit strong seasonal 

variations with the highest values in the summer months and the lowest values in the 

winter months as expected.
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Figure 20. Site Comparisons of the Average 20.2 GHz Standard Deviation.

The data are separated by using the wet-dry scintillation threshold, and the statistics are 

performed on the data. Figures 22 and 23 show the scintillation means for the dry 

scintillation conditions, and Figs 24 and 25 show the scintillation means for the
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21. Site Comparisons of the Average 27.5 GHz Standard Deviation.

Date

Figure 22. Site Comparison of the Average 20.2 GHz Standard Deviation for Dry Conditions.



wet conditions. The means of the dry scintillation values and cumulative (both dry and 

wet) scintillation values are nearly identical; the means for the dry conditions are 

insignificantly smaller. The means for the wet scintillation values are erratic because of 

the small number of data points for each month. Quite a few months from the different

Date

Figure 23. Site Comparison o f the 27.5 GHz Average Standard Deviation for Dry Conditions.

sites have wet scintillation conditions of a total less than 60 minutes. Expectantly, the 

wet scintillation means, which range from 0.1 to one decibel, are high. Site comparisons 

of scintillation are located in Appendix D.



Figures 26 and 27 compare the scintillation values using geometric means. The 

values are nearly identical to the arithmetic means, and they also exhibit the same trends. 

The values are used for comparisons of the log-normal scintillation prediction models;
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Figure 24. Site Comparison o f the Average 20.2 GHz Standard Deviation for Wet Conditions.

Ortgies-N, Ortgies-T, DPSP and MPSP models. Ortgies proposed that the standard 

deviation of the log-variance, s, be set to 1.01 because it was independent of system and 

meteorological parameters [16, pp. 75 & 77], According to Figures 28 and 29, values 

range from 0.4 to 1.20. Most sites exhibit a semi-cyclical behavior, with the Colorado 

site exhibiting the clearest cyclical behavior, and have average values under 1.01.
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Figure 25. Site Comparison of the Average 27.5 GHz Standard Deviation for Wet Conditions.

♦ AK ,  BC , CO FL x MD ,  NM , OK

Date

Figure 26. Site Comparison of the Geometric Mean of the 20.2 GHz Standard Deviation.
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Figure 27. Site Comparison of the Geometric Mean of the 27.5 GHz Standard Deviation.

0.2

Figure 28. Comparison of the Standard Deviation of the Log-Variance of the 20.2 GHz Signal.
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Figure 29. Comparison o f the Standard Deviation of the Log-Variance o f the 27.5 GHz Signal.

7.2. Model Comparisons

Model Comparisons are performed to determine not only the best overall 

scintillation predictor but also the best scintillation predictor for a given set of 

parameters. Recommendations on revising or creating new scintillation prediction 

models are studied also. Figure 30 is one of the scintillation model comparison charts. 

The other charts are in Appendix E. It contains the empirical monthly averages 

(arithmetic and geometric means) with the predicted values of each model. In Florida’s 

case, the DPSP and MPSP models agree with the empirical 20.2 GHz monthly averages. 

In general, the MPSP model is the best predictor of scintillation as shown in Tables 9 and 

10. Figures 31 and 32 compare the data with bar graphs. This agrees with the results
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Figure 30. Scintillation Model Comparison for Florida at Monthly 20.2 GHz Arithmetic Mean.

Table 9. Root Mean Square Difference with the 20.2 GHz Arithmetic Mean

Karasawa ITU-R Ortgies-N Ortgies-T DPSP MPSP TVS VTSB
Alaska 0.1429 0.2041 0.0308 0.0456 0.1364 0.0285 0.0841 0.0302
British
Columbia

0.0122 0.0421 0.0223 0.0314 0.0287 0.0313 0.0146 0.0358

Colorado 0.0045 0.0177 0.0125 0.0129 0.0144 0.0140 0.0123 0.0234
Florida 0.0184 0.0133 0.0427 0.0372 0.0072 0.0071 0.0136 0.0298
Maryland 0.0062 0.0213 0.0209 0.0225 0.0121 0.0103 0.0134 0.0186
New
Mexico

0.0139 0.0104 0.0205 0.0090 0.0338 0.0324 0.0189 0.0272

Oklahoma 0.0068 0.0196 0.0193 0.0149 0.0204 0.0182 0.0100 0.0177
Mean of 
six *

0.0103 0.0207 0.0230 0.0213 0.0194 0.0189 0.0138 0.0254

Mean of 
seven

0.0293 0.0469 0.0241 0.0248 0.0361 0.0203 0.0239 0.0261

* The mean of six excludes the RMS of the Alaska Site because o f the low elevation angle.
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Table 10. Root Mean Square Difference with the 27.5 GHz Arithmetic Mean

Karasawa ITU-R Ortgies-N Ortgies-T DPSP MPSP TVS VTSB
Alaska 0.1659 0.2549 0.0458 0.0558 0.1729 0.0339 0.0932 0.0307
British
Columbia

0.0132 0.0368 0.0269 0.0356 0.0244 0.0272 0.0206 0.0529

Colorado 0.0057 0.0238 0.0121 0.0124 0.0175 0.0167 0.0127 0.0263
Florida 0.0264 0.0143 0.0494 0.0458 0.0088 0.0086 0.0207 0.0405
Maryland 0.0141 0.0253 0.0314 0.0340 0.0202 0.0188 0.0259 0.0285
New
Mexico

0.0187 0.0112 0.0256 0.0112 0.0395 0.0378 0.0251 0.0348

Oklahoma 0.0125 0.0184 0.0232 0.0223 0.0222 0.0193 0.0192 0.0281
Mean of 
six *

0.0151 0.0216 0.0281 0.0269 0.0221 0.0214 0.0207 0.0352

Mean of 
seven

0.0366 0.0550 0.0306 0.0310 0.0437 0.0232 0.0311 0.0345

* The mean of six excludes the RMS of the Alaska Site because of the low elevation angle.

iKarasawa ■ ITU-R □ Ortgies N 1 Ortgies T ■ DPSP 1IVPSP ■ TVS 1VTBS
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Figure 31. Root Mean Square Comparison of the Eight Models at 20.2 gigahertz.
The values are taken from Table 9.
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Figure 32. Root Mean Square Comparisons of the eight scintillation models at 27.5 gigahertz.
The values are taken from Table 10.

from Peeters et al. [16, p. 82], However, it does not predict scintillation values for all 

sites consistently well. MPSP is the worst predictor for New Mexico site. It should be 

noted that the DPSP and MPSP could not predict some of the winter months of Alaska, 

and Colorado because of the extreme cold, but this is not a liability. Scintillation 

magnitudes are extremely low and stable for the winter months with little probability of 

large values. The systems engineer is concerned about the scintillation values in the 

warmer months in which large scintillation magnitudes are more likely.

The Karasawa Model predicts scintillation magnitudes extremely well for higher 

elevation angles but overpredicts scintillation for the Alaska site due to the low elevation 

angle. The TVS model predicts scintillation magnitudes well for the 20.2 gigahertz

Alaska British Colorado Florida Maryland NewMaxico Oklahoma M aanofsix IVteanof 
Columbia seven

Site



signals. Its predictions are worse with the 27.5 gigahertz signal. Accurate and up-to-date 

P(Cu) data are difficult to obtain, and uncertainties may arise using the seasonal averages 

of probability of cloud cover for the TVS model. The VTSB model does not predict 

scintillation magnitudes as well as the TVS model, but better parameters for W/,c may 

strengthen the VTSB model. Both the Ortgies models do not predict the scintillation 

magnitudes well, but the Ortgies-T model is the best predictor for New Mexico.

Table 11 shows the root-mean-squared values of the log-normal model 

predictions and the geometric mean of scintillation variance. Figures 33 and 34 compare 

the data by using bar graphs. The MPSP is still the best predictor of the scintillation, but 

it does not predict scintillation means for all sites well. Ortgies-N model is the best 

predictor for Alaska. The Ortgies models are better predictors with the geometric mean 

than the arithmetic mean. It is important to note again that the true geometric mean was 

not used because of the log-normal probability density function. The comparisons
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Table 11. Root Mean Square Difference of the Geometric Mean

20.2 GHz RMS Values 27.5 GHz RMS Values
Ortgies-N Ortgies-T DPSP MPSP Ortgies-N Ortgies-T DPSP MPSP

Alaska 0.024 0.052 0.097 0.053 0.021 0.052 0.128 0.051
British
Columbia

0.039 0.052 0.045 0.053 0.043 0.055 0.037 0.043

Colorado 0.021 0.022 0.015 0.015 0.021 0.022 0.015 0.015
Florida 0.039 0.043 0.008 0.008 0.044 0.053 0.011 0.011
Maryland 0.022 0.030 0.012 0.013 0.033 0.045 0.022 0.023
New
Mexico

0.026 0.012 0.029 0.028 0.033 0.015 0.034 0.032

Oklahoma 0.017 0.019 0.017 0.014 0.022 0.029 0.018 0.015
Mean of 
six *

0.027 0.030 0.021 0.022 0.033 0.036 0.023 0.023

Mean of 
seven

0.027 0.033 0.032 0.026 0.031 0.039 0.038 0.027

* The mean of six excludes the RMS of the Alaska Site because of the low elevation angle.
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Figure 33. Root Mean Square Comparisons of the four log-variance models at 20.2 gigahertz. 
The values are taken from table 11 for the 20.2 gigahertz signal.
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Figure 34. Root Mean Square Comparisons of the Log-Variance at 27.5 gigahertz. 
The values are taken from Table 11 for the 27.5 gigahertz signal.



were performed with cr2 = e /i+1 2s because this is the arithmetic mean value when the 

log-normal distribution is used [5, p. 297], Also, the empirical value of s was used to 

predict the scintillation; s = 1.01 was not used for the empirical data. Too much 

variability exists to use 5 as a constant.

7.3. Distribution Studies

In satellite communications, amplitude scintillation becomes a problem during 

periods of fade. If  scintillation magnitudes are low, then fade and enhancement are equal 

and have a normal distribution around the attenuation reference level. However, as 

scintillation becomes larger, it is reasonable to assume fade is much greater than 

enhancement [13, p. 141][26, p. 1145]. Hence, the scintillation value could be assumed 

as the total fade. Even for low elevation angles, the average scintillation magnitudes are 

0.5 decibels or less. This can easily be compensated for. However, scintillation 

magnitudes of two or more decibels occur and can possibly exceed the fade margins of a 

given satellite system. Distribution studies are needed to calculate the percentage of time 

scintillation exceeds a certain magnitude.

7.3.1. Empirical Distribution Functions

After the preprocessing of the data, empirical distribution function (edf) files were 

created for each of the sites. The edf files contain the monthly empirical distribution 

functions. However, to predict long term trends, a cumulative distribution function is 

calculated over the five years for each site. Each site has over two million scintillation 

values for each frequency. Figures 35 and 46 show an example of the cumulative
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distribution function (CDF) and probability density function (PDF) for Oklahoma. 

Appendix F contains the CDF’s, PDF’s, and distribution comparisons for all sites. Both 

empirical distribution functions are histograms with geometrically increasing intervals or 

bins. The bins are labeled by the lowest values they accept. Geometric bin sizing was 

used in order to distribute the clustered values of the scintillation more uniformly. A total 

of 100 bins are created for a range from 10~3 to 10 decibels of scintillation values; each 

bin range is 1.096 times larger than the previous. Scintillation values o f 0.001 to 10 

decibels are collected from the datasum files. The bin sizing is also used for frequency 

dependence studies.
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Figure 35. Cumulative Distribution Function for Oklahoma.
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20.2 GHz -■#- 27.5 GHfe
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Figure 36. Probability Density Function for Oklahoma.
In a linear scale of the abscissa, the PDF’s in general most resembles the log-normal PDF; 
however, the logarithmic scale of the abscissa does not necessarily show a Gaussian 
Distribution.

Tables 12 and 13 show the percentage of values that exceeds a given threshold. 

The threshold values are approximately one, two, three, five and seven decibels. For the

20.2 GHz signal, the Florida site recorded 108 minutes of scintillation values that exceeds
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Table 12 lists the percentage o f values that exceeds the given threshold for the 20.2 GHz Beacon 
Scintillation. The values were collected over a five-year period.

Table 12. Percentage of Values Exceeding the Threshold for 20.2 GHz

1.0 dB 2.1 dB 3.0 dB 5.2 dB 7.6 dB
Alaska 0.06342 0.00378 0.00019 0.00000 0.00000
British Columbia 0.00393 0.00027 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Colorado 0.00610 0.00055 0.00017 0.00000 0.00000
Florida 0.08233 0.01256 0.00412 0.00072 0.00020
Maryland 0.03661 0.00630 0.00227 0.00050 0.00018
New Mexico 0.01195 0.00124 0.00024 0.00004 0.00000
Oklahoma 0.03958 0.00567 0.00205 0.00020 0.00008

Table 13. Percentage of Values Exceeding the Threshold for 27.5 GHz

Table 13 lists the percentage o f values that exceeds the given threshold for the 27.5 GHz Beacon 
Scintillation. The values were collected over a five-year period.

1.0 dB 2.1 dB 3.0 dB 5.2 dB 7.6 dB
Alaska 0.08769 0.00144 0.00016 0.00000 0.00000
British Columbia 0.01640 0.00417 0.00288 0.00191 0.00019
Colorado 0.01469 0.00195 0.00042 0.00017 0.00004
Florida 0.18442 0.03897 0.01712 0.00584 0.00160
Maryland 0.08536 0.01767 0.00680 0.00199 0.00036
New Mexico 0.02330 0.00368 0.00088 0.00012 0.00000
Oklahoma 0.09352 0.01776 0.00618 0.00193 0.00067

the three-decibel fade margin for five years. For the 27.5 GHz signal, the number of 

minutes increases to 450 minutes for five years. This corresponds to an average of 22 

minutes and 90 minutes per year, respectively. This may be unacceptable so the fade 

margin may need to increase. Interestingly, Alaska has only one or two minutes of 

scintillation that exceeds three decibels. Even though Alaska has the highest scintillation 

average, it does not have exceptionally large scintillation values because of the dry



climate. The data supports that large scintillation values are due to wet scintillation 

conditions such as heavy clouds or rain [12, p. 937],

In Figure 35, the cumulative distribution functions for Oklahoma seem to have a 

cutoff near the 0.03 decibel threshold and then declines at a rate of more than two decade 

percent for every decade scintillation increase. All sites have a cutoff value and a slope 

factor for the decline. The cutoff value ranges from 0.025 decibel for New Mexico to just 

over 0.1 decibel for Alaska. The slope factor ranges from -2.2 decades percent per 

decade scintillation for Florida to over -4.9 decades percent per decade scintillation for 

Alaska. Hypothetically, the cutoff value could be a function of the mean scintillation 

values, and the slope factor could be a function of \/Nwet. In general, for large number of 

data, the mean and median are approximately the same. If  the mean is used as a 

threshold, then 50% of the time, the standard deviation is greater than the mean standard 

deviation. This thesis defines the cutoff as the standard deviation threshold in which a 

given standard deviation is greater than the threshold for 70% of the time. This is the 

value in which scintillation decreases at a steady rate. The slope factor is correlated with 

five-year mean of Nwet under the assumption that a large value o f Nwe, increases the 

probability that larger scintillation values occur. This leads to smaller rate of decline as 

scintillation increases.

From tabulated data of the cumulative distribution functions, the cutoff threshold 

was determined by the 70% values. The slope was calculated by reading the percentage 

values for the 0.1 and 1.0 decibel scintillation values for all sites except for Alaska.
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1.0 decibel were used. From these values (a, p)  where p  is the given percentage, the 

formula for slope factor is

slope factor = ^°^l0^>l— *°^1Q̂ 2 decade/decade. (45)
logio<Ti-logio<T2

Table 14 correlates the cutoff threshold and slope factor with the scintillation mean and 

the 1 /Nwetparameter respectively. In theory, a large Nwet average implies an increased 

probability o f high scintillation which implies a smaller rate of decline. Unfortunately,

Table 14. Correlation of the Cutoff Threshold and Slope Factor Comparisons

Table 14 compares the cutoff threshold and scintillation mean for each of the site at each frequency. It also 
compares the slope factor and 1 /Nwet. A least squares regression is performed and the equation and the 
correlation factors are given. The cutoff threshold is 1/2 the scintillation mean, and the correlation factor is 
high. The correlation for the slope factor and l/N wet is weaker.

AK BC CO FL MD NM OK
20.2 Cutoff Thres. 0.10 0.06 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03
20.2 Scint. Mean 0.18 0.08 0.05 0.09 0.07 0.04 0.06
Best fit line Cutoff = 0.59 Scint. Mean R = 0.977

20.2 Slope Factor -4.90 -3.70 -2.80 -2.40 -2.60 -2.70 -2.40
1 /N wet 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.02
Best fit line Slope = -0.0084/ -  0.0021 R = - 0.76

27.5 Cutoff Thres. 0.10 0.06 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.04
27.5 Scint. Mean 0.20 0.10 0.05 0.10 0.08 0.05 0.07
Best fit line Cutoff = 0.52 Scint. Mean R = 0.983

27.5 Slope Factor -4.80 -3.00 -2.50 -2.20 -2.40 -2.50 -2.10
1 /N wel 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.02
Best fit line Slope = -0.0088/ Nwel -  0.001 R = -0.81

the correlation factor is not high enough to fully support this theory. Obviously, other 

factors such as the amount and intensity of rainfall affect the slope factor, but the 

correlation is high enough to support the relationship between the slope factor and Nwet,



The cutoff threshold correlates extremely well with the scintillation mean. In theory, one 

could predict the mean of the standard deviation from one of the scintillation models, and 

then calculate the cutoff. The cutoff could be calculated as one-half o f the scintillation 

mean. The slope factor could be calculated with Nwet. From these values, a hypothetical 

CDF could be constructed for any observation site, and the probabilities could be 

calculated. However, the CDF’s would be based on a year or a longer time period 

because the seasonal effects are not taken into account.

7.3.2. Distribution Comparisons and Models

Distributions of scintillation magnitudes are usually modeled as log-normal or 

gamma distribution functions. Karasawa et al. predicted that scintillation follows a 

gamma distribution function [11, p. 1609]. Mayer et al. published results of the monthly 

cumulative distribution tests for first two years of the ACTS data that this thesis uses [12, 

p. 940]. Mayer et al. compared the monthly scintillation CDF’s with their log-normal 

and gamma CDF counterparts by using the Kolmogorov-Smimov significance test. 

Generally the log-normal CDF’s have better agreement than the gamma CDF’s.

However, both the gamma and log-normal distributions fail the significance test for 

several of the months. Peeters et al. also compared several CDF’s with empirical results 

from the Olympus satellite [16, pp. 79-81]. The empirical data was collected from July to 

November, 1992. The results show the log-normal CDF is the best predictor for the 

empirical data. Peeters et al. claim that the gamma CDF is a good predictor for 

scintillation from low elevation angles and humid areas; the log-normal CDF is an
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adequate predictor for scintillation from high elevation angles and landlocked or 

continental areas [16, p. 80],

The five year empirical distributions of each site are compared to the log-normal, 

gamma, and several Nakagami-m CDF’s. Because of the large number of data points, 

neither the Pearson-"/2 nor the Kolmogorov-Smimov significance tests has shown any 

correlation o f the empircal data and any of the CDF’s. The empirical distribution 

functions would most likely reject any of the classic distribution predictions for even low 

confidence levels. Asymptotic distribution studies are difficult to perform without the 

central or “bulk” data values. These values are important to estimate the distribution 

parameters such as the mean and standard deviation for the PDF. Unfortunately, the 

PDF’s are still poor indicators of asymptotic effects. The five-year CDF studies are 

performed because enough large values of scintillation need to be collected for 

asymptotic distribution comparisons. The longer time frame also shows trends in data 

more confidently because o f the fluctuations of monthly empirical distribution functions.

The gamma PDF is a distribution of non-negative numbers which generalizes the 

exponential PDF. The probability density function is given as
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p(x) = r (a)
x e

„ m
P = — n  (46)var(x)

2m
a  -

var(x)

where m is the mean o f x, and T(x) is the gamma function. The log-normal distribution 

function is given as
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/u = lnx 

52 =var(lnx)

(47)

The domain of the PDF is the nonnegative numbers. As explained on page 95, the mean 

for the given set of data x is not the mean for the transformed set o f data //. The fact is 

also true for standard deviation calculations. The Nakagami-m PDF is another 

generalized distribution function of the Rayleigh model. The Nakagami-m is given as

where mis a parameter, a positive number, that needs to be chosen. This differs from the 

gamma PDF which does not have a free parameter. For m = 1/2, the Nakagami 

distribution is a one-sided normal distribution. For 1, the Nakagami distribution is 

the Rayleigh distribution.

7.3.3. Distribution Results

Figures 37 and 38 are two comparison models of the five-year distribution 

studies. The other figures are located in Appendix F. For Figure 37, the empirical 

distribution compares the different distributions to the empirical and dry conditions. The 

gamma distribution is the overall best predictor for scintillation values that occur when 

sky temperatures are below the dry-wet scinitllation threshold. This somewhat 

contradicts the claim that the gamma distribution predicts well for low elevation angles

.̂2/m-I e~(
(48)



and humid areas. However, the distributions are based on five years of data. All 

distribution models used in this thesis severely underpredict the empirical data for the 

higher scintillation values. As shown in Figure 38, only the Alaska site has a log-normal 

distribution that overpredicts the empirical distribution function at the higher scintillation 

values.
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Figure 37. The 5-year CDF Comparison of the 20.2 GHz Signal in Florida.
The m is the Nakagami-m coefficient.

7.4. Frequency Dependence

Obviously, systems engineers must be able to predict scintillation values for 

frequencies in the K-band and Ka-band region. The frequency dependence of



tropospheric scintillation is addressed by comparing the scintillation of both frequencies 

that propagated along the same propagation path. Elevation angle terms and 

meteorological terms are eliminated so the antenna aperture averaging factor is the only 

term that must be factored out of the measured scintillation; hence, the scintillation is
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Figure 38. The 5-year CDF Comparison of the 27.5 GHz Signal in Alaska.
The m is the Nakagami-m coefficient.

normalized. Theoretically, tropospheric scintillation increases as the frequency increases 

with respect to the power function ,/0. The frequency exponents of scintillation are 0.45



for the Karasawa, TVS, and VTSB models; 7/12 for the ITU-R, DPSP, and MPSP 

models; and 0.605 for the Ortgies-T and Ortgies-N model. Frequency exponents of 

scintillation variance are respectively 0.9, 7/6, and 1.21. In Tatarski’s classic work, the 

frequency variance exponent of 7/6 was calculated by modeling a plane wave 

propagation in a locally isotropic turbulent medium [23, p. 153]. The frequency exponent 

of scintillation variance 0.9 was based on experimental data of low elevation angle 14/11 

gigahertz signals in Japan [11, p. 1610], The frequency exponent of scintillation variance 

1.21 likewise was based on data from the Olympus satellite at 12.5, 20, and 30 gigahertz 

signal in Europe [16, p. 75].

7.4.1. Other Frequency Dependent Studies

Similar studies were performed by Van de Kamp et on data collected world

wide, but no conclusions were made [27, p. 84-85], Akira and Otung et al. proposed that 

studying the ratio of two scintillation values of different frequencies that propagate in the 

same path could be used to determine turbulent layer height and transverse wind speed 

[10, p. 1056][15, pp. 1972-1973]. Otung et al. assumed the frequency exponent a is 7/6, 

but unfortunately this assumption may not always be correct. If  the frequency exponent 

could be determined and is independent of the turbulent layer height and transverse wind 

speed, then the proposal could be utilized. Studies by Touw et al. [25, p. 523] predict 

that the frequency exponent dependence is due to the turbulent layer height and the 

antenna illumination efficiency. Studies by Ortgies [14, p. 2220] also suggest that the 

turbulence layer height affects the frequency exponent a. The correlation between 

turbulent layer height and frequency dependence was proposed when Karasawa et al.
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concluded that the frequency exponent of scintillation variance was 0.9. Ortgies 

speculated that variations in turbulent layer height affects the antenna averaging factor 

which is also dependent on frequency [14, p. 2220], When the antenna averaging factor 

is scaled out of the scintillation values, the frequency dependence may change. Jones et 

al. [8, p. 85] predicted that the frequency dependence changes with respect to rain and 

clear-sky conditions.

7.4.2. Program Development for Frequency Dependence Studies

After developing C programs, the scintillation values were collected, and monthly 

scintillation statistics and monthly ratio statistics were computed for the sum files of all 

seven sites. The statistical calculations and analysis were performed on the scintillation 

and scintillation ratios since the ratios are less likely to fluctuate in value than the 

frequency exponent a. The data were filtered so long-term ratio, short-term ratio, and 

separation of bins could be performed. Table 15 shows how the scintillation data for the

20.2 and 27.5 GHz signal are filtered, with the short-term ratio method using a stronger 

filter than the long-term ratio method, and the separation by bins method using the 

strongest filter of the three.

7.4.2.I. Long-Term Ratios

The long-term ratio method calculates the monthly averages, and <727.5 > of 

the scintillation values of both frequencies and uses those values to calculate the 

frequency exponent,

a (49)
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The filter checks to see if  the attenuation value is within range and if  the scintillation 

values are nonnegative. Figures 20 and 21 shows the monthly scintillation averages for

20.2 GHz and 27.5 GHz for the seven sites. To determine the frequency exponent for 

five-year seasonal, and five-year averages, the monthly scintillation ratios are calculated, 

given equal weight and averaged for a given period. Grand means are not used because 

the number of valid data points of the 20.2 and 27.5 GHz signal differ. The exponents

Table 15. Filtering Conditions of Frequency Ratio Calculations

Long-Term Ratio Filtering Conditions.

1. All measurements corrupted by the following are recorded in the log files and removed:
Blockage due to birds or airplanes or other objects 
Sun or moon intrusions in the main lobe of the antenna 
Solar eclipses of the satellite (Dropouts)
Snow on feed or antenna 
System Failure
Any anomalies perceived by the operator.

2. The attenuation must be within the dynamic range of 20 decibels. Alaska has a dynamic range 
of 14 decibels for the 20.2 gigahertz signal and 15 decibels for the 27.5 gigahertz signal.

3. The difference of attenuation and scintillation must be greater than -1 .0  decibel. The negative 
value accounts for preprocessing calculations.

4. The scintillation value must be no less than 0 decibels.
5. Sudden increases in attenuation are eliminated by a moving average. In this case, the “blip” is 

removed if its value is greater than sum of the two values of the previous minutes.
6. The attenuation and standard deviation data set must have a corresponding time stamp.

Short-Term Ratio Filtering Conditions.

1. Long-term ratio filtering conditions must be satisfied.
2. The scintillation value must be no less than 0.001 decibels.
3. Scintillation values for both 20.2 and 27.5 GHz must be valid.

Separation of Bins Filtering Conditions.
1. Short-term ratio filtering conditions must be satisfied.
2. 20.2 GHz scintillation values greater than 10 dB are eliminated. The bins are geometric in 

range and are separated by the 20.2 GHz scintillation values.
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are then calculated with the new means. The standard deviations of the larger mean are 

calculated to determine the consistency of the values. The process is repeated for dry 

scintillation conditions.

7.4.2.2. Short-Term Ratios

The short-term ratio method calculates the monthly averages o f the scintillation

O’90 2
ra tio  — for the given minute. This has a stricter filter in that both 20.2 and 27.5 GHz

° 2 7 .5

data must be valid for the same minute. Also, a minimum scintillation value of 0.001 is 

used for both frequencies. Short-term ratios tend to fluctuate more than the long-term 

ratio counterparts so a noise floor was used to control the fluctuations. The exponent 

calculation becomes

where cr20 2/cr27 5 is the monthly average of the scintillation ratio. By using Equation 33 

and 34, grand means and standard deviations are calculated for longer periods of time 

from the monthly scintillation ratios. Monthly scintillation ratios are also calculated for 

dry scintillation conditions.

7.4.2.3. Separation by Bins

To determine if the magnitude of the scintillations affects the scintillation ratio 

and the frequency exponent a, short-term scintillation ratios are calculated and placed 

into bins. Van de Kamp et al. separated the ratios by using the sum of two frequencies,

2 2r=c7j + 0.7(72 [27, p. 78], The bins for this thesis were separated by the scintillation

a (50)



variance of the 20.2 GHz signal because it is generally assumed that the scintillation of 

the 27.5 GHz scintillation is larger than the 20.2 GHz counterpart. Although rare 

exceptions to this assumption are reasonable, the exceptions are not sufficiently rare for 

certain months in Alaska and Colorado. This could be attributed to the cold and dry 

climate conditions. Theoretically, geometric optics assumptions apply in which 

scintillation is independent o f frequency. Under these conditions, it is probable that 

scintillation at the 20.2 gigahertz frequency is higher than scintillation at the 27.5 

gigahertz frequency. After the data were collected, the maximums, minimums, means, 

and standard deviations were calculated for each bin, and the frequency exponent a is 

determined. Cumulative distribution functions of the 20.2 scintillation values are used to 

determine the most likely exponent values for the given site.

7.4.3. Major Results of the Frequency Dependence

After the exponents were calculated from five-year seasonal and five-year ratio 

averages for the long-term and short-term methods, the values are plotted against the 

elevation angles of the seven sites in Figures 39 and 40. Figures 41 and 42 show the 

frequency exponent values if only dry scintillation conditions were taken into account.

The values of the frequency exponent are somewhat less than that of normal scintillation 

conditions, but no difference is noticeable, even for the subtropical site o f Florida. Also, 

the short-term and long-term frequency scintillation variance exponents are practically 

identical.
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Figure 43 contains the plot of the average scintillation ratio for the given range of 

values in each bin. Figure 44 shows the comparison of each site of the frequency 

exponent value. For most sites, the scintillation ratio increases as the 20.2 GHz 

scintillation increases; however, Alaska and Colorado have a local maximum, which 

looks like a protruded knee in Figure 43. These maximums are due to the higher 

frequency of occurrence that 20.2 gigahertz scintillation is larger than the 27.5 gigahertz 

scintillation for the given minute. None of the other sites have this local maximum. Each 

site has a gently sloping region, which suggests that the 20.2 and 27.5 gigahertz 

scintillation values vary more at smaller values of scintillation. The range of values is 

given in Table 16 for each site.

The frequency variance exponent differs greatly with the seasons within each site. 

Only the Florida and perhaps the New Mexico APT site seems to have a consistent 

frequency exponent because of stable year-round climate with respect to temperature and 

moisture. This suggests that consistent climate is a major factor in the stability o f the 

measurements. Although the exponents calculated for each season still vary widely for 

different sites, all summer exponent values are within the range of the model values 

except for the Oklahoma APT site, which has a frequency exponent value of 1.5. 

Frequency exponents for Alaska and Colorado are approximately 0.9 for the short-term 

ratio, and 1.0 for the long-term ratio. For Maryland, British Columbia, New Mexico, and 

Florida, the values are approximately 1.2. From Figures 20 and 21, the summer months 

show higher scintillation values, which suggests more stability in the measurements.
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Figure 44. Frequency Exponent vs. Bin Values. 
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Table 17 shows the standard deviation of the long-term and short-term ratio calculations. 

The summer months generally have one of the lowest standard deviations.

Van de Kamp et al. predicted frequency variance exponents a little less than 1.2 

for Alaska, Colorado, Florida, and Oklahoma [27, p. 83], This was different from the 

values calculated in the thesis for the following three reasons: different sampling 

frequencies were used, the scintillation variances were averaged instead of the 

scintillation, and five years of seasonal data were not used. It is important to state that 

five-year seasonal ratio averages were used for accurate quantitative results. Table 18 

shows the exponents calculated from the average summer scintillation ratio for a given 

year. Results differ from year-to-year; for example, frequency exponent calculations for 

the Alaskan summers range from 0.89 to 1.02. Unfortunately, the exponents exhibit no

Table 16. The Range of Values in a Given Percentile

Frequency Variance Exponent 
1 % - 99% 5% - 95% 10% - 90% 50% Value

Fairbanks, AK 
Vancouver, BC 
Fort Collins, CO 
Tampa, FL

0.26 - 0.81 0.26 - 0.76 0.29 - 0.81
0.99- 1.62 1.10- 1.37 1.16- 1.34
-0.21 - 1.00 0.25 - 0.79 0.25 - 0.79
0.64- 1.71 0.78- 1.53 1.03- 1.46
0.42-3.27 0.85-2.15 0.91 - 1.80
-0.47-2.33 0.57-2.00 0.90- 1.71
0.99-3.67 1.08-2.80 1.13-2.40

0.62
1.3
0.5
1.2

1.14
1.28
1.56

Clarksburg, MD 
Las Cruces, NM 
Norman, OK

Normalized Scintillation Ratio 
1 % - 99% 5% - 95% 10% - 90% 50% Value

Fairbanks, AK 
Vancouver, BC 
Fort Collins, CO 
Tampa, FL

0.89 - 0.96 0.89 - 0.96 0.89 - 0.96
0.78-0.86 0.81 -0.85 0.82-0.84
0.86- 1.04 0.89-0.97 0.89-0.97
0.77 - 0.91 0.79 - 0.89 0.80 - 0.85
0.67 - 0.94 0.72 - 0.88 0.76 - 0.87
0.70- 1.08 0.74-0.92 0.77-0.87
0.57 - 0.86 0.65 - 0.85 0.69 - 0.84

0.91
0.82
0.93
0.83
0.84
0.82
0.79

Clarksburg, MD 
Las Cruces, NM 
Norman, OK
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Table 17. Standard Deviations of the Scintillation Ratio Calculations

The standard deviations were calculated for each season over the five year period. In general, the standard 
deviation calculations for the summer are one of the lowest o f the seasons. This implies that summer 
months have more larger scintillation values that are not as badly affected by noise.

Standard Deviation of Short-Term Scintillation Ratios

Site Winter Spring Summer Autumn 5 years
AK 0.156 0.213 0.125 0.149 0.166
BC 0.163 0.165 0.130 0.160 0.156
MD 0.406 0.270 0.941 0.279 0.558
CO 0.241 0.278 0.166 0.200 0.232
OK 0.207 0.153 0.122 0.158 0.163
FL 0.225 0.200 0.125 0.150 0.179
NM 0.402 0.417 0.138 0.189 0.313

Site

Standard Deviation of Long-Term Scintillation Ratios 

Winter Spring Summer Autumn 5 years
AK 0.013 0.020 0.007 0.024 0.028
BC 0.050 0.064 0.019 0.020 0.045
MD 0.146 0.054 0.028 0.128 0.101
CO 0.064 0.042 0.021 0.071 0.063
OK 0.042 0.030 0.023 0.065 0.050
FL 0.016 0.011 0.012 0.046 0.027
NM 0.026 0.023 0.004 0.038 0.031

Table 18. Exponents from Monthly Summer Averages Using the Long-Term Ratio

The exponents were calculated for each of the summer months and averaged over the given year.

Year Sites
AK BC CO FL MD NM OK

1994 1.02 1.47 0.94 1.12 1.15 1.27 1.36
1995 1.00 1.15 0.83 1.29 1.52 1.24 1.45
1996 0.96 1.27 0.96 1.27 1.05 1.25 1.49
1997 0.97 1.34 1.06 1.30 1.12 1.27 1.46
1998 0.89 1.13 1.22 1.28 1.13 1.24 1.79

5-years 0.97 1.27 1.00 1.25 1.19 1.25 1.51

apparent elevation angle dependence, but strong evidence exists for meteorological 

dependence.



Van de Kamp et al. predicts that the frequency dependence of scintillation is due 

to the turbulence of clouds [27, p. 77]. Because o f the lack of quantitative cloud data, 

this cannot be directly confirmed, but Nwetand air temperature measurements are 

available for least squares fit o f linear, exponential and power functions. The parameters 

are tested with the normalized scintillation ratio, averaged monthly using long-term 

ratios, instead of the calculated frequency exponent. The elevation angle terms are 

removed when the ratios are calculated. The ratios have a more stable behavior. If 

frequency exponents are needed, they can easily be obtained from the ratios. Figure 45 

shows the distribution of the points and the three best fit equations for Alaska. Table 19
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7.4.4. Correlation of Normalized Ratio and Nwet

Figure 45. Correlation o f Nwa and the Normalized Scintillation Ratio o f Alaska.
The chart shows the least squares regression o f a linear, exponential, and power fit.
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Table 19 lists the correlation coefficient R for each site. Alaska is the only site that exhibits a good fit, but 
the negative correlation coefficient shows a decreasing relationship.

Table 19. List of Correlation Coefficients of Nh and the Normalized Scintillation

AK BC CO FL MD NM OK
Linear fit -.895 .372 -.532 .200 .331 .282 .622
Exponential fit -.897 .356 -.532 .196 .347 .277 .607
Power fit -.882 .349 -.575 .199 .292 .235 .610

shows the corresponding correlation ratios R for each site. Interestingly, the Alaska and 

Colorado sites show a decrease in the normalized scintillation ratio with respect to 

All other sites show an increase to unity in the normalized scintillation ratio, which 

suggests the scintillation values are the same. Only Alaska has a high correlation factor 

for the three functions; however, Maryland shows a high correlation factor for the power 

relationship. For the other sites, Nwet does not seem to correlate well with the normalized 

scintillation ratios.

7.4.5. Correlation of Normalized Ratio And Temperature

Least squares fits were performed for the normalized ratio and temperature. 

Although most scintillation models are based on Nwet, a strong temperature dependence 

could provide clues into the frequency dependence of scintillation. Frequency 

dependence may be linked to turbulence height. According to Peeters et al. [16, p. 77], 

the MPSP models the turbulence height with the air temperature. The relationship is 

valid only for temperatures between -5° C and 35° C, but it may explain the difference in 

the frequency dependence for each site. Figure 46 shows the distribution of the points 

and the three best fit equations for normalized scintillation ratio and temperature. Table 

20 lists the correlation factors for each site. Again, Alaska and Colorado sites show a



decreasing relationship, but the other sites show an increasing relationship. Alaska is the 

only site that has a high correlation factor. Unfortunately, the study does not infer which 

parameter is better at predicting the frequency dependence.
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Temperature (Kelvin)

Figure 46. Correlation of T and the Normalized Scintillation Ratio of Alaska.
The chart shows the least squares regression of a linear, exponential, and power fit.

Table 20. List of Correlation Coefficients of T and the Normalized Scintillation

Table 20 lists the correlation coefficient R for each site. Alaska is the only site that exhibits a good fit, but 
the negative correlation coefficient shows a decreasing relationship.

AK BC CO FL MD NM OK
Linear fit -.889 .319 -.569 .193 .365 .519 .607
Exponential fit -.888 .302 -.626 .187 .394 .514 .598
Power fit -.884 .300 -.566 .187 .397 .514 .599



7.4.6. Frequency Dependence Analysis

By using the scintillation ratios for the summer months, the frequency variance 

exponents generally agree with one o f the theoretical values but differs for each site.

There is more than an elevation angle dependence on the frequency exponent. Evidence 

suggests that climate and weather effects the frequency dependence, but the magnitude of 

the scintillation itself may also affect the frequency dependence. By using the techniques 

of separation by bins, the scintillations o f both frequencies tend to approach each other as 

the 20.2 GHz scintillation increases.

The thesis does not determine which meteorological factors affect the frequency 

dependence. Both Nwet and T show approximately the same correlation factor with the 

normalized scintillation ratio. Interestingly, only Alaska has a high correlation factor that 

may be due to the high scintillation values due to the low elevation angle. However, 

meteorological conditions certainly affect the frequency exponent; the frequency 

exponent is site dependent. The strongest evidence is that consistency in year-round 

climate such as Florida implies consistent frequency exponent values. Even though 

several studies on the turbulence layer height, H, were performed, is a difficult 

parameter to measure, so correlation with H  and frequency exponents or normalized 

scintillation ratio is difficult to confirm. Further study is needed to determine if  the 

magnitude of the scintillation or turbulent layer height is a factor and how the relationship 

can be reestablished for the K-band and higher frequencies.

Alaska and Colorado have unique protrusions o f their knees as shown in Figure 

43. Data values in Colorado have days in which the 27.5 gigahertz scintillation value is
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consistently smaller than the 20.2 gigahertz value, which has the effect o f creating a 

protruded knee in the scintillation variance ratio data. For Alaska, the scintillation values 

more nearly match although instances of higher 20.2 gigahertz scintillation values occur 

more often than expected. For all sites, the probability density function or histogram, and 

the cumulative distribution function were plotted for both the 20.2 and 27.5 gigahertz 

scintillation so that concentration of data points in a given range could be examined. 

These figures are in Appendix F. Instances of this occurrence were checked, and the data 

sum files and the times were located. There were days when a majority if not all of the 

given minutes has higher 20.2 gigahertz scintillation values. A possible explanation for 

this is the noise at the lower scintillation value may contribute to this anomaly. As the 

scintillation becomes larger, the noise has less effect. Another possible explanation is 

that the cold climate may contribute to a larger inner scale lQ. This climate contributes to 

conditions where the scintillation is independent of frequency, and geometric optics may 

apply.
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In order to predict standard deviation means, asymptotic effects o f scintillation 

prediction (at large values), and frequency dependence, correlation with and other 

parameters such as temperature and elevation angles are studied. Nwet seems to determine 

the probability that large values o f scintillation occur and frequency dependence 

moderately well. It is reasonable to assume that large standard deviation values are due 

to moisture in the atmosphere in combination with low elevation and turbulence. In fact, 

the distribution studies o f Alaska confirm this fact. Even though Alaska has the highest 

scintillation means due to the low elevation angle, it does not have many large 

scintillation values due to the cold dry climate conditions in the winter and lower altitude 

zero degree isotherm in the summer with respect to the other APT sites. Therefore Nwet 

was chosen to determine the slope-factor of the five-year CDF of all the sites.

From the frequency dependence studies, the exponent is not constant with respect 

to the site nor does it seem to depend on the elevation angle. It does depend on climate 

conditions in which Nwet and temperature are factors. Either the frequency exponent of 

scintillation variance could be modeled as a function of one o f the parameters, or the 

different values of the exponent could be chosen for different climate regions.

To determine scintillation mean, five out of eight scintillation models use Nwet as 

the meteorological predictor. Even though the MPSP model, which is dependent on 

temperature T, is the best overall predictor, evidence shows that the moisture content of 

the atmosphere should be taken into account. For example, the MPSP model 

overpredicts scintillation means in the summer months of the New Mexico site. The
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8. Nwet Climate Model for Scintillation Prediction



Ortgies-T model is the best scintillation predictor for New Mexico even though it is one 

o f the worst overall predictors. Because the New Mexico site is an arid desert site, this 

evidence supports that the MPSP model is based on sites with high moisture content 

while the Ortgies-T model is based on sites with hot and dry conditions.

8.1. Geographic Classification Scheme of Ns

Geography is the greatest factor o f climate conditions even though longitude, and 

to a lesser extent, latitude are poor indicators of climate. The fact that the site is next to a 

body of water, in a desert, by the mountains, or in a savannah affects the temperature and 

moisture content o f the area. A classification study was performed on total refractivity 

Ns, where Ns is the theoretical refractivity at sea level; it is not the value at the actual 

height, which is given by N. In Table 21, Bean and Dutton characterized the climate 

types and listed the range o f values of total refractivity Ns [3, p. 103]. Figure 47 and 

Figure 48 show monthly average N  and Ndry conditions of each site. Generally, the 

monthly average N  agrees with the climate conditions of each site.

8.2. N wet Classification Proposal

Nwas used to classify climate conditions in order to measure the refractivity and 

ray-bending factor k for the different sites. The refractivity at height h above sea level 

could be approximated by the equation

_ jt_

N { h ) = N se H* (51)

where Nsis the refractivity at sea level, h is the height above sea level, and H* is the 

effective scale height. Unfortunately, an exponential relationship cannot be used to
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predict Nwet with respect to height. The correlation between the height h and log Nwet is 

so weak that an exponential relationship cannot be used [3, p. 93], This is readily evident 

Table 21. Characterization of Climate with Geography.

Table 21 shows the climate type with respect to geography. It shows the annual mean o f N  and the APT 
sites. Ns is the refractivity at sea level for a given site; it is not the refractivity at the site. The APT sites are 
matched with the characteristics o f the climate type. The data was cited in [3, p. 103],

Climate Type Location Annual Mean 
of As

Characteristics APT sites

Midlatitude
Coastal

Near sea, lakes, rivers 
Lat. 20°-50°

300 to 350 Subtropical with 
marine climate

British
Columia,
Maryland

Subtropical-
Savannah

Lat. 25° S - 30° N 
rarely far from the 
ocean

350 to 400 Definite Rainy 
and Dry seasons

Oklahoma*,
Florida

Monsoon-
Sudan

Monsoon 20°- 40° N, 
Sudan -  Central Africa

280 to 400 Seasonal extremes 
o f Rainfall, 
Temperature

Semiarid-
mountain

Desert and High 
Steppe -  mountainous 
region above 1 km.

240-300 Year-round dry 
climate

Colorado,
New
Mexico

Continental-
Polar

Landlocked middle 
latitude and polar 
regions, characteristic 
dry summers

300-340 Moderate or low 
annual mean 
temperatures

Alaska

Isothermal-
equatorial

Tropical, in the 20° N 
and S latitudes, along 
seacoast and islands

340-400 Monotonous 
Rainy Climate

* None o f the climate types describe Oklahoma well. Subtropical-Savannah has the closest description.

from the presence o f clouds, which are composed of water vapor, at different heights. In 

fact, scintillation theories are based on a planetary boundary layer o f moisture.

Because Nwe,directly depends on temperature T and relative humidity RH, each 

site could be classified accordingly. Since all the parameters vary seasonally, the 

averages of summer months should be used to classify each site. Obviously, relative 

humidity is a more important parameter at higher temperatures than at lower temperatures
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47. Site Comparisons of average N.
N  is the value at the actual site altitude.
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Figure 48. Site Comparison of the monthly Average of Ndry.



when little moisture is in the air at saturation. For temperatures above a given threshold, 

the relative humidity could determine if the geography is arid, temperate, or tropical.
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Table 22. Proposal of A Climate Model for Scintillation

The Nwet climate model was determined from factors such as frequency dependence, slope factor, and 
scintillation means. The models are based on the trends o f the summer months’ averages of Nwe, and 
relative humidity. The type was named after the geographic climate conditions: A -  Arctic, C -  
Continental, D -  Desert, T -  Temperate, S -  Subtropical, and Sa -  Savannah.

Name A C D T S Sa

Criteria Nwet < 40 40 < Nwet < 60 
50 < RH  < 70

40 < Nwet 
RH <  50

40 < Nwet < 60 
70 < RH

60 < Nwet 
1 0 < R H

60 < Nwet 
50 < RH < 70

Geographic 
and Climate 
Description

Polar
regions,
low
summer
temp.

Landlocked, 
subarctic, or 
mountainous 
regions

Desert,
arid.

Temperate 
zone, borders 
body of water, 
cool summer

subtropic, 
rainy or 
humid

semi-dry, hot 
summers,

Frequency 
Exponent 
(Scint. Var.)

<0 .8 1ooo

= 1.2 1 .1 -1 .3 1 .1 -1 .3 > 1.3

Slope factor-
percent-decade
/decade

< -5 .0 1 Cfi 0 1 i K> O = -2.5 = -3.0 -2 .4 --2 .2 = -2.1

Scintillation 
(dB) value at 
normal.*

< 0.009 0.009 -  0.042 = 0.057 = 0.032 0 .0 5 4 -
0.093

= 0.064

Site Alaska,
Colorado

New
Mexico

British
Columbia

Florida,
Maryland

Oklahoma

* The scintillation means are the 5-year summer averages o f the 27.5 GHz. The elevation angle 
contributions are factored out by multiply the measured scintillation mean by sin116<9. This is the 
scintillation value at the normal.

The following proposal tries to match the geography with trends of Nwe, and

relative humidity of each site. The proposal is given in Table 22. Temperature was not

used for three reasons:

1. Calculations of Nwet at saturation are easier with RH and the measured Nwet 
since a direct relationship exits.



2. Theoretically, the moisture content more directly determines scintillation.

3. Maximum temperatures are lower at the high latitude sites during the summer 
months.

The thresholds for Nwet and relative humidity are chosen somewhat arbitrarily, and the 

sites do not always meet the criteria of the proposal. However, each site satisfies the Nwet 

climate model criteria in the long term. Table 23 lists the summer averages of relative 

humidity and Nwe, for each of the sites. The range of frequency exponent values, slope 

factor values, and scintillation values at the normal are determined from the studies of 

this thesis from the seven sites. Nwetclimate models are meant to be a weak guide to 

predict these scintillation properties. Further studies at different sites are needed to 

validate the proposed climate model, and determine the true properties of each model 

type.
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Table 23. Summer Monthly Averages of Nm  and Relative Humidity.

The table shows the long term trends of relative humidity and Nwet of each site. The 15 month average is 
calculated also.

Relative Humidity - %

AK BC CO FL MD NM OK
Jun-94 67 75 43 78 74 19 70
Jul-94 64 72 51 81 82 29 68

Aug-94 71 72 52 84 83 35 64

Jun-95 61 71 72 77 78 22 73

Jul-95 64 71 63 78 76 30 66
Aug-95 76 77 66 81 71 43 67
Jun-96 55 66 64 75 77 29 67

Jul-96 67 65 75 76 79 45 65
Aug-96 75 67 73 79 80 50 77
Jun-97 52 77 71 75 73 26 73

Jul-97 65 78 62 79 66 36 66
Aug-97 77 78 79 77 71 45 71

Jun-98 64 78 62 72 77 20 59

Jul-98 71 79 70 79 71 48 52
Aug-98 81 75 71 82 67 45 51
Average 67 73 65 78 75 35 66

Nwet

AK BC CO FL MD NM OK
Jun-94 47 57 43 117 94 30 105
Jul-94 56 67 52 117 111 45 102

Aug-94 56 67 54 119 98 53 94

Jun-95 47 59 60 110 86 32 92

Jul-95 55 65 64 118 101 44 104

Aug-95 53 63 72 124 92 66 106

Jun-96 41 51 62 109 90 43 95

Jul-96 56 60 79 120 93 72 97

Aug-96 47 60 72 120 91 71 106

Jun-97 44 60 66 109 77 33 90

Jul-97 57 69 67 120 83 53 97

Aug-97 57 74 78 118 81 65 94

Jun-98 47 64 50 119 85 27 86

Jul-98 59 75 79 124 89 68 90

Aug-98 50 71 73 126 85 63 81

Average 51 64 65 118 90 51 96
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The following items are recommended for the systems engineer who uses K-band 

and Ka-band frequencies in satellite communication systems:

1. The system engineer needs to budget for scintillation effects in the summer 
because scintillation is greatest at that time.

2. The systems engineer should look at the type of climate to use the scintillation 
prediction methods. However, the Karaswa model is the best scintillation 
predictor for all sites except Alaska. For Alaska, the MPSP model should be 
used.

3. To determine the percentage of time scintillation exceeds a given fade margin, 
the engineer should consider the moisture content of the troposphere and not 
the elevation angle. Further studies are needed to test the correlation of slope 
factor of the drop-off of the five-year scintillation CDF and HNwet, but it is 
obvious that moisture can cause scintillation to exceed a given fade margin.

4. The engineer must be careful when one tries to predict scintillation for 
different frequencies in the K-band and Ka-band regions. The site and climate 
conditions affects the frequency exponent a o f scintillation magnitudes. 
Common values o f a are 0.9, 1.16, and 1.21, and they can range from 0.8 to 
2.0. For cold and dry conditions, a = 0.9 could be used. For other conditions,
1.2 or higher values could be used. In any case, the recommendation does not 
necessarily apply for frequencies greater outside the K-band and Ka-band 
range.

Studies at K-band and Ka-band frequencies do not validate previous assumptions such as 

frequency dependence with a constant exponent. The frequency exponent is not constant 

nor dependent on elevation angles in the K-band and Ka-band regions. Five-year 

distribution studies at the 20.2 and 27.5 gigahertz do not necessarily follow the log

normal or the gamma distribution functions which is somewhat expected, but the gamma 

distribution predicts well for dry scintillation.

9. Conclusions
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Appendix A -  Preprocessing Procedure

The preprocessing procedure describes the operator’s responsibilities and duties 

to perform the overall calibrations for the beacon and radiometer measurements. The 

computer stores a day’s worth of data in a file labeled ‘YYMMDDSS’.rvO. The YY is 

for the year, the MM is for the month, the DD is for the day, and the SS is for the site.

For example, the 950622AK.rv0 file contains the measurements for June 22, 1995 at 

Fairbanks, Alaska. After the operator downloads all rvO files for a given month, he or 

she uses the ACTSview program to search for anomalies in the data such as

1. Blockage due to birds or airplanes or other objects

2. Sun or moon intrusions in the main lobe of the antenna

3. Solar eclipses of the satellite (Dropouts)

4. Snow on feed or antenna

5. System Failure

6. Any anomalies (at the operators discretion)

The conditions are also listed in Table 15. The ‘bad’ data are recorded in log files.

Errors due to ranging tone power output or radiometer calibrations are automatically 

eliminated, and they do not need to be recorded.

A preprocessing program called the ACTSpp is used to remove the bad data, 

further calibrate the measurements by calculating the average bias of the beacon 

measurements and the sky temperature from the radiometer measurements. The 

parameters the user must input is the antenna efficiency (5 and the spillover temperature a



for each frequency. After the data proper inputs are given, the ACTSpp creates an EDF 

file, sum file, and other output so the operator can evaluate the data.

Overall calibration procedures vary for each site because of climate conditions. 

For example, data from rain is used to calibrate the measurements in other sites, but 

Alaska does not have much rain. The research team at the Alaska site uses monthly 

empirical distribution files for calibration. Performing overall calibrations require at least 

three iterations. The first iteration usually determines the days where sky temperatures 

are low and consistent. Figure 49 shows an example of the sky temperature outputs. For 

each day, the sky temperature is chosen at 12 am Greenwich Meridian Time and 12 pm 

Greenwich Meridian Time. A linear regression fit is performed with the surface
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temperature for the given times. If the sky temperatures are low and the measured and 

calculated values are approximately equal, then the day is assumed to exhibit clear-sky 

conditions.

The next step is to match radiometer and beacon attenuation values for clear sky 

days. During clear sky days, the attenuation with respect to clear air is less than four 

decibels. The major purpose is to minimize bias error of the beacon measurements. 

Clear Sky Delta values in Figure 50 show the bias for each day. The plot shows the 

difference in beacon and radiometer attenuation. The operator looks only at the days 

with low and consistent values of sky temperature. In this figure the deltas are high, so
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Figure 50. The Clear sky Delta’s for December, 1998 at the Alaska site.

changes in the antenna efficiency or spillover temperature are used to lower the delta’s. 

The preprocessing is then iterated. In the second iteration, the antenna efficiency and the



spillover temperatures are changed to lower the deltas. The second run produced the 

clear sky delta’s in Figure 51. The deltas for the clear sky days are close to zero.

In the last phase, the operator must match the beacon and radiometer values as 

much as possible. The operator hopes for a beacon and radiometer agreement of eight or
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Figure 51. Clear Sky Delta’s from the 2nd Preprocessing Run.

nine decibels. The operator in Alaska checks the monthly empirical distribution function 

(EDF) to see if the radiometer EDF and the beacon EDF match as closely as possible. 

The operator must either increase antenna efficiency and decrease spillover temperature 

or decrease antenna efficiency and increase spillover temperature to change the EDF’s



without changing the clear sky deltas. The operator may or may not have to adjust for the 

conditions, especially on months with strong clear-sky conditions.

For this month, one more iteration is needed. Figure 52 shows the monthly 

empirical distribution functions of both the radiometer and beacon attenuation values.

The beacon and attenuation empirical distribution functions match well. Table 24 lists 

the values of the calibration constants used. In this example, the operator only needed to 

adjust for the clear sky deltas by increasing the antenna efficiency. He or she has 

calibrated the beacon for the bias and extended the range of the radiometer attenuation 

measurement by adjusting the calibration constants.

Table 24. Calibration Constants Used for the 9812AK Preprocessing
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Efficiency Spillover
Run # 20 eff 27 eff 20 spill 27 spill Comments

1 0.66 0.66 82 70 Delta's high
2 0.69 0.67 82 70 Delta's high
3 0.71 0.68 82 70 Done
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Appendix B -  DACS Status One Information

The DACS stores not only the time stamp, attenuation measurements and antenna 

noise temperature measured at a given site, but it also stores Status One and Status Two 

information. For a given minute, Status Two information stores power supply voltages, 

detection bandwidth and carrier information of the digital receiver. For a given minute, 

Status One information stores the optical and capacitive rain gauge information every six 

seconds, and the air temperature, barometric pressure, relative humidity, wind direction, 

and wind speed once during the minute. Table 25 lists the transducer, the ith second of 

each minute the DACS stores the information, the range, resolution, and units. The 

seconds are labeled 0 to 59. The information in cited in Propagation Terminal Site 

Requirements [21, Chapter 13, p. 11].
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Table 25. Status One Information Storage Properties

Transducer Ith second* Range Resolution units
Optical Rain Gauge 0 (increment 6) 0 to 50 0.001 sqrt(mm/hr)
Capacitive Rain Gauge 2 (increment 6) 0 to 50 0.01 mm
Relative Humidity 37 Oto 100 0.1 %
Barometric Pressure 28 Oto 1500 0.1 millibars
Wind Direction 46 0 to 360 0.1 o

Wind Speed 57 Oto 100 0.1 m/s
Outside Air Temperature 58 -50 to 70 0.01 °C
FE Plate Temperature 1 (increment 20) 50 ± 5 0.01 °C
FE Temp. Ctrl FB Voltage 3 (increment 20) -20 to 20 0.002 volts
20 PLO Power Loop Ctrl Volt. 4 (increment 30) Oto 10 0.001 volts
27 PLO Power Loop Ctrl Volt. 22 (increment 30) Oto 10 0.001 volts
FE Air Temperature 5 (increment 20) -50 to 70 0.01 °c
20 Reference Load Temperature 7 (increment 20) -50 to 70 0.01 °C
27 Reference Load Temperature 9 (increment 20) -50 to 70 0.01 °C
20 Noise Diode Supply Voltage 10 0 to 20 0.002 volts
27 Noise Diode Supply Voltage 19 0 to 20 0.002 volts
Radiometer 20 Air Temp. 11 (increment 20) -50 to 70 0.01 °c
Radiometer 27 Air Temp. 13 (increment 20) -50 to 70 0.01 °C
Receiver Enclosure Temp. 15 (increment 20) 45 ± 5 0.01 °C
20 Radiometer Offset 16 Oto 10 0.001 volts
20 Radiometer Attenuation 17 Oto 16.5 0.1 decibels
27 Radiometer Offset 39 Oto 10 0.001 volts
27 Radiometer Attenuation 40 Oto 16.5 0.1 decibels
Time Adjust 59 -1 to 1 0.01 seconds

* The DACS sampled some of the transducers at a rate faster than one minute. The increment value is the 
rate at which the DACS sample the data from each transducer. For example, DACS sampled the data 
from the optical range guage at the 0th second and every six seconds thereafter (0, 6, 12, etc.).
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A list o f 20 meteorological figures contains the statistical parameters (average, 

standard deviation, maximum and minimum) for all the months of the five year 

propagation studies. The figures compare the statistical parameters of the seven sites. 

The meteorological parameters are listed in the following order: temperature, relative 

humidity, refractivity due to moisture (Nwet),reffactivity due to dry atmosphere (Ndry), 

and total reffactivity (TV). Figures for the average temperature, Figure 53, and average 

refractivity due to moisture, Figure 61, are duplicated in Figures 15 and 16 respectively. 

Figures for the average refractivity, Figure 69, and average refractivity due to dry gas, 

Figure 65, are duplicated in Figures 47 and 48 respectively.

Appendix C -  Figures of Meteorological Statistics
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Figure 54. Site Comparison of the Standard Deviation of Temperature.
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Figure 56. Site Comparison of the Minimum Temperature.
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Figure 57. Site Comparison of Average Relative Humidity.
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Figure 58. Site Comparison of the Standard Deviation of Relative Humidity.
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Figure 59. Site Comparison of the Maximum Relative Humidity.
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Figure 60. Site Comparison of the Minimum Relative Humidity.
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Figure 61. Site Comparison of the Average Nwet.
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Figure 62. Site Comparison of the Standard Deviation of Nwet.
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Figure 63. Site Comparison of the Maximum Nwet.
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Figure 64. Site Comparison of the Minimum Nwet.
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Figure 65. Site Comparison of the Average Ndry.
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Figure 67. Site Comparison of the Maximum Ndry.
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Figure 68. Site Comparison of the Minimum Ndry.
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AK —k— BC CO   FL MD NM OK
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Figure 69. Site Comparison of the Average N.

Figure 70. Site Comparison of the Standard Deviation of N.
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Figure 71. Site Comparison of the Maximum N.
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Figure 72. Site Comparison of the Minimum N.



Appendix D contains 48 figures of the empirical scintillation data. There are 12 

scintillation parameters. The first six scintillation parameters are the following: 

comprehensive scintillation at 20.2 gigahertz, 

comprehensive scintillation at 27.5 gigahertz, 

dry scintillation at 20.2 gigahertz, 

dry scintillation at 27.5 gigahertz, 

wet scintillation at 20.2 gigahertz, and 

wet scintillation at 27.5 gigahertz.

Each scintillation parameter compares the statistical factors (averages, standard 

deviations, maximums, and minimums) for the seven sites. Figures 20 to 25 are 

duplicated in Appendix D. The figures are arithmetic means of the scintillation 

parameter in the given order, and the respective figures in Appendix D are Figures 73, 77, 

81, 85, 89, and 93.

The statistics for the log-variance of the empirical scintillation data are also given. 

The averages are the “geometric means” which are the averages assuming a log-normal 

distribution. Figures 26 to 29 are also duplicated in Appendix D. The figures are the 

geometric means and log-variance standard deviation of the comprehensive scintillation. 

Figures 26 to 29 are Figures 97, 99, 98, and 100 respectively.
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Appendix D -  Figures of the Empirical Scintillation Data
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Figure 73. Site Comparison of the Average of the 20.2 GHz Standard Deviation.
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Figure 74. Site Comparison of the Standard Deviation of the 20.2 GHz Standard Deviation.
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Figure 75. Site Comparison of the Maximum of the 20.2 GHz Standard Deviation.
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Figure 76. Site Comparison of the Minimum of the 20.2 GHz Standard Deviation.
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AK ........ BC CO ....* FL MD NM  OK
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Figure 77. Site Comparison of the Average of the 27.5 GHz Standard Deviation.
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Figure 78. Site Comparison of the Standard Deviation of the 27.5 GHz Standard Deviation.
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Figure 79. Site Comparison of the Maximum of the 27.5 GHz Standard Deviation.
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Figure 80. Site Comparison of the Minimum of the 27.5 GHz Standard Deviation.
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Figure 81. Site Comparison of the Average of the 20.2 GHz Standard Deviation (Dry Scintillation).
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Figure 82. Site Comparison of the Standard Deviation of the 20.2 GHz Standard Deviation (Dry
Scintillation).
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Figure 83. Site Comparison o f the Maximum of the 20.2 GHz Standard Deviation (Dry Scintillation).
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Figure 84. Site Comparison of the Minimum of the 20.2 GHz Standard Deviation (Dry Scintillation).
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Figure 85. Site Comparison o f the Average of the 27.5 GHz Standard Deviation (Dry Scintillation).

Date

Figure 86. Site Comparison of the Standard Deviation of the 27.5 GHz Standard Deviation (Dry
Scintillation).
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Figure 87. Site Comparison of the Maximum of the 27.5 GHz Standard Deviation (Dry Scintillation).
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Figure 88. Site Comparison of the Minimum of the 27.5 GHz Standard Deviation (Dry Scintillation).
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Figure 90. Site Comparison of the Standard Deviation of the 20.2 GHz Standard Deviation (Wet
Scintillation).
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Figure 91. Site Comparison of the Maximum of the 20.2 GHz Standard Deviation (Wet Scintillation).
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Figure 92. Site Comparison of the Minimum of the 20.2 GHz Standard Deviation (Wet Scintillation).
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Figure 93. Site Comparison of the Average of the 27.5 GHz Standard Deviation (Wet Scintillation).
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Figure 94. Site Comparison of the Standard Deviation of the 27.5 GHz Standard Deviation (Wet
Scintillation).
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Figure 95. Site Comparison of the Maximum of the 27.5 GHz Standard Deviation (Wet Scintillation).
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Figure 96. Site Comparison of the Minimum of the 27.5 GHz Standard Deviation (Wet Scintillation).
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Figure 97. Site Comparison of the Average of the 20.2 GHz Log-Variance.

Figure 98. Site Comparison of the Standard Deviation of the 20.2 GHz Log-Variance.
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Figure 99. Site Comparison of the Average of the 27.5 GHz Log-Variance.
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Figure 100. Site Comparison of the Standard Deviation of the 27.5 GHz Log-Variance.
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Figure 101. Site Comparison of the Average of the 20.2 GHz Log-Variance (Dry Scintillation).
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Figure 102. Site Comparison of the Standard Deviation of the 20.2 GHz Log-Variance (Dry Scintillation).
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Figure 103. Site Comparison of the Average of the 27.5 GHz Log-Variance (Dry Scintillation).
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Figure 104. Site Comparison of the Standard Deviation of the 27.5 GHz Log-Variance (Dry Scintillation).
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Figure 105. Site Comparison of the Average o f the 20.2 GHz Log-Variance (Wet Scintillation).
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Figure 106. Site Comparison of the Standard Deviation of the 20.2 GHz Log-Variance (Wet Scintillation).
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Figure 107. Site Comparison of the Average of the 27.5 GHz Log-Variance (Wet Scintillation).
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Figure 108. Site Comparison of the Standard Deviation of the 27.5 GHz Log-Variance (Wet Scintillation).
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A list of figures compares the monthly arithmetic and geometric scintillation 

averages with the following eight scintillation models:

1. Karasawa Scintillation Prediction

2. ITU-R Scintillation Prediction

3. Direct Physical Statistical Prediction

4. Modeled Physical Statistical Prediction

5. Ortgies-N Scintillation Prediction

6. Ortgies-T Scintillation Prediction

7. Tervonen, Van de Kamp, and Salonen Model

8. Van de Kamp, Tervonen, Salonen and Baptista Model.

Figure 30 is duplicated for the Florida site at the 20.2 gigahertz signal in Figure 112. The 

comparisons were also performed by using the log-variance values.

Appendix E -  Figures of the Comparison of Scintillation Models
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Figure 109. Scintillation Model Comparison of Alaska at 20.2 GHz.

Date ( Month and Year)

Figure 110. Scintillation Model Comparison of British Columbia at 20.2 GHz.
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Figure 111. Scintillation Model Comparison of Colorado at 20.2 GHz.
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Figure 112. Scintillation Model Comparison of Florida at 20.2 GHz.
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Figure 113. Scintillation Model Comparison of Maryland at 20.2 GHz.
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Figure 114. Scintillation Model Comparison of New Mexico at 20.2 GHz.
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Figure 115. Scintillation Model Comparison of Oklahoma at 20.2 GHz.
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Figure 116. Scintillation Model Comparison of Alaska at 27.5 GHz.
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Figure 117. Scintillation Model Comparison of British Columbia at 27.5 GHz.
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Figure 118. Scintillation Model Comparison of Colorado at 27.5 GHz.
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Figure 119. Scintillation Model Comparison of Florida at 27.5 GHz.
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Figure 120. Scintillation Model Comparison of Maryland at 27.5 GHz.
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Figure 121. Scintillation Model Comparison of New Mexico at 27.5 GHz.
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Figure 122. Scintillation Model Comparison of Oklahoma at 27.5 GHz.
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Figure 123. Log-Variance Model Comparison of Alaska at 20.2 GHz.
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Figure 124. Log-Variance Model Comparison of British Columbia at 20.2 GHz.
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Figure 125. Log-Variance Model Comparison of Colorado at 20.2 GHz.
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Figure 126. Log-Variance Model Comparison of Florida at 20.2 GHz.
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Figure 127. Log-Variance Model Comparison of Maryland at 20.2 GHz.
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Figure 128. Log-Variance Model Comparison of New Mexico at 20.2 GHz.
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Figure 129. Log-Variance Model Comparison of Oklahoma at 20.2 GHz.
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Figure 130. Log-Variance Model Comparison of Alaska at 27.5 GHz.
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Figure 131. Log-Variance Model Comparison of British Columbia at 27.5 GHz.
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Figure 132. Log-Variance Model Comparison of Colorado at 27.5 GHz.
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Figure 133. Log-Variance Model Comparison of Florida at 27.5 GHz.
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Figure 134. Log-Variance Model Comparison of Maryland at 27.5 GHz.
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Figure 135. Log-Variance Model Comparison of New Mexico at 27.5 GHz.
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Figure 136. Log-Variance Model Comparison of Oklahoma at 27.5 GHz.
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Figures 137 to 150 compare the cumulative distribution functions and the 

probability density function of each frequency for the different sites. Figures 151 to 164 

compare the cumulative distribution function of a given site at a given frequency with the 

cumulative gamma distribution function, lognormal distribution function, and the 

Nakagami-m distribution functions for different values of m. The distribution models are 

compared to the five-year empirical distribution and five-year empirical distribution for 

dry scintillation of each site. Figures 35 to 38 are duplicated in this Appendix with 

Figures 149, 150, 157 and 152 respectively.

Appendix F — Figures of Distributions
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20.2 GHz ,  27 5 GHz

S c in t il la t io n  (dB )

Figure 137. Cumulative Distribution Function for Alaska.

— 20. 2 G H z —in— 2 7.5  G H z [

Figure 138. Probability Density Function for Alaska.
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Figure 139. Cumulative Distribution Function for British Columbia.
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Figure 140. Probability Density Function for British Columbia.
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—♦—20.2 GHz 27.5 GHz
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141. Cumulative Distribution Function for Colorado.
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Figure 142. Probability Density Function for Colorado.
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Figure 143. Cumulative Distribution Function for Florida.
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Figure 144. Probability Density Function for Florida.
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Figure 145. Cumulative Distribution Function for Maryland.
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Figure 146. Probability Density Function for Maryland.
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—+—20.2 GHz 27.5 GHz [
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Figure 147. Cumulative Distribution Function for New Mexico.
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Figure 148. Probability Density Function for New Mexico.
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20.2 GHz  27.5 GHz

Scintillation (dB)

Figure 149. Cumulative Distribution Function for Oklahoma.
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Figure 150. Probability Density Function for Oklahoma.
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—♦—Empirical Dry Conditions -x-Log-normal -•-G am m a mF0.5
m=1.0 —f— m=1.5  mFZO  m=25 -t-m =3.0

Scintillation (dB)

Figure 151. Comparison of the Cumulative Distribution Predictions for Alaska at 20.2 GHz.

♦  Empirical —a — Dry conditions Log-normal Gamma x m=0.5
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Scintillation (dB)

Figure 152. Comparison of the Cumulative Distribution Predictions for Alaska at 27.5 GHz.
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♦  Empirical — Dry Conditions —x — Log-normal — Ga mma *  m =0.5
— m=l . o — t—  m = 1 .5 ------- m=2.0 —-— m =2.5 ■ ♦  m =3.0

Sc in tilla tion  (dB)

Figure 153. Comparison of the Cumulative Distribution Predictions for British Columbia at 20.2 GHz.
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Figure 154. Comparison of the Cumulative Distribution Predictions for British Columbia at 27.5 GHz.
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Figure 155. Comparison of the Cumulative Distribution Predictions for Colorado at 20.2 GHz.
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Figure 156. Comparison of the Cumulative Distribution Predictions for Colorado at 27.5 GHz.
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Figure 157. Comparison of the Cumulative Distribution Predictions for Florida at 20.2 GHz.
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Figure 158. Comparison of the Cumulative Distribution Predictions for Florida at 27.5 GHz.
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— Empirical —i r -  Dry Conditions —x — Log-normal ~m~G am m a —»e- m=0.5
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Scintillation (dB)

Figure 159. Comparison of the Cumulative Distribution Predictions for Maryland at 20.2 GHz.
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Figure 160. Comparison of the Cumulative Distribution Predictions for Maryland at 27.5 GHz.
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Figure 161. Comparison of the Cumulative Distribution Predictions for New Mexico at 20.2 GHz.
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Figure 162. Comparison of the Cumulative Distribution Predictions for New Mexico at 27.5 GHz.
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Figure 163. Comparison of the Cumulative Distribution Predictions for Oklahoma at 20.2 GHz.
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Figure 164. Comparison of the Cumulative Distribution Predictions for Oklahoma at 27.5 GHz.
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The following are the C source codes and makefile scripts that are used to analyze

the data from the sum files. The listings are given as follows:

Makefile -  Script used to compile, link and update the C source codes. The makefile
contains information on the C code snippets that are needed for a given main 
source code.

Main source codes -  The main source codes are codes that create the object commands to 
implement the program. The following is a list of main source codes with the 
object codes that are needed to compile and create the commands.

statistics.c -  computes the monthly statistics o f attenuation and scintillation 
for each site, 

akthreshold.c 
collect.c 
common.c 
preparestat.c 
process.c

srf.c -  computes the monthly statistics of meteorological parameters from 
NWS data, 

collect.c 
common.c 
nwet.c
prepare_srf.c
process.c

site_srf.c -  if  the NWS data are not available, then the program computes 
monthly statistics from the meteorological data collected at the 
the APT site, 

collect.c 
common.c 
nwet.c
prepare_srf.c
process.c

Appendix G -  C Source Codes
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ffequency_comparison.c -  the program calculates the monthly statistics for
for the short-term ratio. The command is 
freq_compare.

akthreshold.c
collect.c
common, c
prepare_freq.c
preparestat.c
process.c

cdf.c -  this program calculates the values for the Nakagami-m, gamma, and 
log-normal reverse cumulative distribution function, 

common.c 
distribution.c 
pdfunc.c

C code snippets -  functions that are compiled and linked with a main source code.

akthreshold.c This file contains one function that calculates the wet-dry 
scintillation threshold for Alaska for each month.

collect.c This file contains functions that collect, checks, converts, and
outputs the data that it reads from the sum files.

common.c This file contains functions that changes the working
directory of the linux system, specifies the site and special 
inputs to process a given CD, and increments the day and the 
month to process the data for the five years.

distribution.c This file contains the quicksort function and Gaussian-
Quadrature Integration formula to calculate the distributions.

Nwet.c This file contains the formulas for N, Nwet, and Esat.
Four formulas for the saturated vapor pressure is used: 
Exponential, Yusoff et al., Six-order polynomial, and the 
Goff-Gratch Model.

pdfunc.c This file contains the probability density function of the
normal, Rayleigh, gamma, log-normal, and Nakagami-m 
formulations.

prepare_freq.c This file contains functions that are specific to the frequency 
comparison program. The file contains functions to separate 
the data into the geometric bins.
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preparestat.c This file contains functions to organize and write the output 
header and initialize the variables.

preparesrf.c This file contains functions to output the header and read the 
data for the srf programs. The output and data are organized 
differently than the statistics or frequency_comparison 
programs so the srf needs a new set of functions to set up the 
data.

Header files -  file that stores the data types for the programs.

data.h -  the header file contains STRUCTS to store the data values from 
the sum files in an organized fashion.

distribution.]! -  the header file contains STRUCTS to store the data values 
o f the distribution calculations.



#Generic Makefile for compiling statistics using linux.
#By Dae Hong Kim
#Replace PROG= with program name

#VPATH allows users to implement commands in any linux directory. 
VPATH = /home/ftdhk/bin

CFLAGS= -Wall -g 
INCLUDE= -lc -lm 
PROG=statistics 
CC=gcc
WHAT=Building program
OBJ= akthreshold.o common.o prepare_stat.o process.o collect.o 
statistics . o

MESSAGE= Pick a Target, 
default:

echo $ (MESSAGE)

statistics: $ (OBJ)
echo $ (WHAT) $ (PROG)
$ (CC) $ (CFLAGS) -o $ (PROG) $ (OBJ) $ (INCLUDE) 
mv $ (PROG) /home/ftdhk/bin

PROGl=srf
0BJ1= prepare_srf.o common.o collect.o process.o nwet.o srf.o 
srf: $ (0BJ1)

echo $ (WHAT) $ (PR0G1)
$(CC) $ (CFLAGS) -o $ (PR0G1) $ (0BJ1) $ (INCLUDE) 
mv $ (PR0G1) /home/ftdhk/bin

PR0G2 = site_srf
OBJ2 = common.o prepare_srf.o collect.o process.o nwet.o site_srf.o 
site_srf: $(0BJ2)

echo $ (WHAT) $(PR0G2)
$(CC) $ (CFLAGS) -o $(PR0G2) $(0BJ2) $ (INCLUDE) 
mv $(PR0G2) /home/ftdhk/bin

PR0G3= freq_compare
0BJ3= akthreshold.o prepare_stat.o prepare_freq.o common.o collect, 
process.o frequency_comparison.o 
f req__compare : $ (0BJ3 )

echo $ (WHAT) $(PR0G3)
$(CC) $ (CFLAGS) -o $(PR0G3) $(0BJ3) $ (INCLUDE) 
mv $(PR0G3) /home/ftdhk/bin

PR0G4 = rainrate
OBJ4 = common.o collect.o rainrate.o 
rainrate: $(0BJ4)

echo $ (WHAT) $ (PR0G4)
$(CC) $ (CFLAGS) -o $(PR0G4) $(0BJ4) $ (INCLUDE) 
mv $(PR0G4) /home/ftdhk/bin



PR0G5= edf
OBJ5= common.o distribution.o pdfunc.o cdf.o 
edf: $ (OBJ5)

echo $ (WHAT) $(PR0G5)
$(CC) $ (CFLAGS) -O $(PR0G5) $(0BJ5) $ (INCLUDE)
mv $ (PR0G5) /home/ftdhk/bin

clean:
rm -f $(PROG) *.o core *-
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/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ★ ★ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Calculating statistical qualities 
by

Dae Hong Kim

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ★ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ,

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <unistd.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include "data.h"

/* needed for chdir cmd. */

h

char

char

output[200], 
cddir[200] , 
dir2[200], 
error [200] , 
filename[200]

initialized20, 
initialized27, 
initialized2 Odry, 
initialized27dry, 
initialized20wet, 
initialized27wet,

blip20, 
b lip 2  7;

long unsigned int row, 
count;

int day, 
month, 
status, 
limit;

/* string for output name 
/* string for the cd roms.

*/
7

/* string for error file. */
/* array to choose the file name */

/* initialization flags.

/* These variables are used to */ 
/* blips in the data. */

/* variables for data counter */ 

/* counter variables. */

/* number of months in a run. */

/* temperature thresholds to determine wet or dry times. */

double

float 
values */ 
float

wetdry_threshold2 0, 
wetdry_threshold27;

Noisefloor20;

Noisefloor27;

/* Dynamic range of beacon
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struct DATATYPE data [45000] ; /* Number of minutes in 31 days */

struct PACKAGE value[30]; /* 25 months in a given site. */

FILE *infile,
*errorfile,
*outfile;

/* --------------------- Functions ----------------------------  */

void Choose_site( char (*)[],
char (*) U , 
char (*) [] , 
int *, 
char (*) [] , 
float *, 
float *);

void output_header( FILE *,
char [] ) ;

void get_AKthreshold( double *,
double *, 
int ,
char );

void Change_directory( char [] ,
char []);

char Check_data( char [] ,
long int );

char Detect_blip( struct DATATYPE ,
struct DATATYPE , 
struct DATATYPE , 
int ) ;

char Initialize( struct QUALITIES *,
struct FREQTYPE );

/* The Check function looks for minimums and maximums of the qualities.
V

void Check( struct QUALITIES *, 
double );

void Accumulate( struct QUALITIES *,
double );

void GetQualities( struct QUALITIES *,
long int );



void Tab_select(
int ,
char (*)[], 
char (*)[], 
char *,
struct DATATYPE *, 
int

) ;

void Eliminate_header(FILE *);

void Collect(FILE *,
FILE *,
struct DATATYPE (*)[], 
long unsigned int *, 
char [] ) ;

void Increment_day( char (*)[] ) ;

void Increment_month( char (*)[] ,
char (*) [] ) ;

void Set_zero( struct PACKAGE *);

void Process(
char *,
struct BASICPACKAGE *# 
struct FREQTYPE );

void OutputQualities(
FILE *,
struct BASICPACKAGE *);

int main()
{

Choose_site(&dir2,kcddir, &filename,&limit,
terror, ScNoisef loor2 0 , &Noisef loor27 ) 

strcpy(output,"composite.data" ) ; 
outfile = fopen(output,"a"); 
errorfile = fopen(error,"w"); 
output_header( outfile, filename );

for( month = 0; month < limit; month++)
{

fprintf(outfile,"%c%c%c%c\t", 
filename[0], 
filename[1], 
filename[2], 
filename[3]);

Change_directory(cddir,dir2);
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/* ------------------------- Collecting the d a t a ------------------------ */

/*   */
// This segment of the program retrieves the data from the sum files. 
/* Time is retrieved from the 1st column. */
/* Attenuation of 20G signal is retrieved from the 3rd column */
/* Standard deviation of 20 G is retrieved from the 4th column */
/* Attenuation of 27G signal is retrieved from the 8th column */
/* Standard deviation of 27 G is retrieved from the 9th column */
/* Skytemperature 20G is retrieved from the 15th column */
/* Skytemperature 27G is retrieved from the 20th column */
/*   */

row = 0 ;  /* initialization of the sum files */
for(day=l; day <= 31; day++)
{
infile = fopen(filename,"r");

if(infile != NULL)
{

// printf("%s is okay.\n",filename);
fprintf(errorfile,"%s is okay.\n",filename);
Eliminate_header(infile);
Collect(errorfile,infile, &data, &row,filename); 
status = fclose(infile); 
if( status != 0 ) 
exit(9);

} /* end of the if null statement */
else
{
printf("File %s does not exist.\nM, filename);

}

Increment_day(&filename);
} /* end of the for day statement. */

/* --------------------------getting the threshold--------------------- */

/* first we need to set the wet dry threshold for the 20 and 27 G 
signal for each month. */

if( filename[6] == ’A' && filename[7] == 'K1 )
{
get_AKthreshold(&wetdry_threshold2 0,

&wetdry_threshold27,
month,
error [7] );

printf("AK threshold for 20 G is %f.\n",wetdry_threshold20); 
printf("AK threshold for 27 G is %f.\n",wetdry_threshold27);

}
else
{
wetdry_threshold20 = 110.0;
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wetdry_threshold27 = 110.0;
}

/* ------------------ Tabulating the qualities ----------------  */

Set_zero( & (value[month]) );

initialized20 = 'n'; /* initialize the variables. */
initialized27 = 'n'; 
initialized2Odry = 'n' 
initialized27dry = 'n' 
initialized2Owet = 'n' 
initialized27wet = 'n!

for(count=0; count < row; count++)
{
/* +++++++++++++ Processing the 20 G signal ++++++++++++++++ */

/* Check to see if there is a blip in the data. */
if( count >= 2)
{
blip20 = Detect_blip( data[count],

data [count -1], 
data [count -2] ,

2 0 ) ;
blip27 = Detect_biip( data[count],

data[count -1], 
data[count -2],

27 ) ;
}
else
{
blip20 = 'n1; 
blip27 = 'n';

}

if( data[count].freq20.attenbeacon <= Noisefloor20 && 
data[count].freq20.attenbeacon >= -1.0 &&
data[count].freq20.attenbeacon - data[count].freq20.stdbeacon >=

-1.0 ScSc
data[count].freq20.stdbeacon > 0.0 && 
strcmp(data[count].time,"") != 0 &&
blip2 0 == 1n ')

{
Process( &initialized20,

&value[month].norm20# 
data[count],freq20 );

if( data[count].skytemp20 > 0 ) /* Checks if temp was read
*/

{ /* If not read, the temp = -999 */ 
if ( data [count] . skytemp2 0 < wetdry__threshold20 )
{
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Process( &initialized2Odry,
&value[month].dry20, 

data[count].freq20 );
}
else
{
Process( &initialized20wet,

&value[month].wet20, 
data[count].freq20 );

}
}
else
fprintf( errorfile,"%s\t%s\t%f\t%f\t%ld\n", 

data [count] .filename, 
data [count] .time, 
data [count] .freq20.attenbeacon, 
data [count] .freq20.stdbeacon, 

value[month].norm20.total );

}

/* +++++++++++++ Processing the 27

if( data[count].freq27.attenbeacon 
data[count].freq27.attenbeacon 
data[count].freq27.attenbeacon 

-1.0 ScS c

data [count].freq27.stdbeacon > 
strcmp(data[count].time,1111) !=
blip27 == 'n' )

{
Process( &initialized27,

&value[month].norm27, 
data[count].freq27 );

if( data [count] .skytemp27 > 0 )
*/

{ /* If not read, then temp = -999 */ 
if ( data[count].skytemp27 < wetdry_threshold27 )
{
Process( &initialized27dry,

&value[month].dry27, 
data[count].freq27 );

}
else
{
Process ( &initialized27wet,

&value[month].wet27, 
data[count].freq27 );

}
}
else
fprintf( errorfile,"%s\t%s\t%f\t%f\t%ld\n", 

data [count] .filename,

<= Noisefloor27 &&
>= -1 .0  &&
- data[count].freq27.stdbeacon >=

0.0 ScSc 
0 ScSc

/* Checks if temp was read
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data [count] .time, 
data [count] .freq27.attenbeacon, 
data [count] .freq27.stdbeacon, 
value[month].norm27.total );

}

} /* --------------- End of the for month statement

OutputQualities( outfile, & (value 
OutputQualities( outfile, & (value 
OutputQualities( outfile, & (value 
OutputQualities( outfile, & (value 
OutputQualities( outfile, & (value 
OutputQualities( outfile, & (value 
fprintf(outfile, "\n");

[month].norm20)); 
[month].norm27)); 
[month].dry20)) 
[month].dry27)) 
[month].wet20)) 
[month].wet27))

Increment_month(&filename, &dir2); 

j /* ---------------------End of the month

status = fclose (errorfile) ; 
if( status != 0 ) 
exit(10);

status = fclose(outfile); 
if( status != 0 ) 
exit(10);

printf("") ; 
return(0);
}

/* Beep to signal program is done. */



Calculating SRF qualities 
by

Dae Hong Kim

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <unistd.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include "data.h"

/* needed for chdir cmd. */

char

char

int

int

char

line [100] , 
info [200000] , 
header;

/* array to read in relevant data 
/* used to eliminate the header

filename_srf[200], /* array to choose the srf file
output [2 00] ;

day, 
hour, 
indexx, 
status, 
count, 
month, 
limit, 
t a b ;

airtempgood, 
Pressuregood, 
RHgood;

/* array to name the output file

/* used to check the system */

/* number of months in a run. */
/* used to count tabs */

/* Check to see if the srf data is good

initialized__RH, 
initialized_Nwet, 
initialized_Ndry, 
initialized__N, 
initialized_Pressure, 
initialized_airtemp;

struct WEATHERTYPE weather;

struct PACKAGE value[100]; /* 61 months in a given site. */

FILE *errorfile,
*infile_srf,
*outfile;

/* Functions */
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char Check_data( char info[],
long int indexx );

void Output_header(FILE *outfile,
char line [] ) ;

int Tab_Word ( char info[], double *data, int *indexx );

double Calculate_Nwet( double RH, double Kel);

char Initialize( struct QUALITIES *output,
double input);

void Check( struct QUALITIES *output,
double input);

void Accumulate( struct QUALITIES *output,
double input);

void GetQualities ( struct QUALITIES *output,
long int total );

int main()
{

/ * -----   Choosing a s i t e ------------  */

strcpy(filename_srf,"/home/ftdhk/srffiles/9312XX.srf"); 
strcpy(output,"XXsrf.data" ) ;

printf("Please choose a site (AK, NM, OK, MD, CO, FL, BC): ");
fgets(line, sizeof(line),stdin); 
printf("\n\n");

filename_srf[25] = line[0]; 
filename_srf[26] = line[l]; 
output[0] = line[0]; 
output[1] = line[1]; 
limit = 61;

outfile = fopen(output, "w");
errorfile = fopen("errorfile", "w");

Output_header(outfile, line);

/* ----------- Collecting the d a t a -------- */

for( month = 0; month < limit; month++)
{

infile_srf = fopen(filename_srf,"r"); /* reopening for every month. 
*/



value[month].Pressure.total = 0; 
value[month].Airtemp.total = 0; 
value[month].RH.total = 0; 
value [month] .Nwet.total = 0; 
value[month].Ndry.total = 0; 
value[month].N .total = 0;

initialized_Pressure = 'n'; 
initialized_airtemp = ' n'; 
initialized_RH = ' n';
initialized_Nwet = 'n1; 
initialized_Ndry = 'n1; 
initialized_N = 'n1;

if(infile_srf != NULL)
{
printf( "%s\n", filename_srf);

header = fgetc(infile_srf); /* eliminating the header,
while( header != '\r' ) 
header = fgetc(infile_srf);

for(day = 1; day <= 31; day++)
{

header = fgetc(infile_srf); 
tab = 0;
while( header != EOF && header !
{
header = fgetc(infile_srf); 
if ( header == '\t' ) 
tab++;

}

count = 0 ;  /* collect data for the day
info[count] = fgetc(infile_srf);
while( info[count] != EOF && info[count] != *\r' )
{
count++;
info[count] = fgetc(infile_srf);

}

indexx = 0;
for(hour = 0; hour <= 23; hour++)
{
if ( info[indexx] != '\r! && info[indexx] != EOF )
{
Pressuregood = Tab_Word(info, &weather.pressure, &indexx); 
if( weather.pressure <= 400 || weather.pressure >= 1200 ) 

Pressuregood = 0;

fprintf (errorf ile, 11 %f \t11, weather. pressure) ; 
if ( Pressuregood == 1 )

/* eliminating the date. */ 

= 'Xr1 ScSc tab < 3)
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{
if( initialized_Pressure == 'n' )
{
initialized_Pressure =Initialize( & (value[month].Pressure),

weather.pressure ); 
value[month].Pressure.total = 1;

}
else
{
Check( Sc (value [month] . Pressure) , weather.pressure ); 
Accumulate( & (value[month].Pressure), weather.pressure ); 
value[month].Pressure.total++;

}
}

}

if( info[indexx] != '\r' && info[indexx] != EOF )
{
airtempgood = Tab_Word(info, &weather.airtemp, &indexx); 
if( weather.airtemp < -273.15

| weather.airtemp == -111.11 
| weather.airtemp > 49 ) 

airtempgood = 0;

fprintf(errorfile,"%f\t",weather.airtemp); 
if( airtempgood == 1 )
{
weather.airtemp += 273.15; /* Converting to Kelvins */

if( initialized_airtemp == 'n' )
{
initialized_airtemp = Initialize( & (value[month].Airtemp),

weather.airtemp ); 
value[month].Airtemp.total = 1;

}
else
{
Check( Sc (value [month] .Airtemp) , weather. airtemp ); 
Accumulate( & (value[month].Airtemp), weather.airtemp ); 
(value[month].Airtemp.total)++;

}

if ( Pressuregood == 1 )
{
/* Refractive index formula. */
weather.Ndry = 77.6 * weather.pressure / weather.airtemp; 
if( initialized_Ndry == 'n' )
{
initialized_Ndry = Initialize( & (value[month].Ndry),

weather.Ndry); 
value[month].Ndry.total = 1;

}
else
{



Check( & (value[month].Ndry), weather.Ndry ); 
Accumulate( & (value[month].Ndry), weather.Ndry ); 
value[month].Ndry.total++;

}
} /* if Pressuregood == 1 */

} /* if airtempgood == 1 */

}

i f ( info[indexx] != '\r' ScS c info[indexx] != EOF )
{
RHgood = Tab_Word(info, kweather.relhumidity, &indexx); 
if( weather.relhumidity < 0 || weather.relhumidity > 110 
RHgood = 0;

fprintf(errorfile,"%f\n",weather.relhumidity); 
if ( RHgood == 1 )
{
if( initialized_RH == 'n' )
{ . . . .initialized_RH ^Initialize( & (value[month].RH),

weather.relhumidity); 
value[month].R H .total = 1;

}
else
{
Check( & (value[month].RH)f weather.relhumidity ); 
Accumulate( & (value[month].RH), weather.relhumidity ); 
(value[month].RH.total)++;

}
}

if ( RHgood == 1 ScSc airtempgood == 1 )
{
weather.Nwet = Calculate_Nwet( weather.relhumidity,

weather.airtemp );
/* This needs to be calculated. */ 
i f ( initialized_Nwet == 'n' )
{
initialized_Nwet = Initialize( & (value[month].Nwet),

weather.Nwet);
(value[month].Nwet.total) = 1;

}
else
{
Check( & (value[month].Nwet), weather.Nwet );
Accumulate( & (value[month].Nwet), weather.Nwet ); 
(value[month].Nwet.total)++;

}

if( Pressuregood == 1 )

weather.N = weather.Nwet + weather.Ndry; 
if ( initialized N == 'n' )

{
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{
initialized_N = Initialize! & (value[month].N),

weather.N); 
value[month].N.total = 1;

}
else
{
Check( & (value[month].N), weather.N );
Accumulate( & (value[month].N), weather.N ); 
value[month].N.total++;

}
} /* if Pressure good == 1 */

} /* if RHgood and airtempgood = 1 */
} /* check index. */

} /* End of the hour. */

} /* end of the for day loop */

fclose(infile_srf);
} /* end of the if Null statement. */
else
{
printf("%s does not exist.\n", filename srf);

}

/* --------------- Calculating and storing the SRF d a t a --------------  */

fprintf (outfile, "%c%c%c%c\t11, 
filename_srf[21], 
filename_srf [ 2 2 ] ,  
filename_srf [ 2 3 ] ,  
filename_srf [ 2 4 ] ) ;

if( value[month].Pressure.total != 0 )
{
GetQualities( & (value[month].Pressure),

value[month].Pressure.total); 
fprintf (outfile, M%f \t%f \t%f \t%f \t%ld\t11,

value[month].Pressure.max, 
value[month].Pressure.min, 
value[month].Pressure.avg, 
value[month].Pressure.std_dev, 
value[month].Pressure.total);

}
else
fprintf (outfile, ,,--\t--\t--\t--\t--\t") ;

if ( value[month].Airtemp.total != 0 )
{
GetQualities ( Sc (value [month] .Airtemp) , value [month] .Airtemp . total) ; 
fprintf(outfile, "%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%ld\t", 

value[month].Airtemp.max, 
value[month].Airtemp.min,



value[month].Airtemp.avg, 
value[month].Airtemp.std_dev, 
value[month].Airtemp.total);

}
else
fprintf(outfile, "--\t--\t--\t--\t--\t");

if( value[month].RH.total != 0 )
{
GetQualities ( & (value[month] .RH) , value[month] .RH.total);
fprintf (outf ile, 11 %f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%ld\t" , 

value[month].RH.max, 
value[month].RH.min, 
value[month].RH.avg, 
value[month].RH.std_dev, 
value[month].RH.total);

}
else
fprintf (outfile, 11 --\t--\t--\t--\t--\t") ;

if( value[month].Ndry.total != 0 )
{
GetQualities ( & (value[month] .Ndry), value[month] .Ndry.total)
fprintf (outfile, "%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%ld\t11, 

value[month].Ndry.max, 
value[month].Ndry.min, 
value[month].Ndry.avg, 
value[month].Ndry.std_dev, 
value[month].Ndry.total);

}
else
fprintf (outfile, 1f--\t--\t--\t--\t--\t") ;

if( value[month].Nwet.total != 0 )
{
GetQualities( & (value[month].Nwet), value[month].Nwet.total)
fprintf(outfile, "%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%ld\t", 

value[month].Nwet.max, 
value[month].Nwet.min, 
value[month].Nwet.avg, 
value[month].Nwet.std_dev, 
value[month].Nwet.total);

}
else
fprintf(outfile, "--\t--\t--\t--\t--\t");

if( value[month].N.total != 0 )
{
GetQualities ( & (value [month] .N) , value [month] .N. total) ;
fprintf (outfile, 11 %f \t%f \t%f \t%f \t%ld\t" , 

value[month].N.max, 
value[month].N.min, 
value[month].N.avg, 
value[month].N.std_dev,
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value[month].N.total);
}
else
fprintf (outfile, "--\t--\t~\t--\t--\t11) ; 

fprintf(outfile, "\nn);

/* ---------------------  Incrementing the month f i l e -------------- */

if( filename_srf[23] == ' 1* && filename srf [24] == '2' )
{
filename_srf[22]++; 
filename_srf[23] = ’O'; 
filename__srf [24] = ' 1' ;

}
else
{
if( filename_srf[24] == '9' )
{
filename_srf[23]++; 
filename_srf [24] = 'O';

}
else
{
filename_srf[24]++;

}
}

} /* ------------------- End of the m o n t h ---------------------- */
fclose(outfile); 
fclose(errorfile);

printf (" 11) ; 
return (0);
}

/* Beep to signal program is done. */
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/****************************************************** 
* *

Calculating SRF qualities 
from Data Sum files 

by
Dae Hong Kim

* * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <unistd.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include "data.h"

/* needed for chdir cmd. */

/* This program calculates the monthly statistics of the weather data 
for any site for any sequence of months from the data sum files. 
This program was created because some srf data was missing.

7

struct SRFTYPE
{

/* Using a new structure for output */

struct QUALITIES Pressure; 
struct QUALITIES RH; 
struct QUALITIES Airtemp; 
struct QUALITIES In
struct QUALITIES Nwet; 
struct QUALITIES Ndry;

char line [100] , 
info [200000] , 
valid_data, 
header;

cddir[200], 
folder[200], 
filename_srf[200] 

output[2 00] ;

struct DATATYPE weather[45000];

/* array to read in relevant data */
/* Check if input is valid. */
/* used to eliminate the header */

char

/* array to choose the srf file 
/* array to name the output file

*/
*/

struct SRFTYPE value;

FILE *errorfile, 
*infile,
*outfile;

long unsigned int row; 

int status,



date, 
count, 
day, 
month, 
limit;

char initialized_pressure;
char initialized_Airtemp;
char initialized_RH;
char initialized_N;
char initialized_Ndry;
char initialized_Nwet;

char good_pressure;
char good_airtemp;
char good__RH;
char good_N;
char good__Ndry;
char good_Nwet;

/* -------  Functions -

char Check_data( char info[],
long int indexx );

void Output_header(FILE *outfile,
char line [] ) ;

void Change_directory( char cddir[],
char dir2 [] ) ;

void Eliminate_header( FILE *infile);

void Eliminate_spaces( char (*info) [] ) ;

void Collect( FILE *errorfile,
FILE *infile,
struct DATATYPE (*data)[], 
long unsigned int *row );

void Increment_day(char (*filename)[]);
void Increment_month(char (^filename)[], char (*dir2)[]);

double Calculate_Nwet( double RH, double Kel);

char Initialize ( struct QUALITIES *output,
double input);

void Check( struct QUALITIES *output, 
double input);

void Accumulate( struct QUALITIES *output, 
double input);



void GetQualities( struct QUALITIES *output,
long int total );

int main()
{

/* ------------Choosing a s i t e ------------  */

/* This snippet reads the data from the cd. The dividing 
line for the cd is 9606-9607. */

strcpy(filename_srf,"XXXX01XX.SUM"); 
strcpy(output,"XXsrfXXXX.data");

valid_data = 'n',*
while( valid_data == ' n 1 )
{
printf("Please input the site in capitals.\n"); 
printf("AK BC CO FL MD NM OK: ");
fgets(line,sizeof(line),stdin); 
printf("\n");
Eliminate_spaces (&line) ; 
if( strcmp(line,"AK") == 0 

strcmp(line,"BC") == 0 
strcmp(line,"CO") == 0 
strcmp(line,"FL") == 0 
strcmp(line,"MD") == 0 
strcmp(line,"NM") == 0 
strcmp(line,"OK") == 0 )

{
valid_data = 1y 1;

filename_srf[6] = line[0];
filename_srf[7] = line[1];
output [0] = line[0]; 
output [1] = line[l];

}

valid_data = ' n f;
while( valid_data == 'n' )
{
printf("Please enter the beginning year and month as YYMM 
fgets(folder,sizeof(folder),stdin); 
printf("\n");
Eliminate_spaces(&folder);
status = sscanf(folder,"%d",&date) ;
if( status == 1 )
{
valid_data = 'y*;

filename_srf[0] = folder [0] 
filename_srf[1] = folder [1] 
filename srf[2] = folder[2]
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f  i l e n a m e _ _ s r f  [ 3 ] =  f o l d e r  [ 3 ] ;

o u t p u t [ 5 ] =  f o l d e r [ 0 ] ;
o u t p u t [ 6 ] =  f o l d e r [ 1 ] ; 
o u t p u t [ 7 ] -  f o l d e r [ 2 ] ;
o u t p u t [ 8 ] =  f o l d e r [ 3 ] ;

i f ( d a t e  < 9607  ) 
s t r c p y ( c d d i r , " / c d r o m / s e t l / " ) ; 

e l s e
s t r c p y ( c d d i r , " / c d r o m / s e t 2 / " ) ;

}

status = 0;
while( status != 1 )
{
printf("Please input the number of months to process: "); 
fgets(line,sizeof(line),stdin); 
status = sscanf(line,"%d",&iimit); 
printf("\n");

}

o u t f i l e  =  f o p e n ( o u t p u t , " w " )  ; 
e r r o r f i l e  =  f o p e n ( " e r r o r f i l e " , "w");

Output_header(outfile, line);

/* --------- —  Collecting the d a t a -------- */

for( month = 0; month < limit; month++)
{

Change_directory(cddir, folder);

/* ----------------- collecting the data from each d a y --------------- */

row - 0; /* initialization of the sum files */
for(day=i; day <= 31; day++)
{
infile = fopen(filename_srf,"r"); 
if(infile != NULL)
{

printf("%s is okay.\n",fiiename_srf);
fprintf(errorfile%s is okay.\n",filename_srf);
Eliminate_header(infile) ;
Collect(errorfile, infile, &weather, &row); 
fclose(infile);

}
else
{

/* end of the if null statement */



/* printf("File %s does not exist.\n",filename srf); *
}

Increment_day(&filename_srf);
} /* end of the for day statement. */

/* --------------Calculating and storing the SRF d a t a ----

fprintf(outfile,"%c%c%c%c\t", 
filename_srf[0], 
filename_srf [1], 
filename_srf[2], 
filename_srf[3]);

value.Pressure.total = 0 ; 
value.Airtemp.total = 0; 
value.RH.total = 0; 
value.Nwet.total = 0; 
value.Ndry.total = 0; 
value.N .total = 0 ;

initialized_pressure 
initialized_Airtemp 
initialized_RH 
initialized_N 
initialized_Ndry = 'n1; 
initialized_Nwet = 'nf;

for( count = 0; count < row; count++)
{
/* pressure is in millibars. */ 
if( weather[count].srf.pressure > 400 && 

weather[count].srf.pressure < 1200)
{
good_pressure = 'y';
if( initialized_pressure == 'n' )
{
initialized_pressure = Initialize( & (value.Pressure)

weather [count] .srf.pressure
value.Pressure.total = 1;

}
else
{
Check ( Sc (value . Pressure) ,

weather[count].srf.pressure );
Accumulate( & (value.Pressure),

weather[count].srf.pressure );
(value.Pressure.total)++;

}
}
else
good_pressure = 'n';

= ' n '  
= ' n '  
= ' n '  
= 1 n '



if( weather[count].srf.airtemp > -273.15 && 
weather[count].srf.airtemp != -111.11 && 
weather[count].srf.airtemp < 49 )

{
weather[count].srf.airtemp += 273.15; 
good_airtemp = 'y';

if ( initialized_Airtemp == ' n' )
{
initialized_Airtemp = Initialize( & (value.Airtemp),

weather[count].srf.airtemp);
value.Airtemp.total = 1;

}
else
{
Check( & (value.Airtemp),

weather [count] .srf.airtemp);
Accumulate( & (value.Airtemp),

weather[count].srf.airtemp);
(value.Airtemp.total)+ +;

}
}
else
good_airtemp = 1 n';

if( weather[count].srf.relhumidity > 0 && 
weather[count].srf.relhumidity < 106 )

{
good_RH = 'y ';

if( initialized_RH == 'n' )
{
initialized_RH = Initialize( & (value.RH) ,

weather[count].srf.relhumidity)
value.R H .total = 1;

}
else
{
Check ( Sc (value . RH) ,

weather[count].srf.relhumidity);
Accumulate( & (value.RH),

weather[count].srf.relhumidity);
(value.R H .total)++;

}
}
else 
good_RH = 'n ';

if ( good_pressure == 1 y 1 ScSc 

good_airtemp == 1y f )

good_Ndry = 1y 1; 
weather[count] .srf.Ndry =

{
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77.6 * weather[count].srf.pressure / weather[count].srf.airtemp;

if( initialized_Ndry == 'n' )
{
initialized__Ndry = Initialize ( & (value.Ndry),

weather [count] .srf.Ndry) ;
value.Ndry.total = 1;

}
else
{
Check ( Sc (value .Ndry) ,

weather[count].srf.Ndry);
Accumulate( & (value.Ndry),

weather[count].srf.Ndry);
(value.Ndry.total)++;

}
}
else
good_Ndry = 'n *;

if ( good__RH == 'y' ScSc

good_airtemp == 'y 1 )
{
good_Nwet = 'y1 ; 
weather[count].srf.Nwet =

Calculate_Nwet( weather[count].srf.relhumidity, 
weather[count].srf.airtemp );

if( initialized_Nwet == ' n' )
{
initialized_Nwet = Initialize(&(value.Nwet),

weather[count] .srf.Nwet);
value.Nwet.total = 1;

}
else
{
Check ( Sc (value . Nwet) ,

weather [count] .srf.Nwet) ;
Accumulate( & (value.Nwet),

weather[count].srf.Nwet);
(value.Nwet.total)++;

}
}
else
good_Nwet = 'n';

if ( good_Nwet == 1 y 1 ScSc

good_Ndry == 'y' )

good_N = 'y ';
weather[count] .srf.N =

weather[count].srf.Nwet + weather[count].srf.Ndry;

if( initialized N == 'n1 )

{
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{
initialized_N = Initialize(&(value.N),

weather[count].srf.N);
value.N .total = 1;

}
else
{
Check ( & (value . N) ,

weather[count].srf.N);
Accumulate( &(value.N),

weather[count].srf.N);
(value.N.total)++;

}
}
else 
good_N = 'n 1;

} /* End of the for count statement. */

i f ( value.Pressure.total != 0 )
{
GetQualities ( &value.Pressure, value.Pressure.total); 
fprintf(outfile, "%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%ld\t", 

value.Pressure.max, 
value.Pressure.min, 
value.Pressure.avg, 
value.Pressure.std_dev, 
value.Pressure.total);

}
else
fprintf (outfile, 11 --\t--\t--\t--\t--\t") ;

if( value.Airtemp.total != 0 )
{
GetQualities( &value.Airtemp, value.Airtemp.total); 
fprintf (outfile, "%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%ld\t11, 

value.Airtemp.max, 
value.Airtemp.min, 
value.Airtemp.avg, 
value.Airtemp.std_dev, 
value.Airtemp.total);

}
else
fprintf (outfile, 11 --\t--\t--\t--\t--\t" ) ;

i f ( value.R H .total != 0 )
{
GetQualities( &value.RH, value.RH.total); 
fprintf(outfile, "%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%ld\t" , 

value.RH.max, 
value.R H .min, 
value.RH.avg, 
value.RH.std_dev, 
value.RH.total);
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}
else
fprintf (outfile, "--\t--\t--\t--\t--\t") ;

if( value.Ndry.total 1 = 0 )
{
GetQualities( &value.Ndry, value.Ndry.total);
fprintf (outfile , 11 %f \t%f \t%f \t%f \t%ld\t11,

value.Ndry.max, 
value.Ndry.min, 
value.Ndry.avg, 
value.Ndry.std_dev, 
value.Ndry.total);

}
else
fprintf (outfile, "--\t--\t--\t--\t--\t11) ;

if( value.Nwet.total != 0 )
{
GetQualities( lvalue.Nwet, value.Nwet.total);
fprintf(outfile, "%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%ld\t", 

value.Nwet.max, 
value.Nwet.min, 
value.Nwet.avg, 
value.Nwet.std_dev, 
value.Nwet.total);

}
else
fprintf(outfile, "--\t--\t--\t--\t--\t");

if( value.N.total != 0 )
{
GetQualities( kvalue.N, value.N.total);
fprintf(outfile, "%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%ld\t",

value.N .max, 
value.N .min, 
value.N .avg, 
value.N .std_dev, 
value.N .total);

}
else
fprintf(outfile, "--\t--\t--\t--\t--\t") ;

fprintf(outfile, M\nn);

Increment_month(&filename_srf, &folder);

} /* ---------------------End of the m o n t h ---------------    */

fclose(outfile); 
fclose(errorfile);

printf(""); 
return (0);

/* Beep to signal program is done. */
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}



Calculating frequency scintillation ratio 
by

Dae Hong Kim

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <unistd.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include "data.h"

/* needed for chdir cmd. */

h

char
output[30], 
cddir[50], 
dir2 [50] , 
error[50], 
filename[30], 
binname[30];

/* string for output name 
/* string for the cd roms.

/* string for error file.
/* array to choose the file name

char blip20, 
blip27;

/* These variables are used to 
/* blips in the data.

long unsigned int row, 
count, 
total;

int day, 
month, 
status, 
limit;

/* counter variables. */

/* number of months in a run. */

char freq20_good,
freq27_good, 
initialized, 
initialized_dry;

/* These are parameters for limits on the data. */ 
double wetdry_threshold20,

wetdry_threshold27;

float
float

Noisefloor20; 
Noisefloor27;

double ratio, 
value, 
value27;
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struct DATATYPE data[45000]; /* Number of minutes in 31 days */

struct QUALITIES bin[100], /* used to store the numbers in bins */
bin_dry[100];

long int bin27[100], /* used to store 27 gigahertz signal */
bin_dry27[100]; /* in bins. */

struct QUALITIES scintillation[30], /* scintillation ratio */
scintillation__dry [30] ;

FILE ♦infile,
*errorfile,
*binfile,
♦outfile;

/* -----------------------Functions----------------------------  */

void Choose_site( char (*dir2) [] ,
char (*cddir) [] # 
char (*filename) [] , 
int *,
char (*error) [] , 
float *,
float * );

void get_AKthreshold( double *,
double *, 
int ,
char );

void Change_directory( char cddir[],
char dir2 [] ) ;

char Check_data( char info[],
long int );

char Detect_blip( struct DATATYPE ,
struct DATATYPE # 
struct DATATYPE f 
int ) ;

char Initialize( struct QUALITIES *,
double );

/* The Check function looks for minimums and maximums of the qualities. 
*/

void Check( struct QUALITIES *, 
double );

void Accumulate( struct QUALITIES *, 
double );
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void GetQualities ( struct QUALITIES *, long int ); 

void Tab_select(
int,
char (*info) [] , 
char (* input 1) [] , 
char *,
struct DATATYPE *, 
int 

) ;

void Eliminate_header(FILE *);

void Collect(FILE *,
FILE *,
struct DATATYPE (*data)[]# 
long unsigned int *, 
char filename [] ) ,*

void Increment_day(char (*filename)[] ) ;

void Increment_month(char (*filename)[],
char (*dir2) [] ) ;

void Bin_Separation( struct QUALITIES (*bin)[] ,
long int (*freq27) [] , 
double , 
double , 
double );

void Bin_Output( FILE *,
struct QUALITIES bin[]# 
struct QUALITIES bin_dry[]f 
long int freq27 [] , 
long int freq27_dry[]);

int main()
{

Choose_site(&dir2 #&cddir,&filename,fclimit,
terror, ScNoisef loor20, &Noisef loor27 ) ;

strcpy(output,"freq_exponent.data"); 
outfile = fopen(output,"a");
fprintf(outfile, "Scintillation ratios for %c%c.\n", 

filename[6], 
filename[7] );

fprintf(outfile,"\tnorm\t\t\t\t\tdry\n"); 
fprintf(outfile,"date\tmax\tmin\tavg\tstd\t

total\tmax\tmin\tavg\tstd\ttotal\n");

error [2]- 'f1; /* create an XXfrrorX.data file */
errorfile - fopen(error,"w");



/* This is the name of bin. */

binname[0] = error [0] ; 
binname[1] = error [1]; 
binname[2] = ' \ 0 ' ; 
strcat(binname,"bin"); 
binname[5]=error[7]; 
binname[6]='\0'; 
strcat(binname,".data");

binfile = fopen(binname,"w");

/* - This procedure initializes the variables for the bins. - */

for(count = 0; count < 100; count++)
{
bin[count].sum = 0.0;
bin[count].sqrd_sum = 0.0; 
bin[count].total = 0;

bin_dry[count].sum = 0.0;
bin_dry[count].sqrd_sum = 0.0; 
bin_dry[count] .total = 0;

bin27[count] = 0; 
bin_dry27[count] = 0;

}

/ *  */

for( month = 0; month < limit; month++)
{

fprintf(outfile,"%c%c%c%c\t", 
filename[0], 
filename[1], 
filename [2] , 
filename[3]);

Change_directory(cddir,dir2);

/* ------------------------- Collecting the d a t a -----------------------
/ *  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
// This segment of the program retrieves the data from the sum files 
/* Time is retrieved from the 1st column.
/* Attenuation of 20G signal is retrieved from the 3rd column
/* Standard deviation of 20G is retrieved from the 4th column
/* Attenuation of 27G signal is retrieved from the 8th column
/* Standard deviation of 27G is retrieved from the 9th column
/* Skytemperature 20G is retrieved from the 15th column 
/* Skytemperature 27G is retrieved from the 20th column 
/* -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



row =0 ;  /* initialization of the sum files
for(day=l; day <= 31; day++)
{
infile = fopen(filename,"r");

if(infile != NULL)
{

// printf("%s is okay.\n",filename);
Eliminate_header(infile);
Collect(errorfile,infile, &data, &row,filename); 
status = fclose(infile); 
if( status != 0 ) 
exit(9);

} /* end of the if null statement */
else
{
printf("File %s does not exist.\n",filename);

}

Increment_day(&filename);
} /* end of the for day statement. */

/*   getting the threshold -------------------

/* first we need to set the wet dry threshold for the 20 and 27 G 
signal for each month. */

if ( filename [6] == 'A' ScSc filename [7] == 'K' )
{
get__AKthreshold (&wetdry_threshold2 0,

&wetdry_threshold27,
month,
error[7] );

printf("AK threshold for 20 G is %f.\n",wetdry_threshold20); 
printf("AK threshold for 27 G is %f.\n",wetdry_threshold27);

}
else
{
wetdry_threshold20 = 110.0; 
wetdry_threshold27 = 110.0;

}

/*  Tabulating the qualities --------------- */

scintillation[month].sum = 0.0; 
scintillation[month].sqrd_sum = 0.0; 
scintillation[month].total = 0; 
initialized = 'n';

scintillation_dry[month].sum = 0.0; 
scintillation_dry[month].sqrd_sum = 0.0; 
scintillation_dry[month].total = 0;



initialized_dry = 'n';

for(count=0; count < row; count++)
{
/* +++++++++++++ Processing the 20 G signal ++++++++++++++++ */

/* Check to see if there is a blip in the data. */ 
if( count >= 2)
{
blip20 = Detect_blip( data [count] ,

data [count -1], 
data[count -2],

blip27 = Detect_blip( data [count] ,
data [count -1], 
data[count -2],
27 ) ;

}

if( data[count].freq20.attenbeacon <= Noisefloor20 && 
data[count].freq20.attenbeacon >= -1.0 &&
data[count].freq20.attenbeacon - data[count].freq20.stdbeacon

1.0 ScSc

data[count].freq20.stdbeacon >= 0.001 && 
strcmp(data[count].time,"") != 0 &&
blip20 == 'n ') 

freq20_good = 'y1; 
else
freq20_good = 'n 1;

if ( data[count].freq27.attenbeacon <= Noisefloor27 && 
data[count].freq27.attenbeacon >= -1.0 &&
data[count].freq27.attenbeacon - data[count].freq27.stdbeacon

1 . 0 ScSc

data[count].freq27.stdbeacon >= 0.001 && 
strcmp (data [count] . time, " " )  ! =  0 ScSc

biip2 7 == 'n1 )
freq27_good = 'y '; 

else
freq27_good = 'n';

if ( freq20_good == !y' && freq27_good == *y' )
{
value = data[count].freq20.stdbeacon; 
value27 = data [count] .freq27.stdbeacon; 
ratio = value / value27;

Bin_Separation(&bin,
&bin27, 
value, 
value27, 
ratio);



if(data [count].freq20.stdbeacon >= data[count].freq27.stdbeacon )
{
fprintf(errorfile,"%s\t%s\t%f\t%f\n",

data [count] .filename, 
data [count] .time, 
data [count] .freq20.stdbeacon, 
data[count].freq27.stdbeacon );

if( initialized == 'n' )
{
initialized^ Initialize( &scintillation[month],ratio); 
scintillation[month].total = 1;

}
else
{
Check( &scintillation[month],ratio );
Accumulate( ^scintillation[month] , ratio ) ; 
scintillation[month].total++;

}

if( data[count].skytemp20 < wetdry_threshold20 && 
data[count].skytemp27 < wetdry_threshold27 )

{
Bin_Separation (&bin__dry,

&bin_dry27, 
value, 

value2 7, 
ratio);

if(initialized_dry == 'n')
{
initialized_dry = Initialize( &scintillation_dry[month],ratio ) 
scintillation_dry[month].total = 1;

}
else
{
Check( &scintillation_dry[month], ratio );
Accumulate( &scintillation_dry[month], ratio ); 
scintillation_dry[month].total++;

}
}

} /* End of nested if */
else
{

fprintf(errorfile,"%s\t%s\t%f\t%f\n",
data [count] .filename, 

data [count] .time, 
data [count] .freq20.stdbeacon, 
data [count].freq27.stdbeacon ); */

/* ------------- End of the for count statement-------------  */
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GetQualities( ^scintillation[month],
scintillation[month].total );

GetQualities( &scintillation_dry[month],
scintillation_dry[month].total );

if( scintillation[month].total != 0)
{
fprintf(outfile,"%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%ld\t", 

scintillation[month].max, 
scintillation[month].min, 
scintillation[month].avg, 
scintillation[month].std_dev, 
scintillation[month].total);

}
else
fprintf(outfile,"--\t--\t--\t--\t--\tM);

if ( scintillation_dry[month].total != 0)
{
fprintf (outfile, "%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%ld\t11,

scintillation_dry[month].max, 
scintillation_dry[month].min, 
scintillation_dry[month].avg, 
scintillation_dry[month].std_dev, 
scintillation_dry[month].total);

}
else
fprintf(outfile,"--\t--\t--\t--\t--\t");

fprintf(outfile,"\n");
Increment_month(&filename, &dir2);

} /* ---------------------End of the months --------------------  */

/* This part of the program tabulates the data. */

for(count = 0; count < 100; count++)
{
if( bin[count].total != 0 )
GetQualities ( & (bin[count]),bin [count].total ); 

else 
{
bin[count].avg = -999; 
bin[count].std_dev = -999;

}

if( bin_dry[count] .total != 0 )
GetQualities ( & (bin_dry[count]) ,bin_dry[count] .total ) ; 

else 
{
bin_dry[count] .avg = -999; 
bin_dry[count].std_dev = -999;

}
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}

Bin__Output (binfile, bin, bin_dry, bin27, bin_dry27) ; 
status = fclose(binfile); 
if ( status != 0) 
exit(10);

/ *    */

status = fclose(errorfile); 
if( status != 0 ) 
exit(10);

fprintf(outfile,"\n\n"); 
status = fclose(outfile); 
if ( status != 0 ) 
exit(10);

printf(""); 
return(0);
}

/* Beep to signal program is done. */
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/********************************★********************************* 
* *

* Cumulative Distribution Functions *
* by *
* Dae Hong Kim *
* *
* *
****************************************************************** j

/* This program calculates the reverse cumulative distribution function 
for the gamma and the Nakagami-m function. The values range from
0.001 to 10. The parameters (means, stds, etc.) are read from a
file. The different values of m are 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, and 4.

V

#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "data.h"
#include "distribution.h"

struct PARAMETER_TYPE argu[2][8]; // For 7 sites and 8
// functions.

double data [2] [8], // Reverse CDF values,
total [2] [8] ;

FILE *infile, 
*outfile;

long int count, 
freq, 
counter, 
site ;

// Nakagami-m counter

double omega20, 
omega27, 
ratio, 
a, 
b;

// Function prototypes

double gamma_pdf (struct PARAMETER__TYPE) ;
double Nakagami_m(struct PARAMETER_TYPE);
double Integral_GQ(double (*)(struct PARAMETER_TYPE),

struct PARAMETER_TYPE, 
double, 
double );

int main() 
{
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/* ------------------- Set up of D a t a ------

infile = fopen("PDF_Data.txt","r"); 
outfile = fopen("Nakagami.data", "w");

for(site = 0; site < 7; site++)
{
fscanf(infile,"%lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf"/

Sc (argu [0] [0] . arg [0] ) ,
Sc (argu [0] [0] . arg [1] ) ,
Scomega2 0,
& (argu [1] [0] .arg [0]) ,
Sc (argu [1] [0] . arg [1] ) ,
Scomega2 7) ;

for(counter=l; counter < 8; counter++)
// Need to calculate the proper m.

{
argu[0] [counter].arg[0] = 0.5 * counter; 
argu[0] [counter] .arg[l] = omega2 0; 
argu[l][counter].arg[0] = 0.5 * counter; 
argu[l] [counter] . arg[l] = omega27;

}

// Print the header to the Data file.------

switch(site)
{
case 0: 
fprintf(outfile,"AK\n"); 

break;

case 1: 
fprintf(outfile,"BC\n"); 

break;

case 2: 
fprintf(outfile,MCO\n") ; 

break;

case 3: 
fprintf(outfile,"FL\n"); 

break;

case 4: 
fprintf(outfile,"MD\n"); 

break;

case 5: 
fprintf(outfile,"NM\n"); 

break;

case 6: 
fprintf(outfile,"OK\n") ;



}

fprintf(outfile,"20.2GHz\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t" ) ; 
fprintf(outfile,"27.5GHz\n");

fprintf(outfile,
"x\tgamma\tm=0.5\tm=l.0\tm=l.5\tm=2.0\tm=2.5\tm=3.0\tm=3.5\t") 

fprintf(outfile,
"gamma\tm=0.5\tm=l.0\tm=l.5\tm=2.0\tm=2.5\tm=3.0\tm=3.5\t"); 

fprintf(outfile,"\n");

// Calculating the Reverse CDF's for the 16 functions -------------

/* Initializing the Variables. */ 
a=0.001;
ratio = pow (10.0/0.001, 1.0/100.0);

total [0] [0] = Integral_GQ(&gamma_pdf,argu[0] [0],0.0,a); 
total [1] [0] = Integral_GQ(&gamma_pdf,argu[1] [0],0.0,a);

for(count = 1; count < 8; count++)
{
total [0] [count] = Integral_GQ(&Nakagami_m,argu[0] [count] ,0.0,a) ; 
total [1] [count] = Integral_GQ(&Nakagami_m,argu[1] [count] ,0.0,a) ;

}

for(count = 0; count < 100; count++)
{
b = a * ratio;
fprintf(outfile,"%f\t",a);

for(freq=0; freq < 2; freq++)
{
data[freq] [0] = Integral_GQ(&gamma_pdf,argu[freq][0],a,b);
total[freq] [0] += data[freq][0];
fprintf(outfile,"%f\t",100 * (1 - total[freq] [0]) );

for(counter = 1; counter < 8; counter++)
{
data[freq] [counter] =
Integral_GQ(&Nakagami_m,argu[freq][counter],a,b);
total[freq] [counter] += data[freq] [counter] ;
fprintf(outfile,"%f\t",100 * (1 - total[freq][counter]) );

}
}
fprintf(outfile,"\n"); 
a = b;

}

fprintf(outfile,"\n"); 
printf("Site %ld\n",site);

}

break;



fclose(outfile) 
fclose(infile);

return(0);
}
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akthreshold.c --------------------  */

#include <stdio.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <unistd.h>

#include <math.h>

#include <string.h>

#include "data.h”

/* needed for chdir cmd. */

/* this is a program snippet to find the Alaskan skytemp threshold 
to determine wet and dry conditions. The year and month is 
calculated and used to determine the threshold temperature.

*/

void get_AKthreshold( double *thresh20,

double *thresh27,

int month, 
char choice)

{
int year;

/* month is a counter variable from statistics. It needs to be 
converted

to the month from 0 for January to 11 for December. However, the
data

comes in two sets, so choice is used to determine the month and 
year. */

switch (choice){ 
case '1': /* For dates between 9401 to 9606. */
year = 94 + (month/12); 
month = month % 12; 

break;

case '2': /* For dates between 9607 to 9812 */
month = month + 6; 
year = 96 + (month/12); 
month = month % 12; 

break;

case '3': /* For the date 9312. */
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month = 12; 
break;

default:
printf("there is an error on threshold calculation.\n"); 
exit(3); 

break;
}

switch (month){
case 0: /* Jan */
*thresh2 0=270;
*thresh27=270; 
break;

case 1: /* Feb */
*thresh2 0=270;
*thresh27=270; 
break;

case 2: /* Mar */
*thresh2 0=2 7 0;
*thresh2 7=270; 
break;

case 3: /* Apr */
if(year==94){

*thresh20=270;
*thresh27=270;
}

else if(year==95){
*thresh20=270;
*thresh27=270;
}

else if(year==96){
*thresh20=99;
*thresh27=91;
}

else if(year==97){
*thresh2 0 = 5 9;
*thresh27=63;
}

else if(year==98){
*thresh20=89;
*thresh27=99;
}

break;

case 4: /* May */
if(year= = 94){

*thresh2 0 = 12 0;
*thresh27=106;
}

else if(year==95){



break; 

case 5 :

break; 

case 6:

*thresh20=113; 
*thresh27=103;
}

else if(year==96){ 
*thresh2 0 = 118; 
*thresh27=112;
}

else if(year==97){ 
*thresh2 0 = 12 8; 
*thresh27=12 8; 
}

else if(year==98){ 
*thresh20=149; 
*thresh27=156; 
}

/* Jun */ 
if(year==94){

*thresh20=148; 
*thresh27=150;
}

else if(year==95){ 
*thresh20=158; 
*thresh27=156;
}

else if(year==96){ 
*thresh2 0 = 153; 
*thresh27=155; 
}

else if(year==97){ 
*thresh20=162; 
*thresh27=186; 
}

else if(year==98){ 
*thresh20=143; 
*thresh27=147;
}

/* Jul */ 
if(year==94){

*thresh2 0 = 175; 
*thresh27=168;
}

else if(year==95){ 
*thresh20=177; 
*thresh27=157;
}

else if(year==96){ 
*thresh20=169; 
*thresh2 7 = 169; 
}

else if(year==97){



break; 

case 7:

case 8:

break;

*thresh20=180; 
*thresh27=182;
}

else if(year==98){ 
*thresh20=189; 
*thresh27=194;
}

/* Aug */ 
if(year==94){

*thresh20=178; 
*thresh27=179; 
}

else if(year==95){ 
*thresh20=156; 
*thresh27=153;
}

else if(year==96){ 
*thresh20=158; 
*thresh27=164;
}

else if(year==97){ 
*thresh20=172; 
*thresh27=171;
}

else if(year==98){ 
*thresh20=165; 
*thresh27=166; 
}

break;

/* Sep */ 
if(year==94){

*thresh20=130; 
*thresh27=142;
}

else if(year==95){ 
*thresh20=156; 
*thresh27=134; 
}

else if(year==96){ 
*thresh20=112; 
*thresh27=109;
}

else if(year==97){ 
*thresh20=143; 
*thresh27=147;
}

else if(year==98){ 
*thresh20=157; 
*thresh27=147; 
}



case 9: /* Oct */
if(year==94){

*thresh20=270; 
*thresh27=270; 
}

else if(year==95){ 
*thresh20=270; 
*thresh27=270;
}

else if(year==96){ 
*thresh20=152; 
*thresh27=130; 
}

else if(year==97){ 
*thresh20=81; 
*thresh27=84;
}

else if(year==98){ 
*thresh20=69;
*thresh2 7 = 72;

break;
}

case 10: /* Nov */ 
*thresh20=270; 
*thresh27=270; 

break;

case 11: /* Dec */ 
*thresh2 0 = 2 7 0; 
*thresh27=270; 

break;

default: printf("%s\n","AKthreshold error" 
exit(1); 
break;

}

/* End of th get_AK procedure */
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/ *  ------------------------------------- C o l l e c t . c

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <unistd.h> /* needed for chdir cmd. */
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>
#include "data.h"

void Eliminate_spaces(char (*string) [] ) ;

/* This function Check-data is used to make sure the the input is a 
number.

It does not allow mathematical operations so it will default on 
division,

*, + and other operations. Even though sscanf has a flag, sscanf 
allows

for these operations and may interpret * as an operation instead of
an

error.

It makes sure that the data has numbers; it does not allow only 
spaces,

etc. */

char Check_data( char info[],
long int indexx )

{
char good_data;
char all_space; /* Makes sure there are numbers. */
long int counter;

if( indexx == 0 ) 
good_data = ' n'; 

else
good_data = *y';

all_space = 'y 1; 
counter = 0;
while( counter < indexx && good_data == 'y' )
{
switch (info[counter])
{
case '1' 
case '21 
case '31 
case '41 
case '5' 
case 16 1 
case 17' 
case 18' 
case 19 1 
case 10'



all_space = ' n 1; 
break;

case '.' 
case '- 1 
case ' '
case 1 * 1 
/* do nothing. */ 

break;

default: 
good_data = ' n'; 

break;
}
counter++;

}

if ( all_space == 'y1 ScSc  good_data == 'y')
good_data = ' n 1;

return(good_data);
}

void Tab_select(
int tab,
char (*info) [] ,
char (*input 1) [] ,
char *good_set,
struct DATATYPE *data,
int indexx

)
{
double holder; /* used to hold the variable. */
int converted; /* used to check if sscanf successful.
switch (tab)
{
case 1:
strcpy(data -> time, *info); /* Get the new time */
Eliminate_spaces( &(data -> time)); 

break;

case 3:
if ( Check_data( *info, indexx) == 'y' ) 

strcpy(*input1#*info);
*good_set = 'y1; /* initializing data. */

}
else
{
*good_set = 'n1;

}
break;
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case 4:
if( Check_data( *info, indexx) == *y' ScSc *good_set == 'y')
{converted = sscanf(*inputl,"%lf", kholder); 
if( converted == 1 ) 
data -> freq20.attenbeacon = holder; 

else
{printf("input1 (%s) did not convert.\n",*inputl); 
exit(13);

}

converted = sscanf (*info, ,!%lf" , &holder); 
if ( converted == 1 )
{data -> freq20.stdbeacon = holder;
}
else
{
printf("info (%s) did not convert.\n",*info); 
exit(14);

}
}
else
{data -> freq20.attenbeacon = -20000.0; 
data -> freq20.stdbeacon = -20000.0;

}
break; 

case 8:
if ( Check_data( *info, indexx) == 'y' )
{
strcpy(*input1,*info);
*good_set = 1y ';

}
else
{
*good_set = 'n1;

}
break; 

case 9:
if ( Check_data ( *info, indexx) == 'y1 ScSc *good_set == 'y') 
{converted = sscanf(* i n p u t l % l f ", &holder); 
if( converted == 1 ) 
data -> freq27.attenbeacon = holder;

else
{

}

printf("inputl (%s) did not convert.\n",*inputl);
exit(13);
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converted = sscanf (*info, "%!f11, &holder); 
if( converted == 1 )
{
data -> freq27.stdbeacon = holder;

}
else
{printf("info (%s) did not convert.\n",*info); 
exit(14);

}
}
else
{
/* padding the data. */

data -> freq27.attenbeacon = -20000.0;
data -> freq27.stdbeacon = -20000.0;

}
break; 

case 15:
if( Check_data( *info, indexx) == 'y' )
{
converted = sscanf(*info, "%lf", &holder ); 
i f ( converted == 1 ) 
data -> skytemp20 = holder; 

else 
{
printf("info (%s) did not convert.\n",*info); 
exit(14) ;

}
}
else
{

/* This code snippet needs to account for the fact that the 
attenuation and stdbeacon are valid, but the average sky 
temperature data is not. The temp is set at -999. */

data -> skytemp20 = -999;
}

break; 

case 20:
if( Check_data( *info, indexx) == 'y' )
{
converted = sscanf(*info, "%lf", ^holder ); 
if( converted == 1 ) 
data -> skytemp27 = holder; 

else 
{

}

printf("info (%s) did not convert.\n",*info);
exit(14);
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}
else
{

/* This code snippet needs to account for the fact that the 
attenuation and stdbeacon are valid, but the average sky 
temperature data is not. The temp is set at -999. */

data -> skytemp27 = -999;
}

break; 

case 30:
if( Check_data( *info, indexx) == 'y' )
{converted = sscanf(*info, "%lf", &holder ); 
i f ( converted == 1 ) 
data -> srf.pressure = holder; 

else
{
printf("info (%s) did not convert.\n",*info); 
exit(14);

}
}
else
data -> srf.pressure = -999; 

break;

case 31:
i f ( Check_data( *info, indexx) == 'y1 )
{
converted = sscanf(*info, "%lfM, ^holder ); 
if( converted == 1 ) 
data -> srf.relhumidity = holder; 

else
{
printf("info (%s) did not convert.\n",*info); 
exit(14);

}
}
else
data -> srf.relhumidity = -999; 

break;

case 34:
if( Check_data( *info, indexx) == 'y' )
{
converted = sscanf(*info, "%lf", kholder ); 
if ( converted == 1 ) 
data -> srf.airtemp = holder; 

else
{
printf("info (%s) did not convert.\n",*info);
exit(14);
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}
}
else
data -> srf.airtemp = -999; 

break;

case 60:
if( Check_data( *info, indexx) == 'y' )

converted = sscanf(*info, n%lf", &holder ); 
if( converted == 1 ) 
data -> srf.crainrate = holder; 

else
{printf("info (%s) did not convert.\n",*info); 
exit(14);

}
}
else
data -> srf.airtemp = -999; 

break;
} /* end of the switch statement */

} /* end of the function */

 */

void Collect ( FILE *errorfile,
FILE *infile,
struct DATATYPE (*data) [] , 
long unsigned int *row; 
char filename[] )

{int tab, /* Used to count the tabs.
*/

count, /* count is used denote 1440 minutes */
indexx; /* counter variable. */

char info [200] , 
input [2 00] ,
end_line, /* checks for 23:59 time stamp */
end_file, /* checks for EOF */
good_set; /* Checks if set of data is valid.

*/

end_file = ' n 1 ; 
end_line = 'n'; 
count = 0;
while( end_line == 'n' && 

count < 144 0 ScSc
end_file == 'n' )

{



/* Checking for the end of line string. */

/* stamping the filename (date) in the data */ 
strcpy( ((*data) [*row]) .filename, filename);

tab = 0; 
indexx = 0;
info[indexx] = fgetc(infile); 
if( info[indexx] == EOF ) 
end_file = 'y1•

while( info[indexx] != 1\r' && 
info[indexx] != 1\n' && 

end_file == 'n1 )
{if( info[indexx] == 1\t1 )

{tab++; /* Counting the tabs */
info[indexx] = !\0'; /* Ending the string */
Tab_select( 

tab,
&info,
&input,
&good_set,
Sc (  (*data) [*row] )  , 
indexx);

indexx = 0 ;  /* Resetting the index for next input
} /* end of the outer if statement */
else 
indexx++;

info[indexx] = fgetc(infile); 
i f ( info[indexx] == EOF ) 
end_file = 'y';

} /* end of while '\r* */

if( strcmp((*data)[*row].time, "23:59") == 0 ) 
end_line = 1y';

(*row)++; 
count++;

} /* end of the while statement */

/* end of the collect function. */
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/ * _________________________ Common.c----------------------------------------------  •

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h> (
#include <unistd.h> /* needed for chdir cmd. */
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>
#include "data.h"

void Eliminate__header (FILE *inf ile)

^char header; /* This is a dummy variable. */

/* This function eliminates the header for the given file */

header = fgetc(infile); 
while( header != '\r'

ScSc header != ' \n'
ScSc  header != EOF )

{header = fgetc(infile);
}

}

/* --------------------  Incrementing the sum day files.
*/

void Increment_day(char (*filename)[])
{

if ( (*filename) [4] == '3 1 && (^filename) [5] == '1* )
{ (*filename)[4] = 'O';
(*filename) [5] = '1' ;

}
else
{
if( (*filename)[5] == '9' )
{
(^filename) [4]++;
(*filename)[5] = 'O1;

}
else
{
(*filename) [5]++;

}
}

} /* end of the function */

/* ---------------------  Incrementing the month f i l e --------------- */

void Increment month( char (*filename) [] , char (*dir2) [])
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if( (*filename)[2] == '1' && (‘filename)[3] == '2' )
{ (‘filename) [1]++;
(‘filename)[2] = 'O';
(‘filename)[3] = 11';

(*dir2) [1]++;
(*dir2)[2] = 'O';
(*dir2)[3] = '1';

>
else
{if((*filename)[3] == '9' )

{
(‘filename) [2]++;
(‘filename)[3] = 'O';

(*dir2) [2]++;
(*dir2)[3] = 'O';

}
else
{
(‘filename) [3]++;
(*dir2) [3]++;

}
}

} /* End of the increment month function */
/*    */

void Change_directory(
char cddir [] , 
char dir2 [] )

{
char *temp_ptr; /* This pointer is needed */
char temp[200]; 
int status;

strcpy(temp,cddir); /* Adds Protection. */
strcat(temp,dir2);

temp_ptr = &(temp[0]);
status = chdir((const char *)temp_ptr ); 
system("pwd");
printf("Directory change status is %d -- at %s.\n",status,cddir);

/* This function is used only to eliminate spaces in a string. */

void Eliminate_spaces(char (*string)[])
{
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int indexl =0, /* index for the original string. */
index2 = 0 ;  /* index for the new string. */

char compact[200];

while((*string)[indexl] != '\0')
{ (*string) [indexl] j - ' ' ScSc

(*string)[indexl] i _ i* i ScSc

(*string) [indexl] ! = 1\r1 ScSc

(*string) [indexl] ! = '\t' ScSc

(*string) [indexl] != 1\n' )
{
compact[index2] = (*string) [indexl]; 
index2++;

}

indexl++;
}

compact[index2] = (*string)[indexl]; /* end of string line. */ 
strcpy(*string,compact);

}

/* The function Detect_blip is used to check for spikes in attenuation 
or other data sets. It sums the two previous data sets and compares 
it with the current data. If the attenuation is larger, then it is 
not used.

The procedure must first check the time and date stamp to make sure 
the data points are sequential.

*/

int get_time( char clock[])
{
/* This program converts the text clock in 24 hour format H H :MM into a 

decimal
time stamp with the formula time = 60*HH + MM. For example, 133 is 
2:13 and 800 is 13:20.

*/

int count, /* generic variable */
success, /* scans two values */

hour, 
minute, 

time;

/* finding the : separator. */ 

count = 0;
while ( clock [count] != ScSc

clock[count] != 1\0 1 ) 
count++;



if( clock[count] == )
clock[count] = '

/* converting the time to a decimal number. */

success = sscanf(clock,"%d %dM,&hour,&minute); 
if( success == 2 ) 
time = 60 * hour + minute; 

else 
time = -999;

return(time);
}

int get_value( char first, char second )
{/* converts a two letter word to a number */

char line [3] ; 
int value,

success;

line[0] = first;
line [1] = second; 
line[2] = 1\0 1;

success = sscanf(line,"%d",&value); 
if ( success != 1 ) 
value = -999;

return(value);
}

char sequence( struct DATATYPE first, struct DATATYPE second )
{
char check; /* This is the return data. */

int timel, 
time2;

int dayl, 
day2 ,

monthl, 
month2,

yearl, 
year2;

/* getting the date and time stamps */

timel= get_time(first.time); 
time2= get_time(second.time);



dayl = get_value(first.filename[4], first.filename[5]); 
day2 = get_value(second.filename[4], second.filename[5]); 
monthl = get_value(first.filename[2] , first.filename[3]); 
month2 = get_value(second.filename[2], second.filename[3] 
yearl = get_value(first.filename[0] , first.filename[1]); 
year2 = get_value(second.filename[0], second.filename[1])

if(timel != 0)
{
if (timel == time2 +1 ScSc 

dayl == day2 ScSc

monthl == month2 ScSc 

yearl == year2 )
check = 'y'; 

else 
check = 'n 1;

}
else
{
if (time2 == 1439 ScSc /* 23:59 time stamp */

dayl == day2 + 1 ScSc 

monthl == month2 ScSc 

yearl == year2) 
check = 'y '; 

else 
check = 'n 1;

}

return(check);
}

char blip( double first, 
double second, 
double third )

{
char value;

if ( first >= 0.5 ScSc 

second >= 0.0 ScSc 

third >= 0.0 ScSc

first > second + third ) 
value = 'y *; 

else 
value = 1n 1;

return(value);
}

char Detect_blip(struct DATATYPE data, 
struct DATATYPE previous1, 
struct DATATYPE previous2, 

int freq

char sequence__check;
{
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char value = ' n ' ; /* return value */

/* check for sequential data. */ 
sequence__check = sequence ( data, previousl ); 
if( sequence_check == 1y 1 )
{
sequence_check = sequence( previousl, previous2 );
if( sequence_check == ' y' )
{
if ( freq == 20 ) 
value = blip( data.freq20.attenbeacon,

previousl.freq20.attenbeacon, 
previous2.freq20.attenbeacon );

else
value = blip( data.freq27.attenbeacon,

previousl.freq27.attenbeacon, 
previous2.freq27.attenbeacon );

}
}

return(value);
}

void Choose_site( char (*dir2)[],
char (*cddir) [] , 

char (*filename)[], 
int *limit, 
char (*error) [] , 
float *Noise20,

float *Noise27)

char line [10]; /* used for inputs */

/*  Choosing a site -------------------
*/

strcpy(*cddir,"/cdrom/");

strcpy(*filename,"9XXX01XX.SUM"); 
strcpy(*error,"XXerrorX.data");

printf("Please use capitals.\n");
printf("Please choose a site (AK, NM, OK, MD, CO, FL, BC): "); 
fgets(line, sizeof(line),stdin); 
printf("\n\n");

(*filename)[6] = line[0];
(*filename) [7] = line[l];
(*error)[0] = line[0];
(*error)[1] = line[1];

/* Need to set the dynamic range for Alaska. */ 
if( line[0] == ’A 1 && line[1] == 'K' )
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{
*Noise20
♦Noise27

}
else
{
*Noise20
♦Noise27

}

14 . 0;
15 . 0;

2 0 .0 ; 
2 0 .0 ;

printf("Type 1 to process months 
printf("Type 2 to process months 
printf("What is your choice? "); 
fgets(line,sizeof(line),stdin); 
switch(line[0] )
{
case '1':
(♦filename)[1] = '4'
(♦filename)[2] = 'O'
(♦filename)[3] = 11'

9401
9607

to
to

9606.\n") 
9812.\n")

(♦error) [7] = 11';
strcat(♦cddir,"setl/"); 
strcpy(^dir2,"9401"); 
♦limit = 30; 

break;

case '2':
(♦filename)[1] = '6'
(♦filename)[2] = 'O'
(♦filename)[3] = '7'

(♦error)[7] = '2'; 
strcat(♦cddir, "set2/"); 
strcpy(♦dir2,"9607");

♦limit = 30; 
break;

case '3':
(♦filename)[1] = '3' 
(♦filename)[2] = '1' 
(♦filename)[3] = '2'

(♦error) [7] = '3'; 
strcat(♦cddir, "set3/");
strcpy(^dir2,"sitel"); 
♦limit = 7; 

break;

default:
printf("Error in the input.\n"); 
exit(7); 

break;
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}

}
/*   */
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#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "data.h"
#include "distribution.h"
#define MAXI 100

/* ----------------------- Distribution, c   */

int swap(double *a, double *b)
{
double t;

t = *a;
*a = *b;
*b = t;

return(1);
}

void quicksort( double (*list) [] , int left, int right)
{
int last, 

count;

if( left < right)
{

swap(&((*list) [left]) , &((*list) [(left+right)/2])) ; 
last = left;

for(count = left +1; count <= right; count++) 
if((*list) [count] < (*list) [left] )
{
last++;
swap (Sc( (*list) [last] ) , & ( (*list) [count] ) ) ;

}

swap (Sc( (*list) [last] ) , & ( (*list) [left]));

quicksort(list,left, last-1); 
quicksort(list,last+1,right) ;

}

} /* End of quicksort */

void cdf( struct DISTRIBUTE_TYPE (*hh)[], 
double data [] , 
long int last, 

long int *indexx )
{
/* The cumulative distribution function of a given parameter is the
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ratio of the total number of values =< x to total number of values.
*/

long int count;

*indexx = 0;
(*hh)[*indexx].parameter = data[0];
(*hh) [*indexx] .cumulbin = 1;

for(count = 1; count < last; count++)
{
if ( data[count] != (*hh)[*indexx].parameter )
{
(*hh)[*indexx].cumul =

(double) ((*hh) [*indexx] .cumulbin)/ (double)last;
(*indexx)++;
(*hh)[*indexx].parameter = data[count];

}

(*hh)[*indexx].cumulbin = count+1;
}

(*hh)[*indexx].cumul = (double)((*hh)[*indexx].cumulbin)/ (double)last; 
(*indexx)+ +;

}

double Gaussian_Quad5(double list [], double factor)
{
double result;

const double c04 = 0.2369268850 
const double cl3 = 0.4786286705 
const double c22 = 0.5688888889

/* coefficient cO and c4 */

result = factor * ( c04 * (list[0] + list[4] )
+ cl3 * (list [1] + list [3])
+ c22 * list [2] ) ;

return(result);
}

double Integral_GQ(double (*funct)(struct PARAMETER_TYPE),
struct PARAMETER_TYPE arguments, 

double a, 
double b)

{
double roots[5] ; 
double list [5] ; 
double ml,m2,m3;
double h; /* interval length */
double value;

int count, 
step,
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n;
roots[0] = 0.9061798459;
roots [1] = 0.5384693101;
roots[2] = 0.0;
roots [3] = -0.5384693101;
roots [4] = -0.9061798459;

n = (int) ceil((b-a)/0.0001); 
h = (b-a)/n; 
ml = h/2; 
m2 = a + h/2;

value = 0;
for(step = 0; step < n; step++)
{
for(count = 0; count < 5; count++)
{
m3 = ml * roots[count] + m2; 
arguments.x = m3;
list[count] = (*funct)(arguments);

}

value += Gaussian_Quad5(list,ml); 
m2 += h;

}
return(value);

}

double Integral_Trap(double (*funct)(struct PARAMETER^TYPE),
struct PARAMETER_TYPE arguments, 

double a, 
double b)

{
const double n = 10000.0;

double h,
value;

int count;

h = (b-a)/n; 
if( h != 0 )
{
arguments.x =a;
value = 0.5 * funct(arguments); 
for(count = 1; count < n; count++)
{
arguments.x += h;
value += funct(arguments);

}

arguments.x = b;
value += 0.5 * funct(arguments);
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}
else 
value = 0;

value *= h; /* Multiply by the height to get area. */ 
return(value);

}
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// Calucates Nwet and Esat,

/ *  --------------------------- N we t . c -

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h>

double Calculate_Nwet( double RH, double Kel)
{
/* This calculates the refractivity due to the water vapor alone using 

the vapor pressure. */

/* Constants of Lowe and Ficke, 1974 from Prupacher and Pitter */

const double aO = 6.10780; 
const double al = 0.443652; 
const double a2 = 0.0142895; 
const double a3 = 0.000265065; 
const double a4 = 0.00000303124; 
const double a5 = 0.0000000203408; 
const double a6 = 0.0000000000613682;

double 

water */

*/

*/

C,
Esat, 

Evap, 

N;

/* Celsius */
/* saturation pressure of

/* Actual vapor pressure

/* The refractivity unit

C = Kel - 273.15;
Esat = aO + C * (al + C * (a2 + C * (a3 + C * (a4 + C *

a6)))));
Evap = RH * Esat /100.0;

N = (375000.0 * Evap / (Kel * Kel) - 5.6 * Evap / Kel) ; 
return(N);

}

double Exponential_Nwet( double RH, double Kel )
{

(a5 + C *

double Esat, 
Evap, 
N;

/* saturated vapor pressure. */ 
/* Actual vapor pressure. */ 
/* Wet index of refraction. */

Esat = 6.11 * exp(19.7 * (Kel - 273.15)/Kel);
Evap = RH * Esat / 100.0;
N = (375000.0 * Evap / (Kel* Kel) - 5 . 6 *  Evap / Kel); 

return(N);
}
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/* -------------------- pdfunc . c -------------------------------- */

// probability density function subroutines.

#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "distribution.h"

double Integral_GQ( double (*)(struct PARAMETER_TYPE), 
struct PARAMETER_TYPE, 
double, 
double

) ;

/ *  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/

double gamma(double x)
{
/* The gamma function uses a formula by Lanczos. */
/* The relative error should be no more than 2e-8 percent */

double value; 
double sum; 
double argu; 
int count;

const int N = 7;
const int gma = 5;
const double pi = 3.14159265359;
const double c[7] = { 1.000000000190015,

76.18009172947146,
-86.50532032941677,

24 . 01409824083091,
-1.231739572450155,
0.1208650973866179e-2,

-0.5395239384953e-5 };
if( x >= 1.0)
{
value = 1.0;
while( x >= 2.0) /* Utilizing the property

gamma(x) = (x-1)*gamma(x-1) */
{
value *= x-1.0; 
x -= 1.0;

}

sum = C [0];
for(count = 1; count < N; count++) 
sum += c[count]/ (x - 1 + count);
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argu = x + gma - 0.5;
value *= pow(argu, x - 0.5) * exp(-argu) * sqrt(2 * pi) * sum;

}
else
{
if( floor(x) == x )
{
printf("The gamma function has a pole at x = %f\n",x); 
exit(7);

}
else
{
if( x > 0 ) /* Values of x between 0 and 1. */
value = gamma(1 + x)/x; 
else
value = pi/(sin(pi*x) * gamma(l-x)); /* Reflection formula

*/
}

}

return(value);
}

/ * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/

double Bessel_zero(double x)
{
double const pi = 3.14159265359; 
double value;
struct PARAMETER_TYPE arguments;

double Bessel_arg( struct PARAMETER_TYPE arguments)
{
double value;

value = exp( arguments.arg[0] * cos(arguments.x)) / arguments.arg[1];
return(value);

}

arguments.arg[0] = x; 
arguments.arg [1] = pi;
arguments.num_of_para = 2;
value = Integral_GQ(&Bessel_arg,arguments,0.0,pi); 

return(value);
}
z * -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/

double const pi = 3.14159265359;

double Rayleigh(struct PARAMETER_TYPE arguments)
{
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double q; 
double value;

q = arguments.arg[0] * sqrt(pi/2);
value = arguments.x * exp(- (arguments.x * arguments.x) 

/ (2 * q * q) ) / (q * q) ;

return(value);
}

double normal(struct PARAMETER_TYPE arguments)
{
/*

The pdf could be gaussian or log-normal depending on the mean 
and standard deviation.

the mean of x or In x is stored in arguments.arg[0]. 
the standard deviation is stored in arguments.arg[1].

This variable is not normalized.
*/

double const pi = 3.14159265359; 
double t; 
double value;

/* normalize the variable */

/* This is an integral transformation. */

t = (arguments.x - arguments.arg[0])/(arguments.arg[1] * sqrt(2)); 
value = exp( - t * t )/(arguments.arg[1] * sqrt(pi)) ;

return(value);
}

double log_normal(struct PARAMETER_TYPE arguments)
{
/*

The pdf could be gaussian or log-normal depending on the mean 
and standard deviation.

the mean of x or In x is stored in arguments.arg[0]. 
the standard deviation is stored in arguments.arg[1].

This variable is not normalized.
*/

double const pi = 3.14159265359; 
double t; 
double value;

/* normalize the variable */



/* This is an integral transformation. */

t = (log(arguments.x) - arguments.arg[0])/(arguments.arg[1] *
sqrt (2) ) ;
value = exp( - t * t )/(arguments.x * arguments.arg[1] * sqrt(2 *

pi));
return(value);

}

double gamma_pdf( struct PARAMETER_TYPE arguments )
{/* argument 0 is the mean */
/* argument 1 is the standard deviation */

double value; 
double alpha, 

nu;

alpha = arguments.arg[0] / (arguments.arg[1] * arguments.arg[1]);
nu = arguments.arg[0] * alpha;

if(arguments.x == 0) 
value = 0; 

else
value = pow(alpha,nu)/gamma(nu)

* pow(arguments.x, nu -1)
* exp(- alpha * arguments.x);

return(value);
}

double Nakagami_m( struct PARAMETER_TYPE arguments )
{
double value; 
double m,

omega, 
logvalue;

/*
argument 0 contains the value of m. 
argument 1 contains the mean of x*x (omega).

*/

m = arguments.arg[0] ; 
omega = arguments.arg[1];

if (arguments.x != 0)
{
logvalue = m * log(m) + log(2.0) - log(gamma(m)) - m * log(omega)

(2*m - 1) * log(arguments.x)
- m * arguments.x * arguments.x/omega; 

value = exp(logvalue);
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}
else 
value = 0;

return(value);
}



#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>
#include "data.h"

/* ------------------ Prepare . freq. c --------------------------  */

void Accumulate( struct QUALITIES *output,
double input);

void GetQualities( struct QUALITIES *output, long int total );

void Bin_Separation(struct QUALITIES (*bin) [] ,
long int (*freq27) [] , 

double variance, 
double variance27, 
double ratio)

{
const double upperthreshold =10.0; /* dB^2 */
const double lowerthreshold = 0.001; /* dB^2 */
double r; /* comparison value */

double factor;
const int number = 100;
int range,

range27; /* index for the correct bin

factor = pow(upperthreshold/lowerthreshold, 1.0 / number); 
r = lowerthreshold; 
range = -1;

while ( range < 100 ScSc

variance >= r )
{
range++; 
r *= factor;

}

r = lowerthreshold;
range27 = -1;
while ( range27 < 100 ScSc

variance27 >= r )
{
range27++; 
r *= factor;

}

if ( range > -1 ScSc range < 100 )
{
Accumulate(&((*bin) [range]) ,ratio) ;
(*bin) [range] .total++;
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}

if ( range27 > -1 ScSc  range27 < 100 )
(*freq27)[range27]++;

}

void Bin_Output(FILE *binfile,
struct QUALITIES bin[], 
struct QUALITIES bin_dry[], 
long int freq27 [] , 
long int f req27_dry [] )

{
double upperthreshold =10.0; /* dB^2 */
double lowerthreshold = 0.001; /* dB^2 */
double r; /* comparison value */

double factor;
const int number = 100;
int range; /* index for the correct bin */

factor = pow(upperthreshold/lowerthreshold, 1.0 / number); 
r = lowerthreshold;

fprintf (binf ile, 11 \tRatio due to normal conditions\t\t\tRatio due to 
dry conditions\t\t\tTotals for 27 GHz variance\tTotals for 27 GHz 
variance due to dry conditions\n");

fprintf(binfile,"bin 
value\taverage\tstd_dev\ttotal\taverage\tstd__dev\ttotal\n11) ;

for(range = 0; range < 100; range++)
{
fprintf(binfile,"%f\t%f\t%f\t%ld\t%f\t%f\t%ld\t%ld\t%ld\n",

r,
bin[range].avg, 
bin[range].std_dev, 
bin[range].total,

bin_dry[range].avg, 
bin_dry[range].std_dev, 
bin_dry[range].total,

freq27[range], 
freq27_dry[range]);

r *= factor;
}
fprintf(binfile,"\n");

}



#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <unistd.h> /* needed for chdir cmd.
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>
#include "data.h"

/ *  -------------------------  P r e p a r e _ s t a t . c -----------------------------------------

void output_header( FILE *outfile, 
char filename [] )

{
int count;

fprintf( outfile,"This is the monthly statistics for %c%c.\n", 
filename[6],filename[7] );

fprintf( outfile,"month\t");

fprintf( outfile,"norm20\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t"); 
fprintf( outfile,"norm27\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t"); 
fprintf( outfile,"dry20\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t") 
fprintf( outfile,"dry27\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t" ) 
fprintf ( outfile, "wet20\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t11) 
fprintf ( outfile, "wet27\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t11) 
fprintf( outfile,"\n");

fprintf( outfile,"\t"); 
for(count = 1; count <= 6; count++) 
fprintf(

outfile,"atten\t\t\t\tstd\t\t\t\tlog_variance\t\t\t\ttotal\t"] 
fprintf(outfile,"\n");

fprintf(outfile,"\t") ;
for(count = 1; count <= 6; count++)
{
fprintf (outfile, "max\tmin\tavg\tstd_dev\t11) ; 
fprintf(outfile, "max\tmin\tavg\tstd_dev\t"); 
fprintf(outfile, "max\tmin\tavg\tstd dev\t\t");

}

fprintf(outfile, "\n\n");

/ * ------- Initial izat ion-

void Set_zero( struct PACKAGE *data)
{

data -> norm20.AttenBeacon.sum =0;
data -> norm20.AttenBeacon.sqrd_sum =0;
data -> norm20.StdBeacon.sum =0;
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data -> norm20.StdBeacon.sqrd_sum =0; 
data -> norm20.log_Variance.sum =0; 
data -> norm20.log_Variance.sqrd_sum =0
data -> norm27.AttenBeacon.sum =0
data -> norm27.AttenBeacon.sqrd_sum =0
data -> norm27.StdBeacon.sum =0;
data -> norm27.StdBeacon.sqrd_sum =0 
data -> norm27.log_Variance.sum =0; 
data -> norm27.log_Variance.sqrd_sum =0;
data -> wet20.AttenBeacon.sum = 0;
data -> wet20.AttenBeacon.sqrd_sum =0;
data -> wet20.StdBeacon.sum =0
data -> wet20.StdBeacon.sqrd_sum =0;
data -> wet20.log_Variance.sum =0
data -> wet20.log_Variance.sqrd_sum =0
data -> wet27.AttenBeacon.sum =0
data -> wet27.AttenBeacon.sqrd_sum =0;
data -> wet27.StdBeacon.sum =0
data -> wet27.StdBeacon.sqrd_sum =0;
data -> wet27.log_Variance.sum =0
data -> wet27.log_Variance.sqrd_sum =0
data -> dry20.AttenBeacon.sum =0
data -> dry20.AttenBeacon.sqrd_sum =0;
data -> dry20.StdBeacon.sum =0
data -> dry20.StdBeacon.sqrd_sum =0;
data -> dry20.log_Variance.sum =0;
data -> dry20.log_Variance.sqrd_sum =0;
data -> dry27.AttenBeacon.sum =0;
data -> dry27.AttenBeacon.sqrd_sum =0;
data -> dry27.StdBeacon.sum =0;
data -> dry27.log_Variance.sum =0;
data -> dry27.StdBeacon.sqrd_sum = 0;
data -> dry2 7 . log__Variance . sqrd_sum =0;

}
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/ ’ P r e p a r e _ s r f . c

#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

/* This file contains program snippets for the srf files such as an 
output

header and Tab word selection. */ 

char Check data( char info[], int count);

void Output_header(FILE *outfile, 
char line [] )

{
fprintf outfile,"This is the monthly statistics for %c%c.\n", 

line[0] ,line[1] ) ;

fprintf outfile

fprintf outfile
fprintf outfile
fprintf outfile
fprintf outfile
fprintf outfile
fprintf outfile
fprintf outfile

fprintf outfile,
fprintf outfile,

*/
fprintf outfile,

*/
fprintf outfile,

humidity */
fprintf outfile,

*/
fprintf outfile,

*/
fprintf outfile,

*/
fprintf outfile,
}

outfile, "max\tmin\tavg\tstd_dev\ttotal\t"); /* For airtemp

int Tab_Word ( char info[], double *data, int *indexx )
{
int success, 

count;
/* flag if conversion was successful. */ 
/* length of the word. */

char valid_data, 
word [2 00] ;

/* checks to see if it is a number.
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count = 0;
word [count] = info[*indexx] ;
while (word [count] != EOF ScSc  word [count] != '\r' ScSc word [count] ! = 
’\f)
{
count++;
(*indexx)+ +;
word [count] = info[*indexx] ;

}

/* Moving the index and ending the word. */

word[count] = '\0 1;
(*indexx)++;

valid_data = Check_data(word, count); 
if( valid_data == 'y') 
success = sscanf(word,"%lfn,data) ; 

else 
success = 0;

return(success);
}
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/ * ------------------------------------- Process.c----------------------------------------- */

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <unistd.h> /* needed for chdir cmd. */
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>
#include "data.h"

char Initialize( struct QUALITIES *output, 
double input)

{
output -> max = input;
output -> min = input;
output -> sum = input;
output -> sqrd__sum = input * input;

return('y ');
}

void Check( struct QUALITIES *output, 
double input)

{
if(output -> max < input) 
output -> max = input;

if(output -> min > input) 
output -> min = input;

}

void Accumulate( struct QUALITIES *output,
double input)

{
output -> sum += input;
output -> sqrd_sum += input * input;

}

void GetQualities( struct QUALITIES *output, long int total )
{
/* This program computes the average and standard deviation for a 

given
month. */

double avg,
sum,
sqrd_sum;

sum = output -> sum;
sqrd_sum = output -> sqrd_sum;

avg = sum/total; 
output -> avg = avg; 
if ( total == 1 )
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output -> std_dev = 0.0; 
else
output -> std_dev = sqrt( (sqrd_sum - total * (avg * avg)) 

- l) ) ;

void Process( char initialized,
struct BASICPACKAGE *output, 
struct FREQTYPE input )

{
double log_variance;

l°g_variance = 2 * log(input.stdbeacon);

if ( initialized == 'n')
{
initialized = Initialize( & (output -> AttenBeacon), 

input.attenbeacon );
Initialize( & (output -> StdBeacon), input.stdbeacon );
Initialize( ^(output -> log_Variance), log_variance );
output -> total = 1;

}
else
{
Check( & (output -> AttenBeacon),

input.attenbeacon);
Check( & (output -> StdBeacon),

input.stdbeacon);
Check ( & (output -> log_Variance) ,

log_variance);
Accumulate( & (output -> AttenBeacon), 

input.attenbeacon);
Accumulate( & (output -> StdBeacon), 

input.stdbeacon);
Accumulate( & (output -> log_Variance), 

log_variance);
(output -> total)++;

}

void OutputQualities( FILE *outfile,
struct BASICPACKAGE *output)

{

if ( output -> total != 0 )
{
GetQualities(&(output -> AttenBeacon), 

output -> total);

fprintf(outfile, " %f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t",
output -> AttenBeacon.max, 
output -> AttenBeacon.min,

(total



output -> AttenBeacon.avg,
output -> AttenBeacon.std_dev);

GetQualities(&(output -> StdBeacon), 
output -> total);

fprintf(outfile, »%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t", 
output -> StdBeacon.max, 
output -> StdBeacon.min, 
output -> StdBeacon.avg,

output -> StdBeacon.std_dev);

GetQualities (&(output -> log__Variance) , 
output -> total);

fprintf (outfile, "%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%ld\t11, 
output -> log_Variance.max, 
output -> log_Variance.min, 
output -> log_Variance.avg,

output -> log_Variance.std_dev, 
output -> total);

}
else
{
fprintf(outfile, "--\t--\t--\t--\t") ; 
fprintf(outfile, "--\t--\t--\t--\t") ; 
fprintf(outfile, "--\t--\t--\t--\t--\t");

}
} /* End of the outputQualities */
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// The Data.h Header file.

/* this data type collects the inputs */

struct FREQTYPE
{
double attenbeacon,

stdbeacon;

struct WEATHERTYPE /* Collects data from srf */

double

double

double
};

struct DATATYPE

/
7

{
char
char

pressure, /* millibars
airtemp, /* Kelvin
relhumidity; /* percentage */

Nwet, /* Wet index of refraction. */
Ndry, /* Dry index of refraction. */
N; /* index of refraction. */

crainrate; /* capacitive rain rate. */

filename[20]; 
time[10];

struct FREQTYPE freq20, 
freq27;

double skytemp20, 
skytemp27;

struct WEATHERTYPE
} ;

h

srf ;

Output data type

struct QUALITIES
{
double avg,

std_dev,
max,
min,
sum,

7
long int

sqrd_sum; 

total;

/* accumulator used to compute avg and std */ 
/* accumulator used to compute std.

};

Struct BASICPACKAGE
{
struct QUALITIES AttenBeacon,

StdBeacon, 
log_Variance;
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long int total;
};

struct PACKAGE
{
struct BASICPACKAGE norm20/

norm27, 
dry2 0, 
dry27, 
wet2 0, 
wet27;

struct QUALITIES Pressure, 
Airtemp,
RH,
Nwet,
Ndry,
N;

};
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/ / The distribution.h header file

/* The file contains to structure for the empirical distribution 
Functions */

struct DISTRIBUTE_TYPE
{
double parameter;
double cumul;
long int cumulbin;

};

/* This data structure holds the parameters for a given function. */ 
struct PARAMETER_TYPE
{
double 

function. 
double 
double

double 
function.
long int 

function. 
};

x;

y;
z;

arg [5] ; 

num_of_para;

// The independent variable to the

// The second independent variable. 
// The third independent variable.

// The parameters to the

// the number of parameters to the
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